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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, September 6, 1921.
GIRL IS ELEVENTH

LABOR DAY IS CELEBRATED BY

Tf.

s AMF.RIPATV

FOUR FLAGS FLY AS HUNDRED

WTW

PARIS U. DEGREE

HUGE PARADE OF CRAFTS AND

SPEAKING AT ROBINSON PARK

ID CANADA IS COMMEMORATED

Two Thousand Take Part in the Annual Pa-- ;
rade; Appropriate Addresses Are Delivered
By E. B. Swope; Edward E. Tittman, of
Hillsboro; John C. Lehner and L. D. Atwood.

Portal of Peace at Blaine Is to Be Formally De

almost every
Representing
ranch of organized labor In the
city, more than 1.500 men marched
in the Labor Day pnrade yesterday
Tho parade formed on
morning.
the streets south of Gold avenue
and, uniting each unit on Central
avenue, continued east on Central
to First street and back up the
avenue to Robinson park, where
the speaking was scheduled.
Tho parade was separated Into
divisions which marchod in the
following order:
. First Division Marshal ' It. J.
Eatty. Aides, Sec. Daykoff,W. Pat
K.
McCaffrey, M. K. Quinliver,
Home, Thos. McElvain, Martin
Gallegos.-

-

Speakers In Automobile Chairman E. B. Swope. Speakers, Edward K. Tittman. John C. Lehner,
L. D, Atwood.
City Band, Discharged Firemen,
Camp Fire Girls, Central Labor
Union.
Second Division Lathers, BrickWorkers, Hod
layers, Sheetmetal
Carriers, Glaziers, Railroad Clerks.
Third Division Veterans of Foreign Wars, Machinists, Brewery
Maintenance
Workers, Plumbers,
of Ways.
Fourth Division Oldtown Band,
Carpenters, Cigar Makers. Painters.
Laborers,
Boilermakers,
Stage
Hands and Motion Picture OperaSoldiers
tors, Tailor3, Disabled
League.
Fifth Division Carmen, Blacksmiths, Typographical Union, Electricians. Teamsters, American Legion.
Sixth Division Barbers. Federal
Handlers.
Freight
Employees,
Book Binders,
Boy
Pressmen,
Scouts.
Robinson
Thousands
thronged
square to hear the speaking, which
6tartcd shortly after 10 o'clock and
lasted until after noon. E. B.
Swope, chairman of the program,
Introduced the speakers.
"Every one Is a worker of some
kind," Chairman
Swope declared,
"And organized labor would like to
have each of you a member of
some appropriate local craft organization."
Tittman Opens Program.
Edward
E. Tittman, of
was tho first speaker introduced. Mr. Tittman's address was
in part as follows:
"We have come together today
to honor a force in which lies
Wrapped up the happiness,- th
freedom and the progress not only
of this nation but of the whole
world." Mr Tittman declared. "In
-every country the word 'labor or
Its equivalent in the last few years
has come to mean more man
For labor, like
physical exertion.
a child grown to manhood, haa benot
to
think
constructively
gun
only In terms of dollars and cents,
of wages and hours, hut In terms
of economic freedom."
Speaking of the development of
labor. Mr. Tittman said:
"The laboring classes of today
unknown at the
were practically
period of George Washington. The
steam engine was only being perwith a
factories
fected. Large
centralized power plant to run matradesThe
were
unknown.
chinery
people had their small Individual
shops wIMi one or two Journeymen
Candles, clothes,
and apprentices.
articles
soap and many similar
were manufactured at home. There
Were no great stockyards, no great
steel works, no great cotton and
Even the mines
wool spinneries.
consisted of small collieries, the
iron foundries were close to the
small Individually owned ore beds.
Butchers, shoemakers. Ironmasters,
silversmiths,
clockmakers,
weavers, dyers and drapers
belonged to the guilds of their respective trades. They were mostly
thoroughly conservative, like John
Gilpin, and handed down the
Hills-fcor-

o,

-

,

knowledge of their crafts and their
trade secrets from father to son
and grandson."
tSpeaking of wages and wage
crlterlop, the speaker pointed out
that it is not a question of what
wages had been, it was a question
of what tluy fairly should be now.
"It is quite immaterial what they
wore in 1914," he stated.
.1. C. Iit'hnrr Speaks.
"It in the public's respect of labor, which has brought us all her
today," declared J. C. Lehner, w'
was the second speaker on the pro
gram. "We are gathered together
just as has been the custom for
tho past forty years, to celebrate
one day consecrated to the work
ingman.
"While the celebration today Is
a great and enthusiastic one, it
will be larger each year of the Immediate future. Why is this? It is
because labor Is the producer and
the world is gaining in its respect
for the producer." ,
Mr. Lehner gave a short history
of labor through the ages until it
has reached Its present place In
modern life.
"Labor was started In the Garden of Eden," he declared. "When
the apple of wisdom was eaten
and wisdom fell upon humans and
they saw that they could live better If they would sow and reap."
Privilege Not Wanted Atwood1.
In a stirring address, L. D. Atwood, of this city, urged the laboring men to a closer application of
their present activities: to a harder study of all questions; to greater
care at elections; to greater generin order
al mental development
that they may more surely be able
to enforce the standards of fair
play for which they stand.
"Labor does not want special
privilege'" he stated. ,"It does not
want special privilege any more
than it wants others to have it.
What it does want, is the establishment of an era of fairness to
all men."
Mr. Atwood discussed many of
the troublesome questions of the
day and prophesied their early
through the fact that labor
is growing to have a place in national affairs commensurate with
its general importance to the development of the nation.
First place for neatest appearance and regularity In marching
was given to the carpenters formation In the parade by the official
Judges. The second prize went to
the painters and decorators and the
third prize to tho blacksmiths.
nt
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Mabel Theresa Benney in her
cap and jj own.
New York, Sept. 6. (Special)
.me lourin woman and eleventh
American to be awarded the degree
of doctor of letters by the University of Paris is Miss Mabel Theresa Bonney, California girl. Her
thesis was a critical analysis of the
drama of Alexander Dumas. "Fils."
Miss Bonney also sets an age record for tho dectorate. being only
twenty-si- x
years old.
In 1910 she took her B. A. degree at the University of California in her native state. The following year she won her M. A. at
Harvard.
Then, as holder of the
Belknap scholarship, ehe did research work under Professor Fern-an- d
Baidcnsperger at Columbia.
Laler she specialized in contempoFrench
drama under Balden-spergrary
and M. Jacques Copeau,
then director of the French theater, Du Vieux, in fc'ew York.
During the war Miss Bonney put
her French to good use when she
was chosen to represent French
high commission among college
students. Tho appointment was
made by Edouard de Billy. She was
also appointed delegate to France
from the association of American
colleges and the national committee of women's college.
The degree of "Doctfeur des Let
ters de Universite de Paris" won
by Miss Bonney was established in
er

1S97.
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steam-propelle-

Glen Schultz

in Ford Wins
Class One: Loesche in Lex
ington, Class Two; and
Rhiley, Class Three.

dertl-catlo-

s,

.

WAD FINANCE CORPORATION IS

READY TO ADVANCE BILLION TO

AID AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS

i

Will Begin Functioning Within Week Under
Enlarged Powers Designed to Afford
Credit Relief to Farmers; Policy of
nancing Advances Not Settled.
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THE

LAW

OFFICE

AGAIN

The Journal Insists that a chnnge In the methods of running
the land office Is imperative. Some
12,000,000 acres of Innd were
given the- state by the federal government, chiefly for school purposes. These lands belong to the school children nnd to their
children ns a great heritage from tho government for educational
purposes in New Mexico. The sale
of this land goes into
tho permanent school fund, the Interest price
on which Is distributed
to help maintain tho scnools of the state. The rentals from
unsold lands also go to the current school fund. These lands are
a sncrcd trust nnd should lie handled with as great good
ns a guurdlan should uso In handling tho estate of an
orphnn bnhy girl.
These lands are worth $35,000,000 or more. Who ever heard
of a man dying nnd leaving nn estate of $85,000,000 to be administered by ono man as executive? Any prudent man, so dying,
provides for at least three persons to administer his estate. It
:ises the probability of both Integrity and wisdom In its management.
Why should tho people do less In providing for the
administration of their great trust?
A man preparing for death would choose the wisest
possible
men for executors. He would give careful thought to tho integrity,
experience and ability of those whom he chooses. We administer
mst by allowing tho politicians in a convention to choose nn
available man, without regard to his experience and ability. The
voters give little or no thought to the personal
qualities of the men
on tho two tickets. Some one Is chosen without
any thought.
would
be nothing short of a miracle If a really capable
It
and
experienced man were chosen. Tho Jonrnnl never has assailed the
honesty of Nelson Field, the present commissioner.
Is a good
He
honest cow-mawho knows nothing whatever about Innd office
management or tho keeping ot complex records. Ho confessed to
ns that the mysteries of his Job were too complicated for him. He
knows but little of what Is really going on In his great office,
according to his own acknowledgement.
So hero Is the great trust of the children, practically administering itself. Mr. Field told the editor of the Journal that the
lund office will require departmentalizing Into at least three divisions with a mnii In charge of each division, If a comiiiislson is
to know actually, what is going on.
Such an office en be run properly only upon a
worked out set of rules and regulations. The Journal wascarfeully
Instrumental in procuring the passage ot a law last winter, requiring the
adaption of regulations and Ihclr public posting. If tills has been
done we do not know it. For Instance, in making oil lenses on
public lands, three or four typewritten forms were used, some
liberal and some severe In their terms. Employes used one or the
other, according to how well they liked the leasee, thereby indulging the grossest favoritism.
Again, there was no regulation against tho aceptance of personal checks at the office. Employes often took pliifii checks as
cash and held thciu as cash for weeks without depositing them,
thereby giving leasees a chance to sell the leases at an advanced
price to get the money with tvhfcb to pay the check.
Yet again, under the system that haa prevailed for years,
favoritism in granting leases has prevailed.
Leases have usually
been grunted ut a fixed price, presumably to the first applicant.
However, the practice has prevailed of destroying all applications,
Thereby all evidence of
except that of the successful applicant.
con-rli'n-

n,

favoritism was destroyed.
A law was passed authorizing the classification of lands, that
tho office might be Intelligent concerning Its value for grazing or
salo purposes. This lias never been done. The department shuts
Its eyes and guesses In fixing a rental vulue. Sometimes it guesses
too high; sometimes too low. We will give you one guess as to
which happens most frequently.
When land Is to be sold, the law requires Its appraisal.. The
present system Is to have the prospective buyer pick out a man to
appraise it. You do not believe that? It is nn actual, even If a

ridiculous fact.
The rules require no Interest to be paid by banks In which the
land office funds arc deposited.
"
In fact, a bunch of clerks have for years exercised their
judgment about what to do In each case as It arose, without any
rules to limit their exercise of a discretion.
We assert that such management ot a great trust is nothing
short of criminal.
a
Tho people now have a chance to break ap this system, or
lack of system, by adopting a constitutional amendment
providing
for three commissioners to be appointed by the governor.
We
believe the benefits of the proposed system far outweigh Hi disThe (intendment should carry.
advantages.
' Vote
for Bursum fur senator nnd for the land office amend,

ment,

i

BODIES OF FOUR
:

DEAD

AVIATORS

1ST
VIRHIODS

FOUND
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Wreck of Bombing Plane
Play; Lenglen in Doubles.
Used in Scouting Is Lo(By The Assnriutrd Fresn.)
cated By Groans o$ InForest Hills, N. Y.. Sept. 5.
American Davis cup tennis players,
Marh
jured
the international trophy,

I

fK

v

defending
made their victory In the challenge
round over Japan complete at the LONE SURVIVOR NOT
West Side club today when they
EXPECTED TO RECOVER
won the remaining two singles
matches of the five match program.
William T. Tllden II., of Phila- Bodies of Three Victims Sus
delphia, defeated Ichiya Kumagne,
pended, Head Down, in
of Ran
William M. Johnston,
Mid
Air, Held in Cockpits
Francisco, won from Zenzo ShiBy Footstraps,
mlflzu,
These
coupled with
victories,
the winning of two singles matches
(By The AoKnclatrd Preng.)
Charleston, w. Va., Sept. 5.
Friday and the doubles matches of
Saturday, gave Tilden and John The bodies cf four of the five memston and R. Norrls Williams, of bers of the crew of the governBoston, and Watson M. Washburn, ment Martin bombing
plane Numof New York, the doubles pair, five
ber five from Langley Field, Va.,
a
in
victories
concluding
straight
were found today on the north side
round ot the 1921 Davis cup of
Twenty Mile Creek, ten miles
matches, which began last June southwest
of
and the
with twelve nations as challengers. fifth aviator IsSummerville,
route to CharlesThese same five victories scored In ton in a serlour en
condition
according
retaining the trophy gave an Iden- to information received tonight
by
tical final count with that made by Major
in
Davenport
Johnson,
virtually the same team In New charge of the army air forces here.
Zealand early this year.
The dead are:
10.000 Spectators.
Lieutenant
L. Speck, pilot,
While the outcome of today's Medford, Ore.Harry
retenon
no
the
had
play
Lieutenant W. S. FItzpatrick, obbearing
tion of the cup which already had server, Medford, Ore.
0
been won last week, more than
Sergeant Arthur It. Brown, Ken.
spectators were present. Al- tucky.
Private Walter B. Howard, San
though the players lacked the Incentive the tennis was of the high- Francisco.
est order.
matches were
Both
Seriously Injured:
Corporal Alexander C. Hazelton,
played as though possession of
the international trophy hung on Wilmington, Del.
Little
chance for the recovery o!
the result. This was particularly
was expresred
match. Corporal Hazelton
true in the
In fact, fans were almost unani- by physicians.
The wrecked plane was discovermous In expressing
the opinion
that Kumagae during his residence ed by Ben Hughes, after a two day
search
to
here has never lifted his game
partclpated In by hundreds
the heights shown today. It was of residents, as well as airplane
to Major Cohn
virtually Kumagae's valedictory in sonHugheshereported
had heard groans whlia
that
America, for he sails next month
in
a
heavily wooded ana
for Japan, to be married nnd re scorching
rugged section. Following the dirsume banking business in Toklo.
With everything to gain and ection of the sounds, he said h
discovered the wrecked machine,
nothing to loee Krumagae tore into the nose of which
had buried itself
Tilden with such speed and accu- In the
'
ground.
racy of stroking that the AmeriThe bodies ot three victims,
can champion was forced to a tersaid, were suspended, head
rific battle the first two sets to Hughes
held in their
down, in mid-ai- r,
win.
cockpits
by footstraps. The fourth
The Japanese abandoned his body discovered
hours Jater was
usual base line game .somewhat
In the wreckage.
The Inand traded stroke for stroke and caught
several
man
crawled
had
jured
speed for speed with Tilden, until yards from the wreck and was
his strength gave out under Jie found face downward.
Hughes
stress of his exertions and he faded partially revived Corporal
Haxle-to- n
ot
a
away physically in the third and
water.
him
drink
by giving
He was loudly ap- He then set out for help. After it
final
arrival of several more searchers,
plauded.
While Tilden had the advantage, Ilazleton was carried more than a
to an automobile and taken to
mile
abilKumngao showed unexpected
ity In the handling of the service Summcrsvllle.
Those who examined the wreckform of play and in returning
many apparently ungettable shots age expressed the opinion that the
crash had been followed by an exfor clean placements.
Tho Johnston-Shlmidzmatch plosion of gasoline which enveloplacked much of the thrill of i ts ed the plane In flames.
predecessor, but that was atoned
for by the finesse and strategy of
the Callfornlan's play and Shimid-ku'- s
efforts to find a break to attack the former champion's game.
Johnston at times gave the Impression that he was using the
match as the vehicle through
which to tone up his play for the
national championships next week.
FreM.)
(By The
There were sharp breaks In his atPueblo, Colo., Sept. 5. Stopping
tack In which he varied from un- -i only eleven minutes In Pueblo to
beatable forceful stroking to a transfor from the Denver and Rio
slower and less decisive base line Grande railroad to the Missouri
game. Ip these latter periods of Pacific railroad, a special train of
play Shlmldzu more than held his fifteen, all steel baggage cars,
own and there were a number of loaded with silk worth several millong rallies In which the ball lion dollars, and heavily guarded
crossed the net a' dozen times or bv armed men. arrived here at
more before a decisive stroke.
12:03 this afternoon and left at
Whenever Johnston could se- 12:14 for New York.
cure a position at the net there
The train Is running with right
was a finish in both the direction of
over everything else from
and driving of his return which Sanway
Francisco to New York with a
left Shlmidsni almost helpless.
schedule running time of 100 hours.
Mile. Ijpnglen PInys.
The train left Sallda at 8:14 o'clock
After the Davis cup play Mile. this morning nnd made the 100
Suzanne Lenglen, French woman miles from Sallda to
Pueblo
champion, made her second
the mountainous country
on American courts and through
In
three hours and
and Royal Gorge
also a much more favorable Im- forty-nin- e
minutes.
pression than was the case whenThe special Is due in New York
she dafanlted to Mrs. Molla 'BJur- at 9:30 Tuesday night, September 6.
(Continued on Page Two.)
(
2,

7,

Charles W. Pugsley.
Charles W. Pugsley of Nebraska
has been selected by President
Harding to bo assistant secretary
of agriculture to succeed Dr. Elmer
D. Ball, whose resignation to take
eftect October 1 has been accepted,
Mr. Pugsley Is well known In agricultural circles, having been editor
of the Nebraska Farmer for several years. In 1913 he was delegate from the United States to the
International Institute of Agriculture held in Rome.

rs
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Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 6.
King Rhiley today wot the Penrose trophy, signalizing a victory
over a field of drivers entered from
virtually every great automobile
concern in the country, when he
climbed l'lkes Peak in 19 minutes,
16
seconds. The record was
established in 1916 by Ralph K.
DIXIE HIGHWAY MEET.
Mulford In IS minutes, 22 seconds.
Cincinnati, O.,
The winners and their official
Sept. 6. Ten
states through which the Dixie time follow:
Class No. 1 Glen Schultz, W. P.
highway pa'sses will be represented
at the convention of the Dixie Bentrup and Harold Frantz; time,
association
Highway
opening here 21:54 5 seconds.
Class No. 2 Ott Loesche, J. C.
September 8. A party of Canadians
is 6xpected with the Michigan conWilliamson and Lyman Hess; time,
,
19:47
tingent.
Class No. 3 King Rhiley, Ralp
time
Mulford, 'Steve Nemesh;
19:161-5- .
The Penrose trophy, went to the
car making tho best time, regardless of the class or event in which
it was entered.
No accidents nfarred the running
of the races and ideal weather prevailed,
A crowd of more than 10,000,
It is estimated, were posted along
the various vantage points of the
highway.
Only it 5 seconds separated
Rhiley, the winner Ott Loesche,
Need-e- d Both drivers,
as they roared
inthe course,
along
Fi- dication that they wouldgavebe in
the money when the official time
was announced at the starting
point.
Rhiley narrowly escaped death
ASSOCIATED
on the first turn when his car
PRESS.)
(BY TIIK
5.
the
of
and.
a soft spot on the road and
struck
determining
adequacy
Washington,
Sept.
Prepara
skidded to within six inches of a
Ions for advancing upwards of a securities offered.
fiThe corporation's policy for
yawning gulch. He, all the way up
billion dollars in agricultural and
advances, officials assert- to the finish line, took curves In a
livestock credits under recent legis- nancing
g
ed, has not yet been definitely defashion and the
lation have virtually been com- cided, but It Is believed little of crowds were thrilled at the pilot's
pleted by the war finance corpora- tho $400,000,000 balance with the skill in maneuvering. Ho had been
favored to win the race, having
The treasury will be used for agricultion, officials said tonight.
tural credits. Demands may be finished only a few seconds behind
Corporation probably will be ready made
on the treasury to make the the first two winners of the trial
within a week or so to function first loans, officials
declared, but spins, and losing mora than thirunder its enlarged powers designed when the volume of needed credits ty seconds when his car became
to afford needed credit relief to can be gauged, it Is believed the unmanageable.
the farmers, it was said.
Several drivers were forced out
will begin
issuing
To expedite the advances ex- corporatlonv
bonds. Current operations of the of the race by engine trouble.
ecutive committees are being form- corporation
In financing
Rhiley was driving a Hudson
exports
ed in agricultural and stock raising are being carried on almost ex- special.
Mulford and Nemesh,
sections and win attend to pre clusively out of a revolving fund winners of second and third in
details
of
class
liminary
applications, automatically established by the
three, drove Paige cars.
Behind Schultz in Vlass one.
making the necessary Investigations repayments being made on the ap
in ad came Bentrup in a Chevrolet and
3100,000,000
proximately
Frantz In an Essex.
',.
Ivanccs
In class two, Loesche drove , a
while.
Williamson
I
and
Lexington
I
Hess both drove Allen cars.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
Winners of each class with their
ARRIVE IN SANTA FE respective addresses and explanaFORECAST.
u
FOR ANNUAL MEETING tion of class, follows:
' - Denver,
5.
New
Colo.,
Sept.
Class number 1, Glen Schultz,
Mexico and Arizona: Fair TuesColorado Springs; class number 2,
'
(By The AMMlafed Pram.)
day and Wednesday; y not much
Ind.;
Santa Fe, Sept. 6. Knights of Ott Loesch, Connersvllle,
,.
change in temperature.
class number 3, King ' Rhiley,
Pythias from over the state began Grand
Neb.
Island,
- LOCAL KEPORT.
arriving here tonight, for the
Class No. 1,
class C
annual convention which
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
here tomorrow. Deputy Su- cars with piston displacement of
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, opens
preme Chancellor Charles 8. Davis 183 cuble lnehes; prize, cash, first!
recorded by the university;
is attending as a representative of 500; second, $200.
.
86
Highest temperature
Class 2,
class C cars
60 thq grand lodge.
Lowest
,
with
piston
displacement 184 to
38
' 200 cubic
Range
MANDELL IS VICTOR.
Inches; cash prizes the
Mean
73
Aurora, Ills.. Sept. 6. "Sammy" same.
47 Muftdoll. Of Kockfnril
Humidity at 6 a. m.
Class 2,
class C cars)
nutnnlnlij
26 Young
Humidity at 6 p. m...
Farrell, of San Francisco, with piston displacement over S00
...None In len rounds
Precipitation
121 pounds today cublo inches, prizes the same,
at
Direction of wind,
East in the opinion of the majority of Eighteen cars started and thir
I
fharacler of day A ..... .- Clear the newspaper men at the
...
ringside. teen finished.
spin-Jier-

al

PU

Japanese Completely Outclassed; 10,000 Spectators Witness Last Days

flag-raisi-

Consul-Gener-

it

COP

DA

(BY THR ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Blaine, Wash., Sept. 6. More be represented because the treaty
than one hundred years of peace signed December 24, 1814, under
between Canada and the United which the United States and CanStates one hundred years without ada have lived side by side in
fortifications or armies along three peace for a hundred years, was
thousand milts of border will be signed at Ghent, in Belgium. The
flag will represent the
commemorated tomorrow with the French
dedication ot the Peace Portal a large portion of the Canadian population
of
French extraction.
of
on
steel
and cement,
huge arch
Twelve years ago. A. B. Todd, of
the international boundary line
Victoria, originated the idea of a
near here.
same time the Pacific great arterial highway traversing
At thPacific Const from British CoHighway, running from Vancouver the
lumbia to Mexico. In the fall of
B. C, to Tia Juana, Lower CaliforH. L Bowlhy, state highway
1910,
nia, will be formally dedicated with
elaborate ceremonies. The high- commissoner of Washington, began
of the
way, which is now practically com- surveys for that portion
which lies in Washington.
pleted with the exception of raving highway
Formation
of
the Paclfio Highway
on certain stretches, is nearly 2,000
miles long and traverses the states Association followed, and with the
commencement
of surveys by Caliof Oregon,
CaliWashington and
fornia. Every mile of the road will fornia and Oregon highway departments
the
work was fairly started.
to
be paved by 1925. according
In June 1915 the idea of a Peace
present plans.
The Peace Portal, constructed by Portal was launched at a Joint
ceremony at Blaine on the
the Pacific Highway Association In
accord with an act of Parliament site of the present arch, Plans
were
laid
at that time, but beand an Order in Council, rests half
construction
on Canndinn and half on American cause of tho war,
soli. Of Grecian Doric type, it has work did not begin until last year.
Samuel
Hill. Seattle good roads
of surpassing
been pronounced
and honorary
beauty. On the plinth on the south enthusiast
for
Belgium In the Pacific
side are Inscribed the words:
"Children of a Common Mother"; Northwest was credited with conof
the original plans,
on the north side the legend runs: ception
"Brethren Dwelling Together In
On
the interior, below cne ALLEGED SLAYER IS
Unity."
of the doors,
are inscribed
the
ABLE TO SAVE LIFE
words: "Open tor One Hundred
Years," below the other door are
OF EL PASO WOMAN
the words: "May These Doors
i
Never Be Closed."
(By Tha Ansorlutd PrtM.)
On each side of the Portal a
El Paso. Tex., Sept. 6. Miss May
park has been designed, and gard-ne- Werner, wall known
El Paso girl,
havo been engaged for weeks
owes her life to the fact
in beantifyii.g
these strips. The probably
that
Francisco
Espalin Is out unstructure bears two flag poles, from der bond.
one of which the flag of Great
Miss Werner got off an Interur-ba- n
Britain will fly, and from the other,
car here
and
the Star and Stripes. More than started to crossthea other night
450 electric lights will be used to ditch over a small large irrigation
bridge. She saw
Illuminate the Portal at night.
an automobile coming in the dark
Dedication ceremonies began to- and
to let It. pass.
aside
stepped
day with a special meeting at the In doing so she fell into the ditch,
Parliament Buildings at Victoria, filled with rushing water.
B. C, presided over by Lieutenant-Governo- r
Espalin, who was working near,
Walter Nlchol, of British heard
the splash and came to InColumbia. Tomorrow official visi- vestigate. He
In and swam
tors and those who will participate with the girl Jumped
to safety. Espalin,
in the ceremony. Including promiwho is a Mexican, is charged with
nent Canadian, officials and offi- the Blaying a
ago of Grady
cials from Pacific Coast states and Weeks, son of year
an El Paso
the Pacific Highway Association,
will be escorted to Blaln? by yachts
representing clubs from the various HOLLANDER ELECTED
cities of the northwest.
The feature of tomorrow's cereNEW PRESIDENT, OF
mony will be the placing of a bit
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
of wood from tho Pilgrim ship, ;
Mayflower, .recently, secured ,, Li
in
the
American
side
of
Kngland,
Geneva, Sept. 5. H. A. Van
the Portal. On the Canadian side Karnebek, minister of foreign afwill be placed
a piece of wood fairs of Holland, was elected oresl-detaken from the Beaver, famous old
of the assembly of the league
Hudson's Bay Company ship, the of nations at the second meeting
first
vessel to ply of that body which opened sessions
in Pacific waters.
at 11 o'clock here today.
To Indicate the Importance of the
occasion Internationally, flags of
NO ANTELOPE PERMITS.
four nations will ho placed upon
Cheyenne, Wyo Sept. 6. Folthe arch at the time of Its
lowing protests from seven nationThe British and American al game protection societies, the
flags will fly from the staffs pro- state game and fish commission
vided, and In addition the flags of today decided not to issue permits
Belgium an Franco will be hoist- to hunters to kill one hundred aned. Belgium, it was explained, will1 telope during the next two years.

s

SWEEP IN

GLEAM
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TO INVESTIGATE
HUDSON CAR WINS
LIQUOR PERMITS
TO CAMEL MANY
PIKES PEAK RAGE
Washington, Sept. B. Investigation of all outstanding liquor permits is to be begun shortly, and
many cancellations
may follow,
officials
prohibition enforcement
said today. It Is the intention of
to
comb
all but
but
authorities
dry
bona fide users of the certificates,
officials sa4d.
They asserted that at present
tho prohibition enforcement
bu
reau has no accurate Information
as to how many outstanding permits are forgeries or being used
purposes.
Ko wholesale cancellation of liq
uor permits Is planned, officials
said.

WALLACE'S AID AMERICAN

dicated; Pacific Highway From Vancouver
to Tia Juana, Lower California, Will Be
'
Formally Opened.

;
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NEBRASKAN IS

YEARS OF PEACE BETWEEN U.S.

CITY

MI STRIKE

II

Tllden-Kumag-

COLORADO FAILS
TO FORG E CLOSE
Two Properties in Huerfano
District to Be Opened; All
Mines in Trinidad District
Due to Operate.
(By The Amwrtated Trem.)

Walsenburg, Colo., Sept. 5. Two
mines of the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company In Huerfano county
will be operated tomorn.v?. It Was
announced tonight by William S.
(.'etchell, superintendent of the
Waisen and llobinson mines. These
are the Big Four and Ideal mines,
Qetchell said. He mndo no announcement as to the probable
number of men that would be
available at the two mines.
At the Ideal and the Big Four
mines, a majority of the miners
voted to accept the wage cut which
went into effect last Thursday.
Both were idle Friday, however,
the men having refused to follow
their vote to accept the lower

stale.

10,-00-

i

district
that were working Saturday will be
operated tomorrow, according to
Information
received
here by
Getchell. These were the Morley.
All mines in the Trinidad

Union leaders here tonight discounted claims of Getchell that
any mines would be in operation in
Huerfano county tomorrow. They
asserted the union is in better control of the situation than on Saturday, when their figures showed
men working in
only twenty-si- x
Huerfano county at the Waisen
mine. The union leaders also stated very few miners would be at
work in the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company mines in the Trinidad district. Reports from Trinidad, they said, indicate the men
are firm In their determination
not to work for less than the present scale.

FETTERII WIIS
AUTO CLASSIC AT

ti

MILLION DOLLAR
SILK TRAIN IS
WHIRLING EAST
Awm-tate-

LLOYD GEORGE

IS IRELAND'S KING

SECRETARY TO WILSON
PITTSBURGH OVA I. HUGHES IS
(By The

Unlontown,

Awlntrl

Vrtn.)
Pa., Sept. 5 I. P.

Fetterman of Pittsburgh, today
won the autumn classic at the
auto-mobi-

speedway here. He covered
the 225 miles In two hours 1G minutes and 16 seconds, an average
speed of 99.8 miles an hour. His
part of the purse was $7,500.
Jimmy Murphy, driving tho same
car with which he won the French
Grand Prix this year, was second
in two hours 17 minutes 6 4 seconds, with an average of 98.5 miles
an hour, while Roscoe Sarles, average 98 miles, was third in two
5
hours 17 minutes 4t
seconds.
Murphy's end of the purse was
nnd Sarles $3,000.
Eddie Miller finished fourth and
Tommy Milton, who withdrew his
own car during the race and took
Eddie Hearne's place in the Ia'ter's
machine, fifth. Joe Thomas was
sixth, Howard Wilcox, seventh and
Jules Ellingboe, eighth.
Tho car driven by Thomas and
Wilcox skidded and left the track,
Thomas suffering bruises. Wilcox
was uninjured.
Both returned to
'
the race.
11-2-

$4,-0-

PUEBLO INDIANS
GIVE PAGEANT OF
FORMER DAYS
(Br The Aworlnted Pmm
Santa Fe, Sept. 6. Hundreds of
Pueblo Indians in their most gorgeous trappings, today presented
the pageant, "Aboriginal Now
Mexico," in the opening ot the annual Santa Fe fiesta. Pueblos of
Zunl, Cochltl, Jemes, Ran lldefonso,
Santa Clara ana Tcsuque .took
parU
'ji-- ..
4v.

DOUBT IT?

ASK THESE STUDENTS

(BY THE ASSOCIATE! PKESS.)
York, Sept. 5. Seventeen and minister to France,
England
thousand five hundred students in and Japan.
as king
was
given
George
grammar schools, high schools and of "Lloyd
Ireland, king of England, promicolleges, of the country, averaged nent in England,
Ambassador to
only 4 4 per cent on an examination the United States and English dipSome of the lomat.
on current events.
"Senator Lodge was given as an
questions dealt with Charles E.
secretary of war. writer
Hughes. Sinn Fein, budgets, sales on psychic research,
ambassador to
tax and Senator Lodge.
In conversations
believer
England,
The Institute for public service, with the dead, member of the cabithat Lloyd net, president of the senate, Engwhich was Informed
George is king of Ireland, that Sinn lish speech maker, advocate of
Fein is a group of Socialists there, spiritualism,
and that Samuel Gompcrs ts a
"Charles E. Hughes was Presipoet and minister to France, made dent Wilson's private secretary,
its report today.
and now wants to conquer Hussia,
"There ts reason to wonder Budget Director Dawes Is secretary
wheJier the public has not less of the navy. Senator Borah, fightto fear from even biased histories er for disarmament. Is widely unthan from schools, which do not known, marked as Uncle Sam and
teach current events." it said. "The dubbed a Socialist senator.
current events questions called for
"Budget Is a bill of particulars,
expenses,
knowledge and understanding of a booklet for keeping
mentioned
men,
the
amount of money spent In one
places
frequently
and issues. They are from young year, ten estimate of revenue in 'the
men and young women in big British house of commons.
schools and colleges." )
"Sinn Fein is a gang ft mysCollege seniors and Juniors av- terious men. a lawless mob Jn Ruseraged 60 per cent, freshmen 63, sia, a party of people in Russia,
the same as high school graduates. trying to gain power, or the soFirst year high school students av- cialists in Ireland.
onstltutio.ie.1
"Our last two
eraged 35 and grammar school
seniors 42 per cent Seventh grade amendments brought us railroads,
pupils earned 30 per cent. Soma steamships, paved streets and reot the answers follow:
stricted immigration.
"The Knox peace resolution call"In one state college, three of
36 Juniors did not Identify a car- ed for indemnity from Germany,
toon of Uncle Sam.
abstinence from foreign affairs, re"Samuel Gompers was given as duced navy and international dishead of the shipbuilding trade, a armament.
"Peonage Is ths number of empoet, labor's representative in congress, secretary ot labor, head of ployes, the state of a dav laborer,
the striker the civil service com- a law regarding punishment of
..
,
mission and all unions ot tha world. negroes.'
New

--
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CASE

DIRECTS INQUIRY
INTO WRECK OF
DIRIGIBLE ZR-- 2

VETERANS CLIMB

imirao

CITY

Statue of Mattonna and Child
Reconsecrated in Memory
of

Trru.)
Monta Grappa. Italy, Sept. 5.
This mountain, 5,000 feet high amid
the rugged crags of the Alps, has
of a vast
just been the sceneveterans
of the
of 15,000
world war, women and children,
who for days have Veen climblni?
to reach the summit where the
statue of a Madonnc an chll(J
was reconsecrated in memory ot
the Italian heroes who fought in
these mountain fastnesses, Is
eightThe road to the summit
een miles In length and winds
the edge of
through passes, skirts
bottomless ravines and rises finally
to giddy heights, where to the south
one sees the plains of the Jsonzo to
the sea, to the north continue
chains of towering Alps. It was
thus thnt during the war, the army
that occupied Monte Grappa controlled the plain. It was tho
mountainous hattleground of the
Italian and Austrian armies and
of hands during the
u.
course of the war Is the story of
the whole campaign.
which Has now
The Madonna
retaken her place on the summit
was placed here in. 1910 by Cardinal Sarto, patriarch of Venice.
In May, 1918, while the stronghold
was iii possession of the Italians,
an Austrian bomb Brrnek the pedestal on which the statue rested.
A captain of engineers and handful of men left their dugouts
iamong the rocks and In a terrific
bombardment lifted the statue t.n'1
took it to a place of safety. On a
convenient day, It was taken down
from the mountain and carried
back to the rear to remain until the
end of the war so that it could be
erected with safely.
For the ceremony of replacing
the Madonna, which lias Just taken
by
place, the king was represented
the Duke of Bergamo, who delivsacrifices
on
the
ered an address
made bv Italian troops In the deFormer Prefense of Grappa.
mier Orlando made the principal
speech, In which he recounted the
heroic exploits of the Italian army
in overcoming the seemingly
of the
difficulties
mountain strongholds. There were
special commissions at the cereand the
mony from the senate
After the
chamber ot deputies.
celebrated.
was
mass
a
addresses',
The cardinal of Venice with five
bishops of the Veneto officiated
In the religious ceremony.
General- - Giardlno, known as the
"Defender of Grappa," received a
gold medal from the city of
While the ceremonies were
performed a huge Italian dirigible
mountain
over
the
hovered
heights slsnallng to the mountain
a mescarried
also
It
villagers.
sage to Grappa from the city of
Venice, which read as follows:
"The bulwark of the air salutes
the bulwark of the mountains."
(By The Awoclntwi

'
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A measure just adopted by the
hausn Qtvjcommons .provides that
nithin the next three years women
shall he admitted to virtually all
ranches of tho British civil service on the same conditions as men.
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EXCERPTS

RELIGIOUS RITE

Italian Heroes Who
Fought in Mountaips.
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Gen. Sir Hugh TrenrherA.
Gen Sir Hugh Trenchard, chief
of the British air ministry and
marshal of the air. is presiding at
the hearings of the official investithe wrecking of the (riant
gation of ZR-which cost the lives
dirigible
of many British and American
naval officers and men.

CLEVELAND FIELDER
BREAKS
RECORD BY
EXTRA BASE SWATS
(Ity The Aniclnld

Pren.)
Cleveland, Ohio, Sept, 6, Elmer
Smith, Cleveland right fielder, has
established a new major league
batting record.
Starting yesterday at Detroit,
made seven consecutive
Smith
extra base hits for 22 bases and
s
was robbed of another when
mado a sensational catch of
his sacrifice fly in today's afternoon game with St, Louis. His
batting accounted for 12 runs.
Four of Smith's hits were home
runs, three coming in succession.
The others were doubles, one of
which barely missed clearing the
Nght field fence. In addition Smith
received four bases on balls three
His batting avbeing Intentional.
eraged today was perfect.
Will-lam-

DIVINE AND CATRON
PLAY FOR THE STATE
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
Grover Devlne of Albuquerque,
and Charlea Catron, of Santa Fe,
will play In the final round this
morning at the Lovato club, at
Santa Fe, for the New Mexico state
golf championship. Divine owrked
into the finals by defeating Jack
Lyons, of Raton, present title holder. Catron came into the chamvicpionship round through a
tory over Joe McCanna.
Earlier play yesterday resulted In
Lyons defeating A. G. Slmms seven
up and five to go. These two played in the championship round In
Albuquerque during the state tournament two years ago. Joe McCanna defeated Bariett, of Las Vegas,
four up, end H. G. Coors was defeated by Grover Divine. Play will
start at 0:30 o'clock this

CACTI
NO

LOWER

FROM

(BY fcOCISE lOWBEIt.)
This is not for the tourist lady
who exclaims "Ain't nature grand'"'
and takes It out In sending picture
post-carback home. The information was dug up from some
university ecology, goology and
climology bulletins In an effort to
learn the story of the volcanoes
and river valleys and history of
the surrounding country before it
went so completely dry.
The native posts sing of the days
when the deserts were ocean'beds,
and it appears that this Is not
poetlo license after all, Central
New Mexico was once a coastal
plain as is shown by the coal and
oil deposits of these regions. The
old cretaclous oast line provided a
luxuriant growth of vegetation for
the coal deposits. Afterward when
marshy conditions became prevalent carboniferous shales were deposited. These outcrop plentifully
where faulting, (or a rapid uplift
of a small area) has not intervened. . The great Sandla fault
carried the coal belt between
and Gallup far beneath the
surface. That unfortunately makes
coal costly In Albuquerque.
Generally speaking the topography of the slate shows that It
consists of two chief parts, plateaus
of nearly horizontal strata from
five to seven thousand feet above
sea level, and basin regions where
mountain' ranges, due to faulting,
alternate with more or less completely inclosed basins filled with
waste. It was in the
alluvial
cenozolo age, several years rgo, to
be sure, that Mt, Taylor was
formed, that the lava flows took
place and that the slips and faults
characterize the
occurred which
landscape.
About the time of the volcanic
activity there occurred the great
earth uplift of which New Mexico is a part and which caused the
present valleys. The major valleys run north and south because
the system of faulting was a north
and south one and because of a
natural slope of the land southward. The Rio-- Grande is flanked
on either side by mesas a thousand
feet higher than the river, presenting a flat, even surface to the
mountains and broken only by
On tho west
frequent arroyas.
bank of the Rio Grande at Albucliffs
querque are great sand
seventy-fiv- e
feet above the present
river bed. These cliffs of white
calcareous marl ere the eroded
banks of the older flood plain and
can be traced at a constant level
in the bluffs Bouth to Islcta and
north and eastward within a mile
or two of the base of the Sandlas.
The Rio Puerco which runs west
and parallel to the Rio Grande, Is
separated from It by a low divide
Tho
wide.
twenty-fiv- e
miles
stream was much wider than at
crowdpresent and may have been
ed eastward from its original course
by the outpourings of lava from
Mt. Taylor.
The Estancia vallev
to the east In past geologic ages
figured conspicuously as a lake
area, its salt lakes of today being
remnants of a once much larger
one. Old short lines may be seen
which mark the different levels.
The Sandla and Manzano mountains are of the true granite cored
Rocky Mountain type, 6,000 feet
av jve the Rio Grande river. They
are capped with carboniferous
limestone which dips a.t compara- -
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tlvcly low angles to the east beneath the Estancia valley. They
present to the west, however, an
almost perpendicular front, due to
the huge fault scarp which resulted when the uplift occurred. The
rldgo of the Sandlas is 11,000 feet
above sea level and the sides are
ribbed by canyons of a steep gradient.
Mt. Taylor, to the west, is a badly jrodod volcano cone. Tiie crater
rim measures six miles 1n diameter and inside of the rim Is a subsidiary cone a thousand feet high.
The crater rim is disseoted
by
numerous canyons, the water of
which is strongly charged with
sulfide. West of the
hydrogen
sand cliffs of the Rio Grande are
five small volcanic cones In a
small sheet of basaltic lava spread
over an area of twenty-fiv- e
sqoare
miles. The extrusion of Irtfa by
these volcanoes was due to to the
weakening of the crush along a
ma.1or fault line.
The crest of the continental divide Is about 140 miles from the
fault scarp ot the Sandla mountains. It is an uplift, serpentine
In shape, 200 miles
broad and
2,000 feet higher than the surrounding country. It is composed
of sedimentary rock except where
the lava outflows have spread over
its eastern flanks.
The climate of New Mexico, besides its familiar classification as
"wonderful," Is defined as a "subcontinental
climate of
tropical
monsoon variety." The climate is
v
somewhat
resembling
that of the province in northern
India. There are frequent cyclon-l- o
westerly storms in the winter,
bringing some rain, and southerly
monsoon thunder storms In the
summer. The total rainfall, however, Is very small, ranging from
five to twenty inches a year.
The scenery of the state shows
that this aridity has lasted hundreds of thousands of years, ever
since the first dry land. There has
been little or no erosion of the
soil, nor erosion of the adobe ruins
which have withstood the climate
for these hundreds of years. This
aridity is also a factor in determining the plant and animal life which
has survived through the evolution
of years. Because it Is dry there
are cacti and horned toads to enliven the landscape
of
instead
rushes and alligators.
The bootlegger may be said to be a product
of his environment, also.
seml-arid-

AMERICANS MAKE
CLEAM SWEEP IN
DAVIS CUP PLAY
Continued from Page One.)
stedt Mallory in the second round
of the women's national championships. She paired with Dean
Mathey of Cranford, N. J., in a
mixed doubles match against Mrs.
May Sutton Bundy of Los Angeles
and Willis Davis of San Francisco
Mile. Lenglen and partner won two
She was
straight sets,
given much applause when she uncovered her wide repertoire of
strokes. She wore a brilliant cerise
silk sweater and a bandeau of the
same hue.
Once the play was under way she
removed tho sweater and became a
symphony In white. She opened her
play in a rather indecisive manner,
her first three returns being errors. Once she got the swing of
her racquet however Mile. Leng-le- n
showed remarkable ability to
or softly drop the ball
smash
across the net and remarkable finesse in playing for openings. She
took cannonball strokes off Willis
Davis' racquet and returned them
with skill There were several individual duels between Mrs. Bundy
and the French star in which the
latter had much the better of the
In making returns to
stroking.
both Davis and his partner. Mile.
Lenglen showed no partiality and
her victory with Mathey was due
as fully to her efforts as those of
her male partner.
2.

1.

CALDWELIj suspended.
Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 5. Ray
Caldwell, a veteran pitcher of the
American league, has heen indefisuspended
nitely
without., pay,
Manager Trls Speaker, of the Cleve
land club, announced today, for
failure to keep in condition.
Lady Cathcart, a woman well
known in English society, 1s reported to have made a record winning of a little more than 135,000
visit to
during a recent
the gambling casino at Deauvllle.
.
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Nothing less than typical
Packard excellence and)
power could haveuroused
the enthusiasm felt the

two-ho-

France.

country over for the

Packard

Single-Si- x

September 6, 1921,

FEMININE GARB

ID BAD LIQUOR
RUINING

McMurtry
Chinacote Enamel

WAS

Attorney General of State
Blames Them as Causes
of Crime Wave;
Knee
Length Skirts Censured.
Topeka, Kan., Sept. S. "Radical
negligee fashions for women" and
bad liquor for men are blamed by
Richard J. Hopkins, attorney general, as among the principal .auses
of the crime wave which apparently
has inundated Kansas.
State snd local peace officers
agree almost without exception
that crime is now more prevalent
than at any prevloua period. The
records in the office of Governor
Alien show 138 requisitions were issued in 1920 for persons charged
with crime in Kansas who had fled
to other states. This is 71 percent mora thun in 1918, the last
year of the war. In the first eight
months of 1921 76 requisitions wsrs
issued, nineteen of which were In
August alone.
Only felonies are
extraditable
The most
offenses.
crimes for which exprevalent
traditions are sought aeem to be
wife and child desertion and grand
larceny, usually of an automobile.
"The present crime wave is due
in part to laxity of law enforce-.- ;
ment during the war," said the at-"When very eftorney general,
fort was bent to win the war, laws
were not enforced as they jhould
be. Tho actual effect of the war
itself la a contributing factor, Disr
clpline then was demanded of our
millions of soldiers and citizens.
With peace time came a reaction,
a seeming disregard for the laws of
God and man. The necessary brutalities snd fatalities of war undoubtedly tended to lessen the horror which previously existed In the
minds of the people for killing and
murder."
One of the chief reasons for the
apparent decline in morale, Hopkins believes. Is the short
skirts and extremely low
waists worn by some woman,
Calling attention to a recenf
murder in western Kansas in which
a man killed his wife directly as
the result . of drinking boot-le- g
whiskey,
attorney general asserts that the "dirty, filthy, poisonous concoctions of bootleggers"
have so crazed numerous persons,
that they
ordlnarilly
crimes. He behave committed
lieves that fully 50 percent of all
prisoners at the state penitentiary
and reform school are In there directly or indirectly as the result of
liquor. If the prisoners were not
drunkards themselves, their present condition can be traced to the
use of liquor in the home, Hopkins declares.
"One of the greatest difficulties
law
in enforcing the
Is the Indifference on the part of
many newspapers and the general
public," Hopkins said. "Others
disregard the prohibition law. Alexander Howat defies the industrial
court law. Big business violate!
the anti-trulaws, And so it is
that a"" general disrespect for the
So long as a law
law Is created.
exists It should be enf orcedor re.
pealed."
Juvenile crime, authorities say,
Is especially prevalent Just now.
Laxness of parents in instruction
and guiding their children proba
bly is largely responsiwe lor
the attorney general said.
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Gives Woodwork the Pure
Glossy Whiteness of th
Finest Chinaware,
and is Permanent,

--

knee-legn-

women admire beautiful white enameled,
"
woodwork,
.

But nothing makes a woman unhappier thanl
woodwork that has been enameled, but which
never was the pure white she wanted, or else
faded to yellowish shades checked, chipped,
peeled or otherwise failed to hold up.
Any good painter will tell you that McMurtry
Chinacote Enamel, in addition to being a wonderful tfhtte, will wear and wear and wear,
without losing its pure, glossy whiteness, or
checking, chipping or peeling.
,

th

I"

iThe superior whiteness and lasting qualities
(of McMurtry Chinacote Enamel lie in the use
of a secret method of
linseed oil
its
from
brown
color
reduces
to a tvater
(which
frAfcand NOT by the addition of chemicals
which destroy essential qualities of the oil.
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heat-treati-
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The Packard
ing is now $2975, f.o.b. Detroit
Tour-

Recommended by Good Painters Everywhere
For Sale by Leading Dealers
Manufactured by

tiMurtryMfg.C(x
Paint and
Varnish Makers
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Denver, Colcv
i
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SOLDIER PROMISES
TO

GUARD BUDDY'S
WIFE; MARRIED HER

(By The A'xarlnttd Preu.)
Manchester, N. H Sept. 5.

Ful-

friend
filling a promise made to theon
the
of his youth and comrade
battlefields of France, J. Adhemar
Letendre on Labor day married
Mrs. Albert Thlebault of this city,
widow of his buddy killed in action.
Serving in Flanders with a regiment of American infantry in its
was
Thiebault
forward
drive,
In a hospital back of
wounded.
the lines he was visited by his
close friend, Private Letendre of
the air service. Young Thlebault,
married shortly before ne saneo
for France, feared that his wouna
would prove fatal. He exacted a
he
pledge from Letendre that
widow
would iprotect his wife-'-- or
"if something should happen."
Ljtendre was sailing for America,
The Infantryman recoverea, How
ever, and returned to the line. He
was killed Instantly in the first
battle thereafter in which his com
mand partlcipatea, railing in no
Man'e Land on the Solssons front.
beIn America the friendship
tween the widow and the comrade
of her dead soldier was ripening
Into love. Both were interested in1
the early workings of the Ameri--in
can legion, the .young aviator
vice commanaer oi
his capacity
Jutras post Here and Mrs. Thlebault in the organisation of the
Women's auxiliary to the post.
The marriage in St. Augustine's
church Monday waa solemnized
five years to the day after the first
nuptial

BANDIT

ESCAPES IN TAC0MAw
JAIL BREAK MONDAY
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PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY
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toasted
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the
delicious

ROLAND SAUER & COMPANY
Phone 506-420 West Central Arenue
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CALIFORNIA

YOU CAN SAFELY EXPECT FROM THE PACKARD
SINGLE-SIA YEARLY AVERAGE OF 17 MILES
OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF GASOLINE,
2,000 MILES OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF
OIL, AND 15,000 MILES OR BETTER FROM TIRES

t
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(Br The Amclated Prof.)
Tacoma, Wash., Sept. 5. Roy
California mail bandit,
fedescaped from McNeil Island dureral penitentiary late today
In
Everett
which
ing a Jail break
Impyn, a federal life prisoner, was
shot and killed. Lawardus Bogart.
another life prisoner, was shot and
possibly fatally wounded.
First report said that Gardner
the
was wounded. Officers startedWar-den
chase for him immediately.
said
Maloney and his deputies
had
they were confident Gardner
not escaped from the island unless
'
he had confederates waiting.
The Jail break came during a
ball game when more than 250
prisoners were standing around the
prison yard watching the game.
Gardner waa playing on the team.
The three prisoners are said to
have mado a rush for the fence.
Impyn waa shot and killed almost
Instantly by the guards. Gardner
got over the fence, Bogart was
recaptured and taken to the prison
hospital.

arid the preaching la ot a

NEW COMMUNITY NEAR
RAMAH WILL WORSHIP
AT INSCRIPTION
N, M

5.

character.

On September 18 this new
will hold services and a
ROCK ganization
picnio at El Morro NatiopaC monument (Inscription Rock), which
A col- is not far from their raifches. The
or-

Raman,
Sept.
ony of farmers from Arizona and
Texas have filed on many vacant
section of land fifteen miles southeast of Ramah and a new community is in th making here. One of
their number is a preacher and
weekly
they have beenon having at
each
church services
Sundays
other's ranches. Their services e are
attended by from forty to fifty-fiv-

custodian

of El Morro will trans-

late the old inscriptions and make
a short talk on the "El Morro,and
the Spanish Conquistadores on the
17th and 18th Centuries."
Pennsylvania

women

plan

to

bave a nonpartisan newspaper of
their. own, to be published at

The Key That Unlocks tho Door to
Long Living.
The mep of eighty-fiv- e
and
of age are not the
ninety years
but thin, spare
rotund, well-femen,. who live on a slender diet. Be
as careful as' he will, however, a
man past middle age will occasionally eat too much or of some
article ot food not suited to his
constitution, causing indigestion or
constipation and will need a dose
of Chamberlain's Tablets to move
his bowels and invigorate his stomach. When this Is done there is
no reason why the average man
should not live to a ripe old age.
d,

First on the Appetite List
-

Ltri.it stock ot saw ana eeoDd-bin- S
Bicycle, tn tne city. Bicycle tires and
uppllM. luipert repairing. Uiw.it prices.
TRADING CO.
BROAD BICVCLB
SZ0 South flexwd.
Phase IS.

"VNCE t10 crispness end charra of

J

have been tested by the
one
item that stands prom- there's
family,
in
mently out the marketing list thereafter.
Qyapa-Nu- ts

That's

Grape-Nut- s.

,

Wind Shield

)

The twenty hours of contirraoua baking
natural richness
and
malted barley, a food that
of wheat
is uniquely sweet with sugar developed
from the grains themselves, and whose

-

fcave produced, from the

crispness and flavor make a delightful
appeal to every member of the family.
And

Grape-Nu- ts

c.

dent Harding and party dropped
anchor in Hampton Roads, off Old
Point, t 4 P. VU

h: carnes

6PK(JIAI IS! IN OCULAR
RHFItkCITION.
Phone 1057-107 8. Fourth.

-

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

is soundly nourishing

and IVeMm
Tel. IM3-J- 1

Bvllennakrm

.

hOO 8. Second

St,

"a great builder of health and strength.
.V

Served with cream or milk, as a cereal
for breakfast or lunch, or made into a
pudding for dinner.

MIMEOOKAPH

rVI'UWIUTEK
PAPERS

CAKIMJN

Albright

See that your marketing list Includes
this delicious, economical food, today.

Anderson

AS grocers.

'There's a Reason" for

PRINTERS

Grape-Nut- s

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

BINI'HHS
STATIONERS

I

SOS

Wetrt Gold

aw.

Advertise in the Morning Journal.
liaUTA.IUL.

HARDING AND PARTY
AT HAMPTON ROADS
(By Tb AaMclatrd PrtM.)
Norfolk, Sept. 6. The presidential yacht Mayflower with Presi-

Glass-Lumbe- r.

LUUUKH CO
C. BAI.DHIIMiK
Phea 401
421 Booth Fin Street,

J.

It .

t CATARRH
J of the

1

BLADDER
I

K

sti.f KScll CanmM
ii'iiisni
j
I

f

A

hllnvA

WITH MORE MARKSMEN LIKE HIM
GERMANY MIGHT HAVE WON WAK MINE WORKERS'

BANDHOLTZ WILL

Sin

FOR

fscd Special Train.
Madison, W. Va.. Sept. 6 Takof the general
advantage
ing
of calm which prevailed
throughout the recently disturbed
areas of tho West Virginia coal
General II H.
fields, Brigadier
Bandholtz today Journeyed by special train up the valley of Coal
River on an official Inspection tour.
He found no sign of disorder. deColonel C. A. Martin today
clared he did not believe accounts
brought in by civilians that the
bodies of men who had been killed
In the hills were lying about in
of
the puss s. He sent a number
theso civilians on hearing their
stores, under military escort Into
u kino
Thnii fnilpd tn lend the
soldiers to the resting place of a
single body.
VnilunnI rliinrrl TllslwinrfS.
Logan, W. Va., Sept. 6 Coionel
K.
Eu DanKS, in command ui
W.
Units Ol Witt iitmuutii b"ciu
out to resist the attempted encroachment of armed men on terSpruce Fork Ridge,
ritory west of his
home In Welch.
today left for
Before he departed every unit
which served under him had been
disbanded.
Porternl trnons today patrolled
onttfa rntrlnn. rpnnrts from
which indicated all was quiet for
the first time in many aays.

'

REPORTED IN NORTH
PART OF MINNESOTA
II.

Pim l

Tl

St. Paul. Minn., Sept. 5.

Forest

lires or varying extent were report
ed tonight in seven scattered coun.
tau ftf noTitrnl nnd northern Minne
eota. but a gradual recession of theI naitcail
tha hnTin that nn allnight fire fight would put most of
tnem uncier control.
Fires are reported In sections of
Lake, St. Louis, Mile Lacs, Kanabec, Beltrami, Carlton and Aitken
counties, with the most serious
hlaza near McGrath in Aitken
county, where nearly 600 Minne
sota national guardsmen were bo
flrn fiehters.
No loss of life had been reported
. Iota Vimit tnnferht.
.n
Only incomplete reports were
available from tne lumoermg bbc
tions.
DATE OF THE LEGION
BANQUET IS CHANGED
TO WEDNESDAY NIGHT
The" date of the American Legion
banauet. originally set for this eve
nlng, has been changed and the
banquet will Instead be held at
6:30 o'clock tomorrow evening in
the T. W. C. A. banquet room.
After the banquet there will be
a special business meeting at which
;plansfor the American Legion con-

vention In October wll be talked
over.
Plates for the banquet tonight
may be arranged for with John
Fee.

LSIC E I S IN

FRAY

(Br The Assorted Freat.)
Sept. 6. United
Washington,
were
Mine Workers officials
charged with responsibility "for
the Invasion of Logan county and
proposed invasion of Mingo coun
ty bv - armed miners," in a siace
ment- Issued tonight
by Harry
Olmsted, chairman of the Operators' association of the Williamson
field. The statement was declared
to be In answer to that of Samuel
Gompers. which Mr. Olmsted de
scribed as hypocritical and tn many
instances false and misleading.
Mine guards and private detec
tives are not employed by opera
tors In the Williamson field, Mr,
Olmsted said, adding that Mr.
Gomoers had "deliberately misrep
Tho charge
resented conditions."
of Mr. Gompers that the uprising
tne
failure or
had been caused by.
the operators to put Into effect the
award of the government wage
board was characterized as an
other falsehood."
"The mine operators were under
no obligation to do so," the state'
ment said, "they having no con
nection with the coal fields COV'
erpd bv that award.
Herr Koch.
"Nevertheless, the Increases al
lowed by the United Slates govern
Ilerr Koch, the new champion marksman of Germany, hit the
ment
were adopted in this field
100 times out of 100 shots for a perfect and new record at th
promptly after the amount of in
annual shooting contest held recently by the German shoot
twenty-fift- h
crease had been fixed. It has never
before been alleged that the strike
ing society at tha SuuonhoU castle, near Berlin.
was due to wage adjustments or
any cause other than to compel
recognition of the United Mine
Workers' organization.
"Coal is measured rather than
weighed In this field. The men
have never asked to have the sys
tem changed.
"Mr. Gompers makes himself ri
IN
diculous to West Virginians when
he make9 his plea about the min
ers protesting against lawlessness
Insofar at least, as ne refers to tne
United Mine Workers. The min
ers are generally law abiding. Every disorder that has occurred in
the mlnlnir fields of West Virginia
(fty Th Aunclnfrd Frets.)
has been occasioned by the thugs
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 5. Walter Unconfirmed Advice Is That and
outlaws of tho United Mine
Cox. driving Jane the Great, today
Held Near Workers' organization who came to
Battle
Was
won the feature event of the grand
unionization of these field
circuit meeting at Charter Oak
Rosiclare; Claim Mine Or compel
"The invasion of Logan county
Park, finishing in front of the field
and the threatened invasion of
In the 2:08 division of the Greater
ganizers Were Ejected.
Mingo county was threatened by the
Charter Oak stakes, In the first
United Mine Workers' organ laztlon
two heats. Emma Harvester with
Harrisburg, 111., September 3
In the Williamson field as early
Pitman driving won the third heat Fresh outbreaks In Hardin county as
ADril and May. 1920.
from Walnut Frisco in a close between striking fluorspar miners
"In the counties of Logan and
finish.
were
and guards
reported tonight,
and Pike
Sanardo had an easy time win- but It was impossible to verify the Mingo, West Virginia an aggre
county, Kentucky, having
ning the free for all pace. John stories over crippled wires, lnelud gate areaof
1,033
square miles,
Henry gave Murphy's star pacer a ed in the unconfirmed reports was
were not employed as ninny
stiff battle in the third heat, Sa- one that a battle had occmred there
as 100
officers prior to the
nardo winning by a narrow margin. near Rosiclare this noon. Other invasion peace
by the organizers of the
Silvle Brooke got the jump on reports denied serious troubio and United Mine
Workers.
They were
Favonian in the stretch battle in
all was quiet tonlgnt.
not needed.
Harthe first heat of the
at
celebrations
Labor day
"Not any of these peace officers
event and won in a close fin- risburg, Eldorado, Mailo.i. West were
Baldwin-Felt- s
employes, but
ish. After that, however, Favo- Frankfort,
Benton and Duquoin included
chosen
only regularly
d
a.cus-enian was in front all the way.
drew large crowds Speakers
constables and
and
sheriff
deputies
to
references
audiences
by
their
other officers.
recent difficulties at Ro3icUure nnd
"When tho United Mine Work
DIRECTS RUSSIAN
Elizabethtown.
ers of America
was formed
in
t 1890 it was recognized as a law
FAMINE RELIEF FOR
Reports that Mine Supe.iiiten'J-enchilhis
wife,
thid
ful
and continued as
RED CROSS UNION drenSwanson,
and brother-in-lavitvi pris- such organization
entered
until 1898 when
oners in the hills were denied. The into a conspiracy with they
the Central
report of their capture decUiad Competitive Filed to control the
this was in retaliation for tl.e driv- bituminous
coal market of the
ing out of miners from Rnsielare United States.
and Elizabethtown by the guards.
"Since
1912 It has been
th
R. R. Randolph, businoja man, policy of the United Mine Workers
is said to have been stopped by to compel, by the use of force in
miners Sunday near Ros.clar-- j and every conceivable way, all persons
compelled to return to HarHsb'trg. engaged in the mining industry to
E t Caiblne, organizer of tha t'nlti-Join the union and it has likewise
Mino Yorks and Albe.r. Hard--sty- , been Its policy to destroy all busiii'isidare merchant w-- ' has ness of
n
operators, the
been handling provisions ' for the end of which would mean
u rlca, jection of the coal Industrytheof subUnited Mine Worners of
the
aro reported to have bee.1 fcrc.i United States to such unjust and
'!
to leave the country.
.". 'SWT- unlawful demands as it might deThe Rosiclare trouble started last sire to put into force."
November when the men demanded higher wages. This was refused
BILIj brexnan wins.
and the men quit work. After sevAtlanta, Ga., Sept. B. Bill Bron-na- n
eral weeks idleness the company
of Chicago, knocked out "Digis said to have sought to import ger" Brown of Australia, In the
other workers but the strikers first round of a scheduled ten
persuaded them to leave.
round heavyweight
bout tonight
Organizer Carbine, of the United The men sparred about a minute
Mine Workers was sent into the and then Brennan
ended it with a
field to organize the strikers and smash to the Jaw.
eince that time they are said to
have the support of the United
BALIjOOXIST
Mine Woikers.
North Adams. Mass., Sept. S.
A new law which becomos ef- Eugene M. Stafford
n
of
fective January 1, will put the balloonist, fell 600 feet toBoston,
his death
mines under control of the state at a fair here today. His web bell
nepartment of mines and minerals broke as he changed parachutes
in J) the miners will be compe"ed re-to In an attempted double parachute
Psfs the state examination and
drop.
ceive Inlnlng certificates.

JANE THE GREAT

FRESH OUTBREAKS

TAKES

ILLINOIS

ARE

FEATURE EVENT BEING REPORTED

three-year-o-

ld

w

WALK ONE BLOCK
"I have had two experience with
Tanlac, and there Is not a doubt in
my mind but that it Is a medicine
that can not be equaled," said J.
H. Cline, 622 Towne Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
"My first experience with Tanlac
was several years ago. I had been
in bad health for a number of
years and I was almost an Invalid.
I couldn't walk a block, had to be
helped in and out the auto and up
the stairs. I had lost weight until I was only a shadow of what I
used to be. and was so weak 1
was practlcaly helpless,
"I took six bottles of Tanlac In
all and I actually gained forty-nin- e
pounds and enjoyed good health
until a year later, when I had tyMy appetite
phoid pneumonia.
left me almost completely, I
couldn't sleep at all hardly and I
fell off thirty-eigpounds.
"Well, knowing how well Tanlac
fixed me up before I went back to
It. I have finished my fourth bottle now and have actually gained
back twenty-eeve- n
pounds of my
lost weight already and am still
gaining. I sleep good and sound,
don't have those nervous spells and
simply feel that Tanlao has given
me a new lease on life."
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque
by the Alvarado Pharmacy and by
all other leading druggists everywhere. Adv.
ht

non-unio-

REPORT OF CAPTURE

BY MIXERS DENIED
Paducah, Ky., Sept. 6. Denial
that J. C. Swanson or any other
employe of the Hillside Fluorspar
company had been captured by
Dr. Frldtjof Nansen.
miners, was made tonight
Dr. Frldtjof Nansen of Norway, striking
by W. G. Ferguson, superintendent
the famous polar explorer, has of the Hillside Mines, in a teleto a newspaper
been selected by the Red Cross phone message
Union to direct Russian famine re- here. Mr. Ferguson declared Rosl-clai- e
was
there hoA been
Nanand
lief. Be is now in Riga. Dr.
quiet
sen asserts that if help is to be on no trouble since Saturday with the
local fights
a scale large enough to be of real exception oi a Hefew
also denied any
Sunday night.
benefit it mast be governmental,
was
name
Swansnn
of
the
many
by
not merely voluntary.
employed by his company.
HARDING'S COUSIN DIES.
HARMSW0RTH TROPHY
'Walla Walla, Washn, Sept. 6.
WILL STAY IN U. S. Nicholas B. Oliver, 88, a cousin of

President Warren G. Harding, died
United at the family home. College Place,
States retained the Harmsworth last night. His mother was Jane
trophy by default, the racing com- Harding, a cousin of the president.
mission deciding not to. hold the
GERMANY WILL PAY.
second heat after the Maple Leaf
Berlin, Sept. 6. An official note
VI, British challenger, was forced denies
the reports that the German
out of the first heat today when
she sprang a leak on the second finance ministry was preparing a
memorandum Intended, to prove
lap and was tpwea off the course.
The boat sunk before reaching her tha impossibility of Germany making further reparation payments.
slip.
Detroit,

Sept.

6.

The

Journal want ads get results

GOLDEN RULE STOR

Third and Central

IN NEW PETITION

Albuquerque, N. M.

Why yfiy

need
RESINOL
5oolhinq

&nd Healing

Bccaust its

Invaluable for

Burns Chafing

Scalds Rashes
Cufs ColdSores'

Stints Sunburn

Len
welfare, Governor
Smalls petition for a change of
venue from the rourt of Judge E.
Smith, for trial on charges of
embezzlement of public funds while
state treasurer was filed in circuit
court today.
Senator Wheeler Is one of the
administration supporters In the
state spnnte. while Jenkins was ap
pointed head of the public welfare
department by Governor Small last

public

Vs.

ill

STUDIO

West Central'

i.

Phone

541

THEATER BURNED
NEGRO DEAD

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE

AT NEW ORLEANS

.Women and Children can take care of their footwear

(By The A.scirliilrd PrtM.)

New Orleans, Sept. B. Armed
with shot guns and rifles, more
than fifty white citizens of Gretna,
a suburl), tonight marched on a
negro hall where an lndlgnutlnn
meeting in protest against tho beat
ing of several negroes this after
noon was held. One negro Is re
ported dead.
The trouble started at a hall
game at which a number of white
persons were spectators.
At 11 o'clock the building In
which the meeting was held was a
mass of flames, and could bo wren
from the city proper. Thr exact
number of negroes In the r. ' Mng
at the tim" of the meeting nut not
been determined.

re-

quirements for sometime to come at unbelievable savings
in this sale. In this clearance are high and low shoes. There
are dozens of pairs in the lots but it is well to remember,
that size ranges are by no means complete.

SPECIAL

special:

$8.95

$5.98

GORILLA JONES GETS
DECISION IN BOUT AT
COLORADO SPRINGS

SPECIAL

$3.95'

$9.50 to $12.50 values
These include all our
high grade E. P. Reed
Pumps.

$12.50 to $16.50 values
These include all our
high grade E. P. Reed
Shoes.

$5.00 to $9.50 values
See these wonderful bar-

gains today.

CHILDREN'S SCHOOL SHOES

(It? The Aawrlnte1 Preln.l

Colorado Springs, Colo., S'pt. S.
Jones of New Orleans
was awarded his bout with Battling Ortega in the first round tonight, when Rofereo Jane Cafady
said the latter had hit low. Jones
said ho was unable to continue,
though the club physician could
find no injury, The men a,re
Otto Wallace of Mljwaukee was
awarded the Judge's decision over
Johnny Noye of St. Paul at the end
of their
lightweight
bout. The bout was fast and furious from the first tap of the gong.
Kid Lee of St. Louis got the
Judge's decision over George Fox
of London, Eng., at tho end of six
rounds. They are lightweights.

Children's Shoes and

BOYS' SCHOOL

Misses Shoes and

Strap Pumps

SHOES

Strap Pumps.

$1.98

$2.98

$2.98

$3.00 to $4.50 values

Values up to $6.00

$4.00 to $6.00. values

ten-rou-

W1XNIPF.O TAKFS FLAG.
Man., Sept, 6. By
Winnipeg,
wlnnln a double header from Saskatoon today, the Winnipeg Maroons captured the second half
championship of the Western Canada baseball league, and will play
off with Calgnry, winner of the
first half, beginning here

'hildren s Barefoot Sandals

Children's Tennis Oxfords

98c

98c

No Approvals, C. O. D.'s,

Exchanges

or Refunds.

For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.,

.EST YOU FORGET
Shelled! Shelled! Shelled! Pinon Nuts
Machine ShelledMachine Separated
The Industry that Is Making New Mexico Famous
MACHINERY

THAT SHELLS

AND SEPARATES THE DELICIOUS

PINION

NUT.

COMMERCIALIZED BY A WOMAN!
INVENTED BY A WOMAN!
THE WORK PIONEERED BY A WOMAN SINCE 1917 SINGLE HANDED
YOUR OPPORTUNITY NOW MR. CAPITALIST!
WAKE UP!
FANNIE S. SPITZ, 323 NORTH TENTH STREET, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Telephone 802.
Inventor and Proprietor of the F. S. S. Sunshine
and Separating Machines.
FOR

RETAIL

PRICE

Nut-Shelli-

ng

LIST.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN CAREFUL ATTENTION.
TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK!
MAKE A LIST OF YOUR HOLIDAY ORDERS.
PLACE YOUR ORDERS IN ADVANCE

TERM

OPENS

SEPTEMBER

SIXTH

BE PROMPTLY

SERVED.

REDUCED

The BARNUM

noorai

January.

SEND

.

FALL
Rolls Developed........... JOc
15c
Packs Developed
3o to Ac
Printing, each

.bwtw

S:30 a. m. 10
5:30 p. m.
BaturdaTS to
p. m.

This Sale Practically
Starts Anew
Today

TANTALIZING

A Pronounced Success.
The uniform success that has attended the use of Chamberlain's
Collo and Diarrhoea Remedy In the
relief and cure of bowel complaints, both for children and
adults, has brought it into almost
universal use, so that It is practically without a rival and as everyone who has used it knows, It is
without an equal.

PRICE LIST
Better Kodak Finishing

Patterns

r

.

killed.

OT E

Review

HE DF VENUE

Relative to Trouble.

(By The Auocliiled Frets.)

Pictorial

rs

No

Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 6 Returning to his headquarters tonight
after a tourof Inspection of areas
recently torn by armed disorders,
Brigadier General H. H. Band-holt- z
announced he would recommend withdrawal of some units of
federal
troops now under his
tha
command.
Other forces, he declared, would
be retained "indefinitely, or until
peace settles over Kanawha, Boone.
Logan and Mingo counties.'

FOREST FIRES ARE

IP

AS

(By The Aiwnclnted Prenn.)
Chairman of Operators' As- - Springfield,
Ills., Sept. 5. Sup
by affidavits by Senator J.
ported
sociauon aeens iu miiuwci A. Wheeler
and C. H. Jenkins, diStatement of Samuel Gom-pe- rector of the state department
of

Returns From Tour of Inspection Before Making
Announcement; Finds
Sign of Disorder.

LEI SMALL

OFFICERS BLAMED

AS KWITHDRAWA

of

Page ThreS'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL;

September 6, 1921.

Our Fall Tem in; all departments, DAY and NIGHT SESSIONS opens Tuesday, September 6.' Students are now registering! Call at the College Office
' '
'
for information.
.' '
-

--

pinon
fWMK

rflnnrc

nir

FANNIE S. SPITZ, 323 North Tenth St., Telephone 802.

CoprrlfM,

19S1,

tiurs

flfl QUI

StfflOT

s. spitz'
OFFI

bj Fnnl

)
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Downey, Who Received Newspaper
Decision Over Champion Wilson GRAYS REDEEM

DOUBLE HEADERS
DIVIDED

AIL1

1

AMERICAN GAMES
Many Games Won By Wide
Margins in Morning's Play
and Lost By Wider Ones
in the Afternoon Contests.

Ilbold,
Foster,

14 27 11

8

1
2
1

Pratt, 2b .....
Mclnnls, lb ...
J. Collins, rf .

Scott, ss ....-.Ruel, c
Jones, p
sVick

Champion Bryan Downey exercising on the weight machine at Grupp's
gym, new lorn, ana inset ot jonnny wuson.

0

3b

Menosky, It . . .

10
3
2
7
1
0

.

.......
......

34
0
8 27 12
2
Totals
Batted for Jones In ninth,
By innings:
300 000 3028
New York
000 000 0000
Boston ..
e
hits Pipp,
Summary:
hits MeuJ. Collins. Three-bas- e
sel, Ruth. Double plays Peckinpaugh to Ward to Pipp (2); Pratt
to Scott to Mclnnis. Base on balls
Off Shawkey, 2; Jones. 1, Struck
out By Shawkey, 1; Jones, 1.
Score Second game:
R. H. E.
New York ...000 010 001 2 4 0
101 004 20x 8 13 0
Boston
Batteries:
H. Collins Quinn,
Rogers and Devormeri Karr and
x

Two-bas-

Bryan Downey, who added to his
series of newspaper decisions over
Johnny Wilson, of Cleveland, at
the Jersey City meet yesterday, but
is still uncrowned as champion of
the middleweight
class of the
world. Ever since Wilson took
t' 3 championship in a questionable
bout from Mike O'Dowd, the consensus of opinion has been that he
was a cheese champion
In spite
of this, however, and In spite of
the drubbings and point winnings
Downey has handed him, he still
retains the official crown, though
Downey will popularly be known
as champion."
He ran out of a fight with
Downey some time ago, claiming a
broken nose. Then he chose his
own referee, Jimmy Gardner, of
Boston, and still kept Downey from
lifting the crown, although he

was down twice for more than the
count by the timer's watch and
was finally pounded into uncon
sciousness, but he kept the title on
a ruling that he had been hit while
down, though at the time, Gard
ner was not counting.
The majority of the newspaper
men gave Downey tne decision yes
terday, 'but the official title re
mains with Wilson, as no decisions
are allowed In New Jersey, and
Downey failed to land a knockout.
Downey is a likable chap and
with tne fans. He is near
popular
ly 25 years old and began his
fighting career in 1914 as a bantam weight. He has beaten some
of the best boys at the game and
while still without the official tl
tie. Is the recognized leader of the
middlewelghts.

"

Walters.

Smith Hits Heavy.
Cleveland, Sept. 6. Cleveland
and St. Louis broke even today,
Cleveland winning the morning
game and losing in the afternoon.
Smith's batting was responsible for
the morning victory while his stick
work this afternoon kept the champions In the lead until the seventh
when St, Louis made six consecutive hits and won, Cleveland ran
out of pitchers in the afternoon,
Manager Speaker finally having to
call on Henderson, a college recruit from Texas. Score: Morning game:
St. Louis.
AB.R.BH.PO.A.E,
2
2
Tobin. rf. . ,
0 2
Ellerbe. 3b. . .
2 11
61sler, lb. .
2 4
Jacobson, cf, .
o.
,
,
Severeld,
.Williams, If.
Gerber, ss. . .
McManus, 2b.
Snocker, p.
p. ., A
xCollins, . ,

,

tion a game behind Pittsburgh by
dividing a oouDie neaaer with Bos
ton. Boston won the first game.
Police
officials estimated that
about 25,000 persons could not get
into me park, several women
fainted in the crush. Boston ral
lied in tne first game and won af
ter New York led by 4 to 0 after
the sixth inning. The work of the
Boston pinch hitters featured Boston's rally in the eighth. New
York took the second game behind
Shea, a recruit pitcher. He yielded
13 hits, but kept them scattered
and was well supported.
Score first game:
Boston.
v
AB.R.BH.PO.A.E.
6
Powell, cf. . , . 6
3
Chrtetenbury, 2b. 3
Southworth, rf. , 3
Cruise, If. . . ... 3
Gibson, c.
Boeckel, 3b. ,
11
Holke, lb. ...
Ford, ss. . .
8
O'Neill, c. . .
0
Watson, p. . j
0
.
Braxton, p,
0
xGowdy, , . ,
0
Nixon, If. . .
0
xxNlcholson
0
xxxBarbare, ,
0
McQuillan, p.
0
Morgan, p. , ,

PIRATES BREAK
EVEN WITH REDS
IN CLOSE

DAIS

Giants. Divide Double Header
With Braves and Retain
Second Position in National League Standing.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept. 6. Pitts
burgh and Cincinnati evened up on
the two holiday games, Cincinnati
winning in the morning and Pittsburgh in the afternoon, each by a
The visitors
two to one score.
broke a tie score in the thirteenth
Inning in the morning and won on
Totals . v . SS S II 24 8
a pass to Bohne. his steal of secxBatted for Shocker in 8th,
ond and errors by Wilson and
Cleveland.
Traynor. Cooper held the Reds to
AB.R.BH.PO.A.E four hits in the afternoon, two of
0
which were bunched with a wild
Jamieson, If. . . 4 1 0
Wambeganss, 2b. 4 1 2 0 1
pitch and a steal in the sixth In
Speaker, cf. . . . 6 1 1 1 0
Totals . . . 81 6 9 27 11 1
nlng, resulting in a run, tlelng the
S
.
4
3
, 4 1 2 2 11 score.
Smith, rf.
In the seventh, with a man
xBatted for O'Neill In 8th.
8
.
Gardner. Sb,
on third and two out, Cooper's sinxxBatted for Braxton In 8th.
Sewell, ss. . . . 3 0 1 i 3
xxxBatted for Cruise In 8th.
gle drove over the winning run
Johnston, lb, . 8 1 1 9 0
New York.
Morning game:
1
1
3
1
.
O'Neill, c. .
score:
AB.R.BH.PO.AE.
The
box
. .1 0 0 0 1
Malls, p. .
0
2
1
2
.
0
4
cf,
Cincinnati.
Burns,
Morton, p. ... , 2 0 0 1 1
0
0
2
1
4
1
AB. R. H. PO. A. E Bancroft, ss.
1
4
0
0
1
1
4
Frisch, 3b. ,
Bohne, 2b. . .
Totals
r , 83 10 11 27
1
Young, rf. .
Kopf. ss.....
Bt. Louis
003 100 100
2
Kelly, lb. .
. . 301 080 12x 10 Groh, 3b....
Cleveland .
8
Meusel, If. .
Bressler, rf ,
hlti
Two
base
Bummary
15
Rawlinga, 2b.
Smith, Gardner,
Wambeganss 2 Daubert lb.,
3
8
Snyder, c,
Three base hits Gerber, Sewell, Fonseca, If.f . ..
5
Smith, c. . .
jacoDson. Home runs smith 2. Duncan,
. .. 8
8
Toney, p.
Double plays Smith to Johnston: Wingo,
0
Sallee, p.
2
O Nelll to Gardner;
Gardner to Hargrave,
zCunningham . 1
S
1
0
Base on balls Off Rixey, p
Johnston.
0
Causey, p.
Mails 1; Morton 1; Shocker 3. In
1
2
43
6 39 14
Totals
nlngs pitched Mails 8: Morton 6;
34 5 10 27 13 2
Totals
Shocker 7; Sewell 1. Struck out
Pittsburgh.
in 8th,
zBatted
Sallee
for
E
AB.
H.
A,
PO.
R.
Malls
1.
Morton
1;
By
000 000 2406
1
1
1
1
0 Boston
Afternon game:
Blgbee, If
001 301 5
000
New
York
4
St. Louis . 021 100 530 12 15
.. 4
Carey, cf
Two base hits Southworth, Cun4
Cleveland . 100 130 120
8 14
Maranvllle, ss. . 6
ningham. Three base hits Burns.
Batteries
6
5
Kolp, Davis, Bayne Whitted,
Home run Toney, Chrlstenbury.
and Sever eld; Uhle, Morton, Sagby, Traynor, Sb..... 6
0
Sacrifice hits Holke, Nixon, Boeo-knenaerson ana O'Neill, L. Sewell. Tlerney, 2b.-- .
1
5
(2). Stolen bases Boeckel
S
20
Grimm, lb. ...
Burns to
2, Nixon. Double plays
Close Games at Detroit.
2
4
c
Brottem,
to Holke.
Snyder; Chrietenbury
Detroit, Sept 5. Chicago and xBarnhart
1
0
Base on balls Braxton 2; Watson
Detroit divided a double bill today,
0
c...
4: McQuillan 2: Toney 3. Innings
the visitors taking the morning Wilson,
0
Morrison, p.,... 2
Braxton 1
pitcnld Watson 6
gamo in tne eleventh Inning, and xxCutshaw
1
0
1
Morgan
McQuillan
losing in tne afternoon.
2
0
Causey 1.
Toney 7 3 Sallee
bv
the Hamilton, p...
Spectacular
fielding
struck out Topey 5: watson z;
White Sox and the pitching of Kerr Totals
1
1
8
22
38
......47
McQuillan 1.
in an save one inning this after
'
x Batted for Brotem In eighth,
Second game
noon, permitting the Tigers to
xx
Batted
Morrison
for
in
100 020 000 8 18 2
Boston
overcome a two run lead.
New York . 001 300 Olx 5 7 1
Score Morning game:
R.H. E. eighth.
Score by innings:
Scott and Gowdy; Shea and
Chicago ..112 001 000 01 6 15 0
000
000
000
Cincinnati
....100
Smith,
uetroit ...000 000 005 00 5 11 0
0
000
010
1
000
....000
.Batteries:
Kerr and Schalk; Pittsburgh
e
hits Ma
Dodgers Take Two.
Summary:
Leonard and
Honing,
Bassler, ranvllle
Brooklyn,
(2), Carey. Stolen banes
Sept 6. Brooklyn
wouaaiu
Base
on
Bohne.
won
a double header from Phlladel
Duncan,
Score Afternoon game: R, H. E.
1:
Hamll
Bunched
hits gave
2;
Morrison,
Rlxey,
phia today.
Chicago .....002 001 000 3 6 1
By Morri Brobklyn the first contest George
lOOOOOOSx 4 8 2 ton, 2. Innings pitched
Detroit
Smith was knocked out of the
Batteries:
Wilkinson
and son, 8: Hamilton, 5. Struck out
box in six Innings of the second
By Rlxey, 3; Morrison, 3.
cwnaiK; coie and Woodall.
Afternoon game:
game. Sedgwick alloved one hit in
R. H. E. the last two innings.
Score:
Hasty Ontpltchca Johnson.
1
1
4
R. H. E
000
Score First game:
Philadelphia, Sept. 5. Washing- Cincinnati ...000 001
7
2
OOOlOx
7
0 Philadelphia 100 000 0001
...010
ton divided a doubleheader with Pittsburgh
Batteries: Markle and Hargrave: Brooklyn ..000 210 OOx 3 7 2
The scores
toaay.
Batteries: Winters and Remllne;
were 4 to 3 and 7 to 1. In the cooper ana urottem.
Grimes and O. Miller.
morning game Hasty
outpltched
R. H. E.
Second game:
25,000 Disappointed.
Johnson, the contest going eleven
New York. Sept. 6. The New Philadelphia 000 001 0034 11 2
Innings. Hasty helped to win his
own game oy good work at the bat. York Nationals retained their posi Brooklyn ..010 033 lOx 8 12 3
Batteries: O. Smith, Sedgwick
Rommel was hit hard
in
and Bruggy; MilJui and Kruoger.
the early Innings of the enough
afternoon
game to give the Senators a comCardinals Beat Cubs.
manding lead and was finally sucBt Louis, Sept 5. The Cardinals
ceeded by Naylor in the third.
took
both
games from the Cubs
Miller
Johnson,
and Gharrity each
here today by a score of 4 to 8.
got a home run.
The second game went only five
Score Morning game: R. H. E.
OC
Innings due to rain. A heavy rain
010 000 100
Washing.
10 1
made a soggy field for the first
Phlladel. 002 000 000 114 11 2
game, which was completed in a
Batteries: Johnson and Piclnlch:
drizzle.
Hasty and Perkins,-ScorScore First game:
R. H. B.
Afternoon game: R. H. E
IN
GOLF
E Chicago
....010 100 010 3 7 0
212 200 0007
Washington
0
St. Louis ...004 000 OOx 4 10 1
Philadelphia 010 000 0001 4 0
Batteries: Ponder, Freeman and
Batteries: Mogrldge and GharriO'Farrell,
Daly; Pertica, North
ty; Rommel, Naylor and Perkins.
(By Tbs Auoclated Prtu.)
AInsmlth.
Great Neck, N. Y., Sept 5. Jim and
Second game:
R. H. E.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Barnes, American open golf cham- Chicago
000
9
0
New Orleans, 12-Chattanooga, pion, today defeated Jock Hutchi- St Louis
1
6
000
4
6
son, British champion.
Batteries:
up and
Freeman, Jones,
Mobile,
Atlanta,
to play, in a thirty-si- x
hole match Cheeves and Dalv:
Doak
and
Little Rock,
Memphis,
for a sliver cup and a purse of Clemons.
Kashvllle.
Birmingham,
?2,000.
Barnes started afternoon elay
COAST LEAGUE.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
with a lead of four up. which he
Vernon, 10-Salt Lake,
At Omaha
Bioux City
Increased to five up before the end
Los Angeles,
Portland,
At Des Moines
Bt Joseph of the match. Hutchison drove
Oakland,
Sacramento,
T3.
wildly several times, two drives go.
Ban Francisco, 10-Seattle,
At Oklahoma
Joplln 18-lng out of bounds and a third into
At Tulsa 8; Wichita 23.
.
tne water,
.
N
Journal Want Ada bring results.
Bur-wel- l,

.

i

....

E OF

SERIES

The Grays got a late start in
their series with the El Paso All- Btars, but when they did get started they cleaned up, taking yester
day's game by a score of 8 to 2.
The game had very little of the
spectacular in it, and was simple,
straightaway ball every Inning.
As in the other two games, El
Paso got away to a flying start,
the second man at bat scoring. In
the third Inning, however, the
Grays started out to take the game
ana scored tnree men. Tney added four more in the fifth, and still
another in the seventh terore El
Paso regained its breath. The lat
ter made a feeble attempt to cause
some excitement in the eighth by
putting one more man across the
plate, but the effort fell through
ZjI Paso had what appeared to
be a beautiful
opporin the third
tunity for a clean-u- n
were
men
on their toec
when three
for a dash around the base lines
to the home plate, but Teller pulled
tne game out or tne nole by some
wonnerrui pitcning. smitn opened
the Inning for El Paso and struck
out. J. Marty got a hit, and was
advanced to third when Cohen got
a
Mulcahy got free
passage, leaving the bases full
With only one down, L. Marty
stepped to bat, and promptly
struck out. Patterson followed,
and was In the process of striking
out when Wilson caught a pop fly
and made three down.
Sheay who pitched the first five
Innings for El pnso, proved an
easy nut for the Grays to crack
Smitn, the second baseman,
places wtth Sheay in the
sixth, held the Grays down in bet
ter shape.
The box score of the game fol
lows:
El Pnso.
AB.R.BH.PO A.E
0
0
1
4
1
Smith, 2b.
J. Marty, If. . . 4 0 1 1 0
1
1
4
0 5
Cohen, ss.
Mulcahy, lb. , , ! 1 2 8 0
0
2
8
4
0
L Marty, c. , .
Patterson, 3b. . 4 00 02 2 02
0
Colbert, cf. . . 4
Titus, rf. . . . 4 0 1 8 0
1
0
1
2
4
Sheay, p.
gilt-edg-

Boston.
AB. R, H. PO. A. E.

cf

two-bagg-

...
...

...

Totals

,

2 10 24 10

35

4

Grnys.
a'voa-Hfi'aa-

McCanna If.
zParentl. cf. .
A. Chavez, lb.
Fnlazar, 3b. , ,
Wildhaber, rf.
M. Chavez, ss.
Wilson, c. . .
xArmiJo, 2b.
Teller, p.

1
1
1
0
2 10
8
0
1

...
...

0
10
4

0

4

85 8 9 27 17 3
Totals
xRan for Salazar In 3rd and 4th.
zRan for Salazar In the 7th.
The score by innings:
2
100 000 010
El Paso
003 040 lOx 8
Gravs
Paso
El
run.
Summary Earned
Two base hits
1; Grays 3
Salazar 2.
Cohen. Teller,
Three base hits L. Marty, A.
on
balls Off Tel
Chavez. Bases
ler 2 off Sheay 4. off Smith 1.
Struck out By Teller 8, by Sheay
Left on oases e.i
4, by Smith 3.
Paso 8, Grays 6. Double plays
M. Chavez to Salazar to Armijo,
Parent! to Armijo to Wilson. First
base on errors! El Paso 1, Grays
1. Substitutes
Sheay and Smith
change places In sixth. Umpires
Cameron and Bagiey. scorers
Hall and Cassidy.
Mul-cah-

v.

BABE RUTH NEEDS 4
MORE HOME BUNS TO .
BREAK HIS RECORD

.

....,1
....
...
....

c...
c.

...

rf....

Boston,

5.

Mass., wept.

Babe

Ruth drove home his fifty-firhome run In the ninth Inning of
the Yankee's second game with
st

No

Boston,

one

was on base.

Karr was pitching.
home
Ruth scored his tirty-tirrun against Shaw of Washington
In 1920 on September 24. He new
needs only four more circuit drives
st

to

break-hi-

s

record of 64.

SOCORRO WINS GAME
FROM SAN MARCIAL
IN NINTH INNING

el

....

8;

3;

3;

3;

3;

...

12

Two-bas-

BARNES DEFEATS

HUTCHISON

108

FEATUR

--

038
184

8;

.;

0-- 1.

7-- 2;

1.

0;

6;

5;

7.

0.

3;

9.

1;

1;

7;

0;

1

'

)

80
80
New York ,
70
Boston . , . :i
71
St. Louis
. 69
Brooklyn . .
Cincinnati . K . 69
Chicago . . ... :. 62
Philadelphia . . 44

Pittsburgh

.

2.

0.

Socorro defeated San Marclal in

a close game by a score of 9 to 8.
The game was one of the snappiest
seen on the Socorro grounds for
some time. The score was a tie until the ninth inning when R. Stack- pole scored on J. Stackpole s sin
gle: Batteries were: San Marclal
Simmons, James and Aragon;
Socorro

TruJUlo,

...

, .

51
B3

60
61
63
73
78
87

Yesterday's Results.
Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,
Brooklyn,
Philadelphia,
2;

8;

St. Louis,
New York,

.

...

8

Notional League.
W. L.

Third Game When
Sheay Blows Up; El Paso
Fails to Connect With
Three on Bases.

st

39

LAS!

Cinch

(Br The AMocfated Fran.)
Boston. Sept 5. Ruth made his
fUty-flrhome run in the ninth
inning of the second game today.
He hit high into deep center field
bleachers against a strong wind.
New York won the first game, 8
to 0. hitting Jones hard, Boston
holding the league leaders to four
won the second game, 8 to 2, Karr
holding the league leaders to four
hits. Score:
New York.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
First game:
2
6
1
1
0
6
cf
Miller,
8
2
0
0
3 0
ss
Peckinpaugh,
2
2
5
3
0 0
Ruth, If
.. 5 3 5 0 0 0
Meusel, rf
5
3
0
8
0 0
Pipp, lb
1
4 0
5 0
5
Ward. 2b
McNally, 3b... 4 0 0 3 2 1
4
0
1
2
0
0
o
.
.
Devormer,
1
1
0
0
0
4
Bhawkey, p
Totals

li

SELVES

4;
6;

Chicago,
Boston,

Pet

.611 New York
.602 Cleveland
,
.638 St. Louis . t ,
.537 Washington x
.523 Boston . . m. u
.447 Detroit . i.
,
.400 Chicago . . . .
.336 Philadelphia

If
--

S ON

AiO

Pet.

W. L.
47
60
64
67
64
71
75
77

Centrals

.630
.616
.615
.496
C't
.488
out of two hits.
63
.470
The batteries for the game were:
Highland Laddies defeated the
66
.427
for
the Centrals, Garduno and.
45
.369 Bullet Stoppers yesterday by a
the Highland Sluggers,
Vigil;
score of 15 to 7 in the first game Salnes for
and Tartaglia.
Yesterday's Results.
of the Junior league championship
There was one double play in the
Washington, series played at the Highland game, from Baca to Pena to Ro
Philadelphia,
mero.
grounds. Under the supervision of
New York,
Boston,
J. F. Bentley, of the central school,
Mrs. Ogilvie Gordon, one of Bri
Detroit,
Chicago,
who
has charge of playground ac- tain's
St. Louis,
Cleveland, 10-unlor has foremost women scientists.
tivities this year, several
teams have been running on almost comeaccepted an invitation to be
candidate for parliament
Where They Play.
regular schedule all season. The in the anext
election.
St. Louts at Cleveland.
championship, while decided in the
Is
minds of several of the teams.
Washington at Philadelphia.
official
of
still a question
New York at Boston.
dispute
and the championship series has
been started by Mr. Bentley in orNo
9
peatedly. Both missed many blows der to settle the question.
and were hooted by the crowd.
boys on the teams are over 17
Round nine Trying for a knock- years old.
k
The teams which will take part
out Downey landed right twice on
the Jaw and once In the stomach. In the series are Highland Laddies,
He missed a swing to the head and Young Aq's, Tlldos, Bullet Stopand the Young Fire Fighters.
nearly fell. Wilson landed lefts pers
The scnedule for the next three
and rights to the body. Downey
Tuesday
was landing body blows oftener. days of play vs.follows:
the vita organs healthy by
Tlldos: Wednesday Keep
Aqs
He rocked Wilson with a right to Young
Bullet Stoppers vs. Highland regularly
taking the world's
the Jaw at the bell.
Thursday Young Aq's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
Round ten Downey landed hard Laddies;
vs. Tlldos.
bladder and uric acid troubles.
rights and lefts to the body. Downey missed a right to the head
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
and took several rights to the body.
At Toledo,
Columbus,
Downey missed and they went into (second game eleven Innings).
.
a clinch at the bell.
At St. Paul, 1; Minneapolis, 10;
Round eleven Downey 'rushed
Wilson to the ropes and sent two (morning).
At Minneapolis, 4; St. Paul, 6;
hard rights to the Jaw. Wilson (afternoon).
sent a left. hook to the stomach
Kansas City, The National
At Milwaukee,
Remedy of Holland fot
and they exchanged body blows, at
and endorsed by Queen
close quarters. Downey missed a
At Indianapolis,
Louisville, centuries
Wilhelmlna, All druggists, three sizes.
right to the head and was hooked
Leek for Iba name Cold M.d.l on mrtry
sharply by Wilson in the Jaw.
bom and accept ao imiUuou
They exchanged right body blows
Journal Want Ads bring results.
and clinched.
Round twelve Downey was trying hard but his blows did not
seem to hurt Wilson. He sent a
GLASS, PAINT.
hard right to the stomach. Downey
landed a hard right on the Jaw.
CCVIENT. PLASTER
They exchanged lefts to the stomach. They fell into a clinch and
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
at the
438 NOItTH taitS-9
KTKK101
Exchanged lefts and rights

SERIES STARTS

3.

2.

8;

8.

4;

3.

2.

8;

Louis.

REUS

TITLE BUT FANS

ALLSAfllEr
Jersey City Bout Runs 12

Rounds

and Wilson,
Hissed, Retains

Though
Middleweight Belt.

WATCH
THE BIG 4
er

3;

2;

COLD MEDAL

6:

'Ringside, Jersey City, N. J., Sept.
5.
Bryan Downey, of Cleveland,
and Johnny Wilson, of Boston,
fought twelve tame and uninteresting rounds In their bout here today to settle their dispute over the
world's middleweight
championship.
New
Under the
Jersey law no official decision Is permitted, but
Wilson retained his championship
belt, the fight going the limit.
However. It was the opinion of a
majority of the newsnaper men
and fight experts at ihe ringside
that Downey won on points. He
forced the fighting In most of the
rounds and landed the cleanest
'

5.

7;

3.

LUMBER

blows.

,
Hearing Ordered.
Wilson's performance was so unNew
to
the
Jersey
satisfactory
boxing commission that they orto
dered Promoter Tex Rlckard
hold his share of the purse, pending a hearing.
When Wilson left the ring he
was booed loudly by the crowd
Downey received applause.
There was not a semblance of P
knockout at any time. Wilson fol'
Into a clinch at every opportunity
and landed few hard blows. Dow-nappeared to have the better o'
four rounds, three went to Wilson
and the others were even.
By Round
rushed
one Downey
Round
from his corner and landed the
Willeft
chin.
to
the
a
first blow,
son boxed cautiously.
Downey
landed a left to the body and a
right to the Jaw, rocking Wllso"
Downey 'missed a vicious rlgh
uppercut, but landed a right to
They clinched at the bell.
Round two They clinched an
Wilson landed two light lefts V
Downey's Jaw. Downey missed i
right for the head. They exchang
ed lefts to the chin. There was lit
tie fighting on the part of etthe
man, both working for an openin'
Round three Downey landed
e
straight right to the body and
left to the jaw. He rushed Wilsor
to the ropes with hard lefts anf'
rights to the body. Downey land
Downer
ed a left to the chin.
missed right uppercut. Wllso'-landeleft to the chin at the bell
Round four Wilson took the of
fensive and sent a hard left to
his opponent's chin.
Downey
missed a left and Wilson caught
stomach
In
the
him with a right
Downey crossed with two rights tr
the Jaw. They were fighting han'
In a clinch at the bell.
five Downey sent '
Round
straight right to the nose. Down'
landed a right to the Jaw and to'
a left hook in return.
Downey to the ropes wl'
body blows. Downey sent a har
right to the stomach at the bell.
Round six Downey caught Wl'
son in his corner and hurt him wit'
hard rights and lefts to the stom
ach. Wilson cut Downey s left eye
with a right swing. Wilson's blowF
were landing oftener. They fought
hard at close quarters.
seven Downey forced
Round
the fighting and had the better of
at close quarter?.
an exchange
Downey sent a straight right to the
Wilson caught Downey
stomach.
with a left hook. They fought
slowly.
Round
eight Downey landed
two rights to the body and one to
the Jaw. Wilson hooked Downey
with his left They clinched re-- i

1

D

j

1

AGAIN TO THE FRONT

Not Only in Price Reductions for Cars, but in
Climbing Hills.

Labor Day Pike's

Peak Races

1
r

In Class One Race

FORD CAR WON!
CAN YOU BEAT IT?
Get Your FORD Now.

Wlls-rushe-

Quichel Auto & S
Authorized Ford Dealer

Phone 750

.

Sixth and Central

J. Stackpole.

OLD TOWN NINES WIN
FROM THE NATIONALS
The Old Town Nines defeated the
Nationals by a score of
14 to 7 yesterday afternoon, on the
grounds at the corner of Mountain
road and Broadway.
Ortli clouted out his fifth home
run of the season tor the Nines in
the game.
The battery for the Nines in
yesterday s ga.me was composed ot
Pena and Mercedes. The Natlonnlp
battery was made up ot Black and
S. C. 6escrlnos.
Duke-Cit- y

TOMMY GIBBONS COPS

13TH SUCCESSIVE KG
South Bend, Ind., Sept. 5 Tom
my Gibbons, light heavyweight o'
St. Paul, scared a technical knock
out over Dan O'Dowd, of STew
York, in the third round of e
scheduled ten round bout today
Gibbons had the New oYrker oui
on his feet when police stopped the
fight. Early tn the round a left
hook sent O'Dowd to the canvas for
a count of nine. A short right uppercut was the finishing blow
Gibbons' victory marks his thirteenth consecutive knockout.
BEHNKE IS WINNER
'
OF AIRPLANE DERBY

Chicago, Sept. b.Dmli Behnke,
of the Checkerboard weld, carrying
a woman passenger, won thr Labpr
day airplane derby today, flying
mile course in forty-nin- e
the fifty-fiv- e
He was closely folminutes.
lowed by Price Hollingsworth, John
KIser and James Curraii.
The
other5
five
starters, including
Charles Dickinson, the oldest pilot
In the Chicago district, who is (5
years old. finished within a few
minutes more,

de-

7.

National League

St

80
80
68
66

The Albuquerque

feated the Highland Sluggers by
a score of 8 to 8 yesterday afternoon. In a game which was remarkable for the small number ot
base hits. The Centrals made only
tl.ree base hits in the game, although they scored eight runs, and
the Sluggers brought three runs

1:

1.
4.

Where They Play.
Chicago at

American League.

HIGHLAND SLUGGERS
LOSE TO CENTRALS

OR LFAGU E

U

J

THE DOPE C0L0MJI

,.-

III

September 6, 1921.

The Same Policies The Same High
Standard of Service In a New Location
The twenty-fiv- e

years we have spent catering to the wants
of men who demand maximum value for the money they
spend for clothing have .been productive of a code of
ethics, a business creed, which, judging from the growth
of our business, is appreciated by the men of lbuquerque.
We carry thiscreed, this code, to our new location at 118
West Central. Our new store is so situated and so laid out
that our cost of dointr business can be lowered to an extent
that will be noticeable in the retail prices of the things
we sell.

;

v

EUBAN K BROTHERS
From Their New Location at

118

West Central.

7'

V

j

A.

September

G,

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

1921.

Page

Five"

Woman's Daily Magazine Page
ID).

Social Calendar jfl

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED
By JAKE PHELPS.

Tuesday.

Ideal Bridge olub will meet with

mistakes and sins Mrs. C. W. Potter.
"La Notre" Bridge
club will
had brought us nearer together
than ever before. Dick was ten meet with Mrs. Charles Roehl.
and
to
me, thoughtful
I worked very hard to set my derness Itself
federatTonheads
little business started right Mother helped me when at -- ome. juomer
both helped me all they cam over nearly every week, nd
meeting in
plan
could. Somehow as I went ahead, often took Junior back with her.
At those times I did a great deal
endeavoring to do all I could to
october
my
missed
get us once more on our feet, .he of work. Naturally I
endeavor gave me some of my boy, but the feeling that I was
Mrs.
F.
LaBelle, second
Emily
e
confidence that had bean really helping to pay for my part vice
of the state federaso disturbed by fear and remorse in the ruin of our home in New tion president
of woman's clubs, Is In Santa
for months past. It really returned York, of Dick's ambitions, urged Fe to attend the meeting of the
effort.
stronger than ever, because I now me on to every
executive
board of the federation
I had had some inexpensive cards which will be held there today The
knew I was doing right, that I had
Work
sent
around.
and
nothing to hide. I had passed the printed,
meeting is called according to the
constitution to make plans for the
crisis, the moral crisis in my life. came to me, all I could manage.
Our present was secure to a certain Finally I hired a woman to run state federation meeting which will
extent. I now felt almost positive the machine. That left me all my be held In Romvell next month.
time for planning, cutting, and the The tentative dates for the federaour future was also.
"We'll climb up, Dick," I said to hand work. I had become tre- tion meeting are October 25, 26,
him in one of our talks, "but solidly mendously Interested in the work, 27 ana zs.
Members of the executive hoard
this time. Before our house was had added many dainty things to
have
built on sand the sand of my will- the list. I now took orders for of the state federation who meetbeen
called to the Santa Fe
many other things besides draperful extravagance."
Mrs.
are
R.
P.
preslDonohoo,
lng
ies.
He
bed
spreads,
Lamp shades,
"Of course we will, Nan!"
Mrs. Frank W. Parker of
kissed me fondly then sent the anything of that sort. I had sam- dent;
Santa Fe, vice president at lara:
check for my first work, which had ples sent me from a Chicago Btore, Mrs.
of Raton, presJ. H.
been paid most promptly, with and ordered my goods in quantities, ident of theMajors
third district; Mrs.
thus allowing me a larger profit.
what we had saved, to Mrs. Gray.
of Albuquerque, president of
Dick had heard nothing further the second
She, the only person who knew our
district, and Miss Mary
ex
address, had promised to attend to about the Dart he had taken in and
Smith
of Santa Fe treasurer.
all our bills for us.
posing the, man In the bank,
Mrs.
in
LaBelle
will remain
After much discussion we de- I had almost forgotten him and Santa Fe a week as the guest of
cided to send this first money we the incident, I was so busy.
Mrs. Donohoo.
Dick's salary had been raised,
had saved to Clarence Burns. It
was only $100, Just one tenth of and he looked hapuier, seemed
were
Dick IMPORTED GOWN OP
more
we
like the old care-fre- e
But
owned.
what we
both very happy over sending it, I had married than ever before
LACE AND TULLE
The simple life we led, early rising
Dick was almest hilarious.
"We'll have him paid up in a but also early retiring had done
year. Nan!" he remarked. This him good. His nerves were rested,
debt seemed always on his mind. and at times he would whistle
Had he known that Mr. Burns had blithely, and come skipping in as
he did in those first weeks of our
purposely loaned him money that
he knew he would lose to be re- married life.
He was quite a favorite at the
venged upon me because I would
not listen to his insulting proposals, bank the president told mother,
dismore
his work well.
was doing
and
he would have been still
Mother naturally felt a little anxturbed.
Dick insisted upon hiring a wo- ious as it was through her we had
man once a week to do the heavy come to Lansing.
Then one day we had the, threat
work.
"I don't want you to lose all of the man who had robbed the
ho
bank
brought home to us.
your beauty doing housework,"
Junior had been playing in the
said when I objected.
"Beauty doctors claim that it Js yard. He was seldom allowed outone of the greatest beautlfiers of side the gate. But there was a
the human form," I laughingly re- large pile of sand in the street, and
he had begged so hard to play in it
plied.
"Bother the beauty doctors! You with his pail and shovel I had conYou're sented.
don't need their advice.
too pretty, and too good for me. ' He was quite gleeful, and at first
I feol wicked sometimes called me. After a while I realNan.
when you look tired and I am ized he had been silent for a time,
and get and quick apprehension drove me
afraid you will overdo,
my confessed

HAS MAKES GOOD.
CHAPTER SO.
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sick."
"No. Dick, I shall get healthier
as the debts are paid, and that look
nf anxiety leaves your face."
all the
Someway our trouble,
awfu things that had happened.

Big Audience at Crystal Theater Hears Sibyl
Sanderson Fagan and George Wilton
Ballardin EDISON lone lest

to the door. I called hut no answering voice reassured me.
I ran to the street, looked ill
around the said pile, then up and
down the street. Junior had dis
appeared.

In a test of direct comparison, made last night at Crystal
theater, before a large audience, the New Edison scored
a complete and convincing triumph.

By Edna Kent Forbes.
ANSWERED LETTERS.
Mazle; Mrs. T. I. K.; Mrs. Mc;
To eradicate lines and keep the
muscles from sagging, give the
skin this treatment twice each
week. Massage a cleansing cream
into the skin and remove with
moist cloth. Paint it all over with
an astringent and lie down for 20
minutes while it draws tip the
skin. Remove with warm moist
cloth. Massage again, but use a
fine cream, until as much is absorbed as the skin will take. Wipe
off the surplus and rub the face
and throat with a piece of ice.
Blue Eyes: You can correct
that habit by exerting your will
power, as it is a case of letting
loose your emotions. If you do not
overcome it, it will react on your
health. It may help you to do this,
if the family will agree to make
sport of it or give you a start or
shock, each time you indulge yourMake up
self in this recreation.
your mind to convert this amotion
alism into some' needed activity.
Your letter makes me believe
you are a capable girl and well
able to hold your place among all
these healthy, capable women of
the present day.
Mrs. Fairy H.: The
girl should weigh 120 pounds and
the older one 125.
Evelyn: The line between your
eyes probably cornea from eya
strain. A good skin is the result
of good health which you should

try to attain. , "Eat properly " and
take as much exercise in the atr
as you can, even though it is only
to practice deep breathing before
the open window.
Beatrice R.: Never use any
cream on your face except that

made from vegetable oils, since you
have this tendency to grow hair.
To be sure of It, why not make

your ownT If you will send a
stamped addressed envelope I shall
be pleased to send you directions
about it Apply a toilet water to
your face to help along that oily
condition, but nothing will cure it
except keeping your liver activ
and' the stomach sweet.
R. H. S.: From one of the readers, comes this suggestion.
She
says she took the curl from her
hair by rubbing the scalp with a
solution of boric acid and water.
She did this before
shampooing
the head and Bhe claims that it
not only took all the kink from
her hair, but It also cured her of
dandruff. Borio acid is healing
and cleansing, so you are perfectly safe in trying it. Ask the druggist about the strength of the solution.
M. K. B.; I. P. H.: Practice
deep breathing to develop your
bust and dash cold water over the
Inwhole chest each morning.
crease the circulation by using
friction from a coarse towel. You
may also massage each night with
warm cocoa butter, but use the
most gentle of strokes since this
part of the body is easily bruised.
M. W.: You should consult the
doctor about that soreness.
The
abdominal muscles can be strengthened the same as any other muscles, but you should know first if
your condition admits of it. When
women lose their figure after
childbirth, it is usually because
they, get Into the habit of slumping, especially when carrying the
child.
Learn to stand properly,
even when holding the baby. Keep
the abdomen In and the chest forward. Stand on the balls of the
feet and breathe deeply. This will
make you light, springy and may
be all that you need to restore
.
your figure.
.

SERVING CORN

Through a Neighbor' Advice Tina
Woman Was Restored to Health
by Lydia L Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
v

Kenosha, Wis. -- "I suffered with a
female trouble and at last was in bed
I (PKinmu iidiihiiii n ior six weens wvca
what the doctors
called inflammation of the bowels.
I
Four of them said
I rnnld not live. A
neighbor told ma
to use Lydia ti.

f Sy

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

and it helped ma
from the start.
the doctor
1 When
fama X fold him

r Xiau fwnwa
nlyAn mrA
.

Throw
- my medicine away and keep on with
I did and it
thB Pinkham medicine.
cured me. If more women would take
your medicine they would not suffer
so, I have recommended the Vegetable Compound to lots of people and

'they

have been

Via

AnM

satisfied.";-Mr-

s.

Mary Rhapstock, 2701 Wisconsin
St.. Kenosha, Wisconsin.
When a woman is beset with such
symptoms as irregularities, inflam-

1

i

perfect realism.
Miss Fagan stood on the stage next to a shapely Chippendale
notes soared
cabinet. She began to whistle. Her bird-lik- e
over the theater, bringing all under its magic spell.
Halfway through her selection, she suddenly stopped

2fcMV EDISON
tt The

over-drapin- g.

Phonograph With a Soul"

You can have an Official Laboratory Model in your home.
You can own an instrument which will do everything done
last evening in the test. Come in. Hear the wonderful
Official Laboratory Model for yourself. Learn about ou
Budget Plan, which puts our Official Laboratory Model into
your home for no more than you would "pay down" for a
talking machine.

Only one question can still bother your mind. This question
we now answer.
The instrument used in last night's tests was not a special
model. It was an Official Laboratory Model, taken from
regular stock. Every Official Laboratory Model in our stock
is guaranteed to sustain the same test of direct comparison
with living artists.

While his wife was absent from
home an Oregon man decided tr
try his hand at making cakes fo
a competition at the county fall
His cake was found so dellctou
compared with those of his womcr
rivals that he was awarded a special prize.
, ,

Edison

Etosenwaid'

partment

THIRD FLOOR.

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

GAVE HER UP

v
YVirai.

The only way the audience could be sure which was whistling, was by watching Miss Fagan's lips, so exactly like the
art.
living art was the
George Wilton Ballard made the same test of comparison
with the
of his tenor solos. Again the
same result there was no difference between the RECREATED voice and the living voice.
Proof was piled upon proof I Evidence was massed on
evidence! The end of the concert found the audience absolutely and completely convinced, through its own personal
experience, that there is no difference between an artist's
living performance and its
by the New
Edison, that listening to the New Edison is, in literal truth,
the same as listening to the living artists.
.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

FOUR DOCTORS

I

selection.

The New Edison's marvelous performance of last night
vindicates everything that has been said or claimed for it3

Black and white effects seem a
ways to be popular in Paris. Eai
season brings out some fetchin
costume tH this color scheme. Ta
bot has Ju"t recently used it wit
very pleasing results in this aftei
noon frock. The black is furnishe
by the satin foundation and th
tulle
The white is
delicately designed lace which vei!
shows blouse and skirt. The lac
shows plainly in the front an
back, but is covered with the tull
over the hips and in the bodice.
This is but one of the many importations recently
brought over
from Paris. It shows what one
considers
approFrench designer
priate for afternoon wear short,
loose sleeves, a bodice low cut tn
the back and a longer skirt. The
skirt which is showing a downward
trend in Paris has not yet reached
this country, however.

at her side) took up the selection

Artist and phonograph thu3 alternated, throughout th

Sibyl Sanderson Fagan, the famous whistler, whistled in
of her art by the
direct comparison with the
New Edison. To every ear there was no difference between
art.
living art and
This is the most drastic phonograph test known. No other
has ever sustained it. No other phonograph
Ehonograph
it.

I

BEAUTY CHATS

whistling. The New Edison,
and continued it alone.

.

mation, ulceration, a displacement,
backache, headaches, bearing-dow-n
pains, nervousness or the btaes
she should treat the causa of sue
conditions by taking Lydia K, rink-ham-'s
;
Vegetable Compound. ,,.
i

LEFT-OVER-

S.

I am giving the following corn
for serving
recipes
rather than for serving the corn
fresh from garden or market stall,
for I believe that most of my readers will agree with me that the
left-ove- rs

most delicious way to serve fresh
corn Is on the cob.
the pulp
Corn "Oysters:"
from ears of cooked sweet corn and
to each cupful of it allow 1 beaten
egg, 1 tablespoon sweet milk, 1
tablespoon flour, 1 teaspoon melted butter, and H t aspoon salt.
Mis these Ingredients together md
drop this batter by tablespoonsful
on a hot, greased griddle, turning
each little cake so that it will
brown on both sides. (A little pulp
from uncooked corn adds to the
flavor of these cakes.) Serve hot
d
Baked Tomatoes:
Bill hollowed-ou- t
ripe tomatoes
left-ovcooked corn cut from
with
mixed
with a little
the cob and
grated or finely chopped mild
cheese (1 tablespoon of the cheese
to 1 cup of corn). Cover the tops
lightly with buttered crumbs, place
the tomatoes In an egata pan, pour
a little hot water and melted butter around them, and bake until
the tomato cases are tender. Serve
hot.
Casserole of Left-OvCorn: Cut
rows of kernels with a sharp knife
and scrape out the soft interior of
the kernels. Mix 1 eup of this
pulp with 1 beaten egg, 1 enp of
milk, H chopped green pepper,
salt and pepper to season, and
turn the mixture Into a buttered
casserole (or Into small Individual
Corn-Stuffe-

er

er

baking dishes). Sprinkle top with
buttered crumbs and bake 20 minutes in a hot oven. Serve hot.
Corn Soup: Three ears cooked
corn, 3 cups cold water, generous
slice of onion, 1 egg, 2 cups white
sauce, V, teaspoon salt, dash of
celery salt. Cut each each row of
kernels down with a sharp knife,
scraping out the soft inner part
(There should be
cup of this
soft pulp.)
Oook
the scraped
cobs in water with the onion slice,
hour or
celery salt, and salt, for
until the water is reduced to 1 cupful. The cobs thus boiled have
still on them the exteriors of the
kernels, as only the interior, part
has been scraped out.) Add thia
cupful of liquid to a white sauce
as follows: Melt 1 tablespoon butter, stir Into it 1 tablespoon flour,
1 cup of milk,
teaspoon salt and
a dash of pepper. Let the sauce
now boil up well and then add to
it the cup of soft corn pulp. Do
not dou arter adding this pulp.
Beat 1 egg well and put this into
a tureen or bowl, then pour the
soup on this, gradually stirring as
you do so. Serve at once.
Brazilian
Succotash:
Combine
equal quantities of cooked corn cut
from cob with cooked shelled beans,
seasoning with salt, pepper and
butter to suit taste and' adding 1
slice of fried bacon finely minced,
for every half cup of the succotash,
.)
(The bacon flavor makes it
Steam this until hot in the
top of a double boiler, over rapidly
boiling water, and serve at once.
dello-lous-

Journal want ads get result.

SHE'LL TAKE TRIP
AROUND WORLD IN
HUSBAND'S YACHT

'

Mi

tain of the 1916 Princeton football team, are sailing on the Speejacks, which has left port for an
eighteen months' cruise that will
Include the South Seas, China.
Philippines, northern coast of Africa and perhaps South America.
"It's a sort of an adventure,"
said Mr. Rogers, assistant navigator to Mr. Hogg. Mr. Goewen, who
had the yacht built especially for
the trip, intends to explore rivers
and wander among the South Sea
Islands. With a larger boat or one
even smaller than the Speejacks.
unless constructed for the purpose,
this would be impossible, according
to Mr. Rogers.

E PRICE

SHOW S 13 CENT
RANGE

lira.

:

'

The

Albert T. Goewen.

'

foot power
yacht, Speejacks, owned by Albert
Y. Goewen of Chicago, has started
on the first lap of the 60,000-mil- e
cruise 'around the world.
Mr. and Mrs. Goewen, accompanied by Bernard Rogers, Jr., of
Chicago and F, Trevor Hogg, cap
ninety-eig- ht

Ml.

S.

Standard Oil company prices on
gasoline to the consumer at service
stations on August 17 throughout
t ie United States carried a range
of IS cents. Eighteen cents a gallon to the consumer at service stations was the minimum. These
prices obtained In several Texas
districts. The highest prloe at
beaten trail cities waa II cents a
gallon, at Spokane, Wash. Figures
indicating this' condition are available at several local distributing
Plants and are shown also In the
August 17 Issue of. the National Pe

troleum News published at Cleveland.
Albuquerque" motorists paid 26
cents a gallon at service stations
during the middle of August. This
a cent
price haj been cut one-hasince that time and is now 25
cents. The prices obtaining during
August In various cities in different sections of the country as given In the list carried by the "news"
follows:
Service Station Prloe.
Atlantic City 24; Baltimore 2S;
Richmond, 23; Parkersburg, 23.5;
Columbia, S. C, 22.5. Then cities
are supplied by the New Jt y district. The New York dlstm-supplied New York City at 2fr cents
Boston
and
New
and
other
England points at 27 cents. Cleveland
motorists got their gas at 21 cents
Atlanta, Ga,, paid 22 cents. Chattanooga, Tenn., paid 22 cents, Chicago, 20 cents; Topeka, 18.6; Dethe
troit, 18.9 and Indianapolis
same. Prices at Omaha were 20.6
and at Denver, 23. Billings, Mont.,
paid 27.6, as did all other main
cities in that state. Phoenix paid
28.6; Los Angeles, 23; Rno, Nev..
27 and Portland, 26.
The Refinery Price.
Refinery market prices. North
Texas division, are End point gas4
cents a gallon to
oline,
wholesales and for new navy specification gasoline, 10 2 . cents
Albuquerque's supply comes within these two specifications.
How the price at refineries
lumps to more than double by the
time the gasoline gets to the Albuquerque consumer, is shown by
the following figures given out by
one of the loading wholesales of
Albuquerque yesterday. Taking the
average refinery price at Ardmore,
Tulsa, Cunhlng or Wrhita as 11
4
for figuring purposes, the cost
lf

1-

t

14-1-

1- -2

runs up rapidly by adding freight
costs and a 3 per cent tax, which
together, totals .0697. To this must
be added 1 cent state excise tax.
This brings the cost to the wholesaler te .1922 cents a gallon. El
Paso shipments average a cent
higher. To this must be added car
rentals, cost of handling, bulk losses, return on investment in tankage and trucks and a few other
incidentals.
Retailers here sold
gasoline from the tank wagons at
23
ocnts a gallon and it Is sold
to the consumer at 25
centa
Gasoline prices in the main centers of use hovered around 40
cents a gallon late last year. The
derreaso is noticeable, but in this
connection, the August 17 crude oil
prices paid producers at the first
of the year ana now are of inK est
What Producer Gets.
As shown in a table contalnedn
the National Petroleum News, of
1- -2

1- -2

August

17,

crude

oil prices

above 38, Jan. 1, $3.60, Aug. IS.
$1.26; Bull Bayou, Jan. 1. $3.16,
Aug. 15, $0.90,
Gulf Coast fields Splndleton,
Jan. 1, $2.60, Aug. 16. $0(0; all
drops in the 13 grades have neon
the same with the exception of
Somerset. Tex., which was $8.00 a
barrel Jan. 1 and dropped to $1.26
by Aug. is.
Wyoming fields Elk Basin, Jan.
1, $3.10, Aug. U. $1.00; Big Muddy, Jan. 1. $2 75, Aug. .6. $0 60;
Lance Creek. Jan. 1, $3.05, Aug.
15, $0.95; Osage, the samat

ttr

I

per

forever 75 years has
relied upon Qouriud's
Oriental Otam to lutp
the skin and complex'
Ion in perfect condition
through the stress of
the season's activities.

StndlJctof

barrel of various grades in some of
the most important fields wereas,
follows:
Eastern field s Pennsylvania,
Jan. 1, 1921, $6.10, Aug. 16, 12 5;

R1D.T.

Trial Sim
HOPKINS

Corning, Jan. 1. 24.00, Aug. 15,
$1.20; Somerset light, Jan. 1, $4.60,
Aug. 16. $1.00.
Central States fields Wooator.
Jan. 1, $4.05, Aug. 15, $1.80; Txidl,
Jan. 1, $4.00, Aug. IS, Jl.K;
Western Kentucky, Jan, 1, $3.95
Aug. 15, $0.58.
fields
Jan. 1. $3.50, Aug. 15.
Kansas-Oklahom-

nt

a,

$1.00.

North Texas fields Burkburnett
Jan. 1. $3.50, Aug. 15. $100;
light, Jan. 1, $3.00, Aug.
3Vawn end
15, $0.85,
Ranger,
Mora a grades show the same
prices as Burkburnett.
North Louisiana fields Caddo
,
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ALBUQUERQUE
JOINS FILMLAND DIVORCE COLONY

OPTIMISM

OLD

INLEHeUEOF

IMS MEETS
Branch

Popular

of

Body

Lacks
gram; Committee on
dentials Is Selected.
Pre-Arrang- ed

i

)

hi

BY

ProCre-

(fif The Amounted IreM.)
Geneva, Sept. B (by tho AssociThe second assemated Press.)
bly of the league of nations opened
an
in
atmosphere of optimtoJay
ism and with as much enthusiasm
as might reasonably be expected
from so sober a body. It was demonstrated that the popular branch
of the league was meeting free
from a
program.
The assembly heard tho opening
address of Dr. Wellington Koo, of
China, without having any idea as
to who might be selected perma-

Neilan productions.

j

4

COUNT

After being defeated on the Los
Lunas team's home grounds Sun
day, the Old Town Stars got their
temper up yesterday and trounced
the Luna men here by an 11 to 4
score. The Los Lunas team remained in the rear from the first
Inning until the ninth without a
chance of eseai e.
Gonzalez, pitching for the Stars,
pitched one of his best games of
the season. He allowed only seven
hits, wliile Alvarez of the Luna
team was hit thirteen times. Six
of the latter were for two bases
or more, and six of them were
bunched in the seventh Jnning.
g
Tenorlo set up the
record for the game, stealing both
second and third. Gilliam starred
in the hitting department, connect
ing for two two baggers. J. Ortiz,
Tenorio, B. Perea and Gonzales
also got two baggers,
The Stars last night were jubilant
over trouncing on the Luna men
so severely, since they claim that
the game at Los .unas Sunday
contained some exceedingly close
decisions which allowed the Luna
men to score several runs.
Batteries for yesterday's game
were: For the Stars. Gonzalez and
Guevara; for Los Lunas, Alvarez
and Sanchez.
The scoie by innings:
Los Lunas
010 000 030
4
Old Town Stars.. 102 111 BOx 11
base-stealin-

nent president.
Tho only business transacted In
the morning was the election of a
committee on credentials
and It
was not until the luncheon recess
that the delegates could exchange
notes as to their choice of presiding officer. South America came
forward with Dr. Gastoa Da Cunha
of Brazil, and Dr. Juan Carlos
minister nt
Blanco, Uruguayan
Paris, while there was an Important movement in favor of II. A.
Van Karnbeek, Dutch minister of
foreign affairs, who was eventually elected.
Dr. Koo reflected the general
feeling when he said that the assembly, not having to start at the
beginning, would be able to get
through its work quicker than last
year. There was an Impressive silence, when the secretary reached
Argentina on the roll call, and inquiring glances were exchanged
when Pan America, Haytl and
to
Guatemala failed to respond
their names.
President Van Karnebeek made
Agues Ajrea,
a, brief Bpeech of thanks after his
election. He declared the league
Agnes Ayres Is the latest motion picture star to play one of the
would succeed only If It had the principal roles in a court scene. She has just obtained a divorce from
of the big men and Frank W Schucker, Brooklyn man, on a charge of desertion.
Miss
leading statesmen.
Ayres has appeared in some of the O'Henry films and in Marshall

Moving Picture Funnies

LOS LUNAS
11--

F!!LK OF SEVEN

Theaters Today

"B" Theater Jesse L. Lasky
presents Georgo Melford's production, "A Wise Fool," with James
Kirkwood as the leading star. It
is a Paramount picture. Also presenting Burton Holmes' "TravelLAID
ogue" and the "Current Events"
pictures.
Curtis
Lyric Theater Cathrino
presents "The Sky Pilot," from the
nj The Aasocintcil Vrtn.)
a
novel
and
First
Connor,
by
Ralph
Ormsby, Minn., Sept, 5. A fam- National
attraction; also showing
ily of seven the father, mother "Naughty Mary Brown," a Vanity
WWW
were found hot comedy.
and five children
to death in their home here toPastiino Theater William Fox
day, apparently the victims of the presents the popular star, Eileen
father, Frank Klocow, a business Percy, as the leading character in
"Blushing Bride;" ulso presenting
man. Coroner Thompson expresspictures and
ed the belief they met death yes- reels of "Fox News"
"Mutt and Jeff" cartoon-comedterday.
t
Coroner Thompson, after an in"SKY PIIiOT" ON SCIIEEX
vestigation, declared Klocow had
IUXS Till V. TO HOOK:
and then himself.
Cut out the picture on all four killed his family
SEE l'lCTlltK AT LYRIC
was
six
until
and
Klocow
49
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
I
line 1 Its entire length. Then dot- weeks ago was cashier of the
of the fact that
State Bank of Ormsby, he Trobabty because
ted line 2. and so on. Fold each Farmers
thoroughly knows tho subject
but
He had refused to whereof
section
underneath
he
writes,
accurately. give resigned.
Ralph Connor's
the bank officials a reason for Btory, "The Sky Pilot,"
When completed turn over and
which Kin?
his
declared
his
They
resignation.
find
a surprising result. accounts were
VIdor has directed as a motion picyou'll
satisfactory.
is one of the real gems among
ture,
Neighbors and other friends current motion
Mra Clara Center, traveling
picture releases.
saleswoman for a Kansas City could give no possible reason lor
Ralph Connor, whoso real name
the
insanity
shooting.
Temporary
claims
to
have
In
been
the
first
Rev. Charts W. Gordon, and
firm,
woman west of the Mississippi to is the only explanations friends whose steady
occupation is not
make. .
drive an automobile.
writing books at all, but preaching
the gospel in his little Canadian
church, is to be congratulated upon
the sincere manner in which the
Cathrine Curtis Productions have
translated his story to the screen.
Few authors can claim as interest
ing a film version of their work as
can tho Rev. Gordon.
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
The story deals with at young
minister who is sent into tho Ca(By Tba AMorlntcd Prana.)
nadian ranch belt to spread the
St. Louis, Mo.. Sept. 6. Economic difficulties and industrial prob- gospel anions the cowboys. His
lems can be and will be solved in trials and tribulations, his fights,
only one way and that Is by finding his faith, his hope are masterfully
exact justice and enforcing it. Post- interpreted by King Vidor thrbugh
master Genital Hays declared to- John Bowers, who plays the title
How tho pilot, unpopular at
night la a labor day address be- role.
fore the National Association of first, wins a place for himself In
of the cowboys, who surthe
hearts
Carriers' convention.
Lett
on Christmas morning by
"Every problem is soluble, ne prise himhim
d
down a
asserted, "it is simply a matter 01 leading
d
trail to show him
a souare deal
little
the
frame
church
they have
"Live and let live is enough," he
Beware! Unless you see the name
"We must live and built without his knowledee. forms
"Bayer" on package or on tablets continued.
labor of the human note of the story which
you are not getting genuine As- help live in America. The
is featured by several smashing
country constitutes its strength dramatic
pirin prescribed by physicians for the
scenes.
to
entitled to
wealth.
and
It
its
twenty-on- e
years and proved safe
"ine sky .pilot" win begin a
receive fair representa
by millions. Take Aspirin only as and must
three days'
at the Ly
told in the Bayer package for tion in all councils of the nation. ric theater engagement
today.
Colds, Headache. Neuralgia, Rheu- The better that labor is condition
ed, the higher its reward and the "THE BLrSHIXG
matism, Earache, Toothache, Lum- wider
BRIBE,"
its opportunities, and tne
bago and for Pain. Handy tin boxes
WITH EILEEN PERCY.
and refine
of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin greater theits comforts
AT PASTIME THEATER
better will be our civilicost few cents. Druggists also sell ments,
zation and safer will be our gov
larger packages.
Eileen
Aspirin Is the ernment, the
Percy, one of the most
our
nore sacred
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
beautiful women of the screen in
of Monoaceticacidester of Sallcyll- - homes.
latest William Fox production,
For myself. I am convinced that her
cacia.
"The Blushing Bride," is announ
the true solution of the questions ced
as
the feature attraction at the
arising between labor and capital
Fastime Theatre, beginning today.
lies in an awakened public conThe Ideal Purgative.
"The Blushing Bride" Is an origAs' a purgative, Chamberlain's science, in a thorough inculcalatlon inal story
by Jules O. Furthman,
of the spirit of fair dealing among who is also
i a Diets are the exact thing re- men;
for the
responsible
in
in
and
than
organization
quired.
Strong enough for the
and in the direction of the picture, and tells of
most robust, mild enough for chil- wise humane leadership of
the experience of a young girl leav
conciliadren.-.
They cause an agreeable establishment of boards
domestic
ing the Follies to take
movement of the bowels without tion or arbitration which are free lite as the wife of a up
the polluting touch of selfish lionaire in the home of young milany of that terrible griping. They from
his
aristo
to
are easy and pleasant to take and Interests or political demagogues
parents. They believe her to
which the interests concerned may cratic
agreeable in effect
be
related
to
an English Duke, who
freely and confidently appeal.
attend the wedding
"I believe, too, that we must de- is invitednuttofind
supper,
her real relative
velop a reasonable method for to be their own butler.
It Is the
honest and efficient labor to nave manner In .
an ODDortunity to acquire an In herself from which she extricates
terest in the business to which it that furnishesthese embarrassments
the fun of the plot,
is expected to give Its efforts. which
is said to be uproarious. The
the
this development,
Pending
role of Beth, the
girl, is
equilibrium between production ' and an
ideal one for Miss Percy as the
and
wages must be established
screen's
comedienne.
leading
maintained and there must be jus
The supporting cast t Includes
tice for all exact justice for labor.
exact Justice for capital and exact Herbert Heyes, as leading man,
Philo
McCullough, Harry Dunkln-eoJustice for the public."
Rose Dione, Sylvia Ashton and

FOUND DEAD; ACT

TO FATHER
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REORGANIZATION OF
BUREAU OF FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC TRADE

TOI STARS

BEIT

MORNING JOURNAL

(By The Associated PrM.)
Washington, Sept.. 6. Reorganization of tho bureau of foreign
and domestic commerce into Industrial divisions, with trained sne- clallsts at their heads to aid the
country's overseas ' commerce
is
nearlng completion, according to
oecreiary iioover.
Thirteen divisions have been established: Fuel, leather, transportation, textiles, industrial machines,
foodimplements,
agricultural
stuffs, electrical machinery, rubber, iron and steel, commercial
law, automotive.
Other divisions
are to be added.

Lu

The Famous Hudson Super Six Adds

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

A

With

The body of Herbert
last nleht to
his home in Philadelphia, Pa.
Strong Brothers were in charge.
was

"Kin" Rhiley as the Driver in the Pike's Peak Race

Yesterday HUDSON SUPER SIX Won the Penrose
Race Over a Field of Famous Drivers
Trophy

BOYER

Wetmore

TT"k

Mm

TO ITS LONG LIST.

M. Boyer was BhlDned

Elizabeth

.

Another K.ecori

MOORE George M. Moore, n
resident of Albuquerque for the
past thirty-fiv- e
yeara, died at his
home on South Edith street yesafternoon, following an illterday
ness of a year and a half. He
leaves his wire and two sons. Will
Moore, of this city, and Frank
Moore, of Mexico City, Mexico.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock
at Strong Brothers' chapel. Interment will be in Fairvlew cemetery.
The remains will lie in state at the
chapel all day Tuesday.

Free-for-A-

U

shipped

last night to her rormer home in
Detroit, Mich,
Strong Brothers
were In
charge.

Hudson Super Six

O'DONNELL
James
Joseph
O'Donnell died at a local hospital
2
His
wife
yesterday, aged
years.
and a brother were here with him.
Funeral
announcement will be
made upon arrival of other rela
tives from Los Angeles.
Strong
Brothers are in charge.
MARTINEZ The
funeral of
Bad news for the kiddies.
All departments of the Albu Daniel Martinez, who died last
be
will
held this
Sunday
morning,
schools
querque public
open today,
with no more vacation in sight un- morning at g o'clock from the
residence.
Burial will be at
family
til Thanksgiving time.
Most of the boys and girls will Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott
attend the same buildings which is in charge.
they attended last year, but pupils
GALLEGOS The
funeral of
in the seventh and eighth grades
Mrs. Acacio Gallegos, who
died
will be placed In rew quarters.
night, was held yesterThe seventh grade will be housed Saturday
in the Central building, and the day afternoon from the family residence, 901 North Eleventh street.
eighth grade will go to the il'irary Funeral services were held at the
building. The first six grades will San Felipe De Neri phurch. Burreport to their regular ward ial was at, Santa Barbara ceme
schools.
tery. Crollott was in charge.
Pupils living in the neighborhood of University Heights will reLOPES Fermin Lopes, aged 60
port to the school building near the years, died yesterday afternoon at
end of the car line, beyond the
his residence. He is survived by
three daughters and one son who
live at Cerrillos. The body was
taken
Crollot funeral parlors
Journal want ads get results pendingto funeral
arrangements.

SCHOOL BOARD
HAS BAD NEWS

FOR THE KIDS

With Cord Tires, $2,180 (F. O. B. Albuquerque.)
SEE THE MACHINE THAT TRAVELS
LIKE THE WIND
LAUDERBAUGH

MOTOR

COMPANY

LOCAL AGENTS.

Phone 855.

Fifth and Gold.

i,mvm

y.

r

ASPIRIN
1

MUST LIVE AND

HELP LIVE HERE,
SAYS WILL HAYS

A Way to Get Better Records at Lower Cost
Why are prompt and accurate figure records
so important in retail business?
Because in successful retailing time is everything.
You can't check up your business figures once
a month and expect to "get by." Even once
a week is taking a big chance. You 'ought to
know every day.
, You must buy today, sell tomorrow;
take a
small profit and turn it over quickly.
You can't carry unsalable stock, long credits,
slow collections, or any unnecessary expense
in retail business as it is run today.
You want to know every day the essential
facts about how your business stands.
Hard to get?. No, easy and economical,
if you do the work on a Burroughs Machine.

t

blind-folde-

snow-covere-

mm
Clears the Pores
Of Impurities

Daily use
of the Soap,

with occasional

touches of

the Oin-

tment as

needed,
cleanses
and purines

theskinand
v'keepsitfree

from pirn
pies and
blackheads.

Cutkura Talcum is ideal for
powdering and perfuming.
SMtftolMkrrMWIblt AMnm:
l,
Mui " 8oldrrry-whtr- r
jctpSt. OinttMnt audita. Talcum 26a.
buueum 9H) Munm without mus.

M

HI

What. Every
Retailer Heeds
It

will

quickly give you the totals for charge
cash
sales,
sales, bank deposits, additions to
stock, goods on hand, charge accounts, overhead expense and profits.
The Burroughs Machine is easy to buy on the
installment
.
plan. It will pay for itself as it goes
along usually does it in
alone.
Let our representative show you how other
merchants are getting real profits out of their
Burroughs Adding, Bookkeeping or Calculating
Machines, besides having a Jot more daily
error-preventi-

on

brass-tac- k
figure information that is invaluable.
.'
I you're not satisfied the machine will pay
.ts way we don't ' want you to take it. Call us,

on the telephone
a great deal.

you can't lose and may gain

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY
Albuquerque Office: Third St. and Copper Ave.
Telephone 220.

w

n,

MEXICAN PESOS ARE
SELLING AT ADVANCE

Bertram Johns.

Lady Chesham is one of the latest society recruits for the films.

, (Or The Aiaoclnted Fkm.)
Mexico City, Kept. E. The exchange rate on Mexican pesos rose GIRLS! BLEACH SKIN
a half point today, banks here
WHITE WITH LEMON
having bought tnem at 49 cents
Inand selling them at 49
creased demand, due to a favoraSqueeze the 1nlra nf turn
ble solution of the oil quostlon was Into a bottle containing three
scribed as the reason.
ounces of Orchard White, which
any arug store will supply for
few cents, shake well, and you
BAKER IS BURIED.
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 5. The have a quarter pint of harmless
funeral of the late Justice A. C. and delightful lemon bleach. Mas.
Baker of the supreme court of Arsage this sweetly fragrant lotion
izona, held here today, was atinto tho face. neck, arms and hands
tended by one of the largest crowds each day, then
shortly note the
that ever attended a funeral in beauty ar.d whiteness
of your skin
Phoenix.
St.
Famous stage beauties use this
Mary's Catholic
church, where the services were lemon lotion to bleach and brine
held, was filled and numbers stood that soft, clear,
comon the outside of the building durplexion, also as a freckle, sunburn
ing the service. Burial was made and tan bleach because
doesn't
it
In St. Mary's cemetery here.UTiiaie.
rosy-whi-

-

Adding Bookkeeping Calculating

4m

(OJ MacKis
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Th e Corporation That "Nutty" George Built
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A few years ago at East Las Vegas, N. M., there Hve'd a peculiar man, so
thought residents of that place. This was "Nutty" George Bryan, the fellow
who was always tinkering with steam automobiles. He was a nut, people
said, on steam power. Today, this same "Nutty" George is the head of a large
corporation that has perfected and demonstrated the first successful light
steam tractor in the world.
F'

1

made larger or smaller, is it not reasonable, at this time, to consider .what!
the future holds for this remarkable proposition?,

b"e

The market for farm tractors, has been estimated many times and is
sufficiently large that it will be many years before there is a surplus of a
tractor that the farmer needs. There is, also, a certain definite market for,
other automotive vehicles that are of improved type. Consider,
now, that the
And what of other fields? Consider the wide and varie'd naval uses of a
power plant similar to the Bryan. One in which there is the greatest proportion of that highly desired quality, DEPENDABILITY. Consider the aerial
market. Thousands of dollars have been expended in efforts to
produce a
steam power plant that is adaptable to aeroplanes. And consider that the
Bryan Steam Generator, having been successfully demonstrated as capable of
operating a heavy duty tractor, will undoubtedly be equally serviceable in'
aircraft practice.
'
Consider the thousands of small towns in this country that are not now;
supplied with electric power. Consider those without adequate fire fighting
equipment. Consider what the operation of a successful steam power plant
that is mobile will mean to these communities.
There has never been a combination so successful and so dependable as that of steam and
electricity. The steam engine developing the
power that operates the electrical generator
True, other forms exist but what of the success of them?

i

I

And so the good people of East Las
Vegas, who persisted in calling George A.
Bryan, "Nutty" George, are not different from
others. Today, perhaps, they can realize their,
mistake for Mr. Bryan has succeeded in perfecting that which he started out to do. He has
built and demonstrated the World's First
Light Steam Tractor. He has built and demonstrated his steam generator, called by a steam
expert, the greatest single steam power invention in over one hundred years. He has succeeded in many things and men all oyer the
world have become interested.
There are in Albuquerque, However, some
THE. BRYAN
who apparently do not realize the complete
ness of the product of the Bryan Harvester Company. THere are some who
have never been told in terms of future development, what the devises that
were invented by "Nutty" George mean to the world.

LIGHT

STEAM

Consider seriously the millions of 'dollars'
that have been expended in countless attempts
to produce a successful steam power plant
Consider that the most difficult of all problems in this work was the matter of the construction of a successful steam generator. ConTRACTOR.
sider then and delibrat imon fh farf thaf
Bryan Harvester Company has produced that devise.

The Corporation that "Nutty" George built is attracting th'e attention of
the world today. Men who said that "it couldn't be done" are turning now
with emphatic exclamations of wonder. Offers of service, of
and
even the customary mercenary propoals have already been made to. the organization .
;i,v ...

Realize first, if you will, that the substance of the inventions of this
man constitute a successful and proven light steam power plant that is adaptable to any devise of any size where power is required. By the term, successful and proven, reference is, in particular, to the Bryan Steam Generator, that
very essential part of steam power plants which has, for hundreds of years,
baffled the greatest of the world's engineers.

An'd so the Bryan Harvester Company, the
Corporation

1

The Bryan Light Steam Tractor recently dernonsfrafe'd in Albuquerque
and since in several parts of California, has proven itself capable of standing
up under the most severe of tests. Then, this being a fact and the steam power
plant as developed by "Nutty" George being flexible in the sense that it can

-

that "Nutty'

George built, invites your attention to facts and takes this opportunity of expressing its gratitude to the hundreds of people in Albuquerque wjfio have
maintained faith in this enterprise since its inception. Building Right and for,
PERMANENCE requires stern stuff in men and the nee'd for this has been
amply fulfilled by the unfailing support of the Bryan Harvester .Company
stockholders in Albuquerque. We thank you sincerely.

THE BRYAN HARVESTER COMPANY, Inc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
FACTOpy

i

leading engineers of the automotive field have acknowledged the superiority of steam power over other forms.

This is to call the attention of people connected with, or interested in,
the Bryan Harvester Company at Peru, Ind., to the fact that the cast of
"Nutty" George is identical with many others who have dared to promote
new things. Columbus was considered a nut when he started out to discover.
America. Stephenson was a nut when he proposed to build a railway locomotive. Morse was a nut when he invented the telegraph and likewise, Bell
when he invented the telephone. Singer was a nut when he declared that he
would build a sewing machine. Edison was a nut when he invented the phonograph. Ford was a nut when he proposed to build a cheap automobile.
Everybody who has dared to promote progress has been a nut Tt is not so
long ago that men were called fanatics who said that they could fly. "How
tan you defy the laws of gravitation?" laughed the people. But the nuts flew
Just the same.

A.ND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES AT

PERU, IND.
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THE DIGNITY OF LABOR.

The teacher did not explain the pictures while they
were being shown nor did she prepare the children
for the lesson Intended to be conveyed. The teacher
of the other group gave the pupils a fifty-fiv- e
minute
talk. Then Identical lists of question were given
the two groups to answer. Those who got their
lesson through the eye Instead of through the ear
made average better marks of over three per cent.
Four weeks later an impromptu memory test on
this same lesson was sprung on both sets of pupils
and those who had learned through the pictures
scored a four per cent higher marking.
There are subjects, of course, In which pictures
can never be substituted for good hard digging In
the books. Nor would It be desirable to dispense
with the mental discipline which comes through
vigorous, continued exercise of the mind. The main
object of education, despite Mr. Edison's theory, Is
not the accumulation of a mass of facts, but to train
the mind to reason from facts and to learn where
to find valuable information when needed.
While wisely recognizing the natural limitations
of motion pictures, educators are coming to utilize
them more as they perceive their practical possibilities In the school room.
Women will be admitted to membership In the
Ku Klux Klan, it is stated. Perhaps it is thought
the organization may gain respectability in that vay.

Sometimes the poor editor, dragging himself
fjrnduallv th countrv mnv hon to fiAVA fewed
wearily to his bed after sixteen hours' of grinding
and Irritating toll, wonders where the line of dis- nervous prostrations due to excitement over tennis
tinction Is drawn between "laboring" men and other matches.
people.
If we fall to do
V?e all work with our heads.
so our hands are of little use to us. They execute
for the brain. Some people struggle to draw a line
THE POET TO THE BIRDS.
of demacation which does not exist.
Unions among1 those who labor, are all right.
You
bid me hold my peace.
We are In favor of them. Where does the list of
Or so I think, you birds; you'll not forgive
y
those who can organize and affiliate with other
song that makes the wild song cease,
My
Silent or fugitive.
labor bodies end? Stenographers, clerks and school
teachers are accepted. Why not preachers and
e
Yon thrush stopt In
We confess ourselves conlawyers end doctors?
At my mere footfall; and a longer note
fused.
Took wing and fled afield, and went its ways
None the less, as the onlooker watches a Labor
Within the blackbird's throat.
Day parade, he Is Impressed. Time was, In the old
Hereditary son,
world, when It 'was a disgrace to be compelled to
Illvrlan lark and Paduan nightingale,
work. The new movement to glorify labor and add
Is yours, unchangeable the age long;
Amermovement.
American
Is
a real
to Its dignity,
Assyria heard your tale;
icans despise the loafer and the Idler, whether rich
Therefore you do not die.
or poor. One must engage In a useful occupation
But single, local, lonely, mortal, new,
In the United States in order to be really respectaUnlike, and thus like all my race, am I,
ble.
Preluding my adieu,
To glorify those occupations where a man gets
My human song must be
his hands dirty and his face grimy, is also wholeMy human thought. Be patient till 'tis done.
some. Oil covered hands are decent. Lily white
I shall not ever hold my peace; for me
hands and Immaculate nails, with a cigarette and
There Is no peace but one.
billiard-cu- e
setting, inspire our contempt, except in
Alice Meynell, in London Mercury.
recreational hours.
The real foundation of America is the backs
and brains of he men and won-- e i rl.o toll. We
should honor thetn. We dJ
THEY'LL SOON SEE STARS!
We do not want to "carry the Stars and Stripes
A MISTAKE
Into Russia," but there are some people over there
the stripes all right. Boston Transcript.
Amendment No. 3, was intended to a'ter the con- who deserve
stitution so as to permit a state superintendent of
SURE! BLOW 'EM CP!
public Instruction to hold office for more than two
John McNamara, the discharged dynamiter pris
consecutive terms. Were this the only effect of the
oner, says "prisons are Inefficient as means of reamendment we would approve it.
form." Dynamite Is the thing, eh John? Columbus
one commissioner of Dispatch,
However, It aiso
public lands. Should this prevail and amendment
WELL, SHE'S BOUND TO GET THE CASH!
No. 7, which the Journal strongly approves, also
The element of alimony has made marriage like
one
declare
would
in
amendment
the
for
people
carry
many another partnership when it is dissolved one
one land commissioner and In another amendment partner Is found to have the experience and the other
the money. San Francisco Chronicle.
tor three land commissioners.
The Journal fears that the passage of amendment
$ $
SOON HE'LL NEED A DINOSAUR!
No.
would nullify amendment No. 7, as well as
Theory and experience are different. Mr. Hard
intendment No. 6, relative to the change in the term
ing went Into the White House believing that the
if the governor to create adequate budget-makin- g
canine requirements of his job would be met an
machinery.
Airedale. After nearly six months on the Job he has
We feel that no chances should be taken that procured a heavy-jawe- d
bulldog. Houston Post.
3.
j. 8 $
such might be the case. We therefore urge the deWE HAVE REPLACEABLE TEETH!
feat of No. S.
A Canadian Inventor has devised a pitchfork
At a later date the end really sought by this
with tines which can be removed and replaced if
amendment can be attained by a new amendment, broken, but where is the genius who will
Invent a
free from this objection. The land office amendment toothbrush with replaceable bristles? Providence
'
'
and ths budget amendment are of too vital import- Journal.
ance to the people to risk nullifying them.
WHERE IS THE COOL WEATHER?
"The cool weather is here," remarks the Jack"CAVEAT EMPTOR."
We suppose anything under
sonville Times-Unio100 degrees Is considered coot weather in Florida in
News
and Courier, Charleston,
summer
time.
be
the
Secretary of Commerce Hoover Is said to
8. C.
giving some attention to the offering of foreign
municipal securities to Investors in this country,
with the view to obtaining evidence of violation of
"blue sky" laws. He Is quoted as saying that American Investors should "execlse the utmost care In
LABOR AND THE SCHOOLS.
This advice
their selection of foreign securities."
and
kinds
of
to
Investments,
all
foreign
applies
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
recent proof of which Is being furnished by
The executive council of the American Federaof
Labor
band
a
of
of
tion
Into
the
operations
plans to take a hand In the conduct of
ths investigation
nation's public schools .whereby the viewpoint
alleged swindlers, with headquarters in Chicago. the
of organized labor may be brought before the pupils
The axiom, caveat emptor "let the buyer beware"
to offset alleged propaganda in opposition to labor.
should not be ignored in the purchase of securities
We can readily understand the desire of leaders
as well as of real estate or commodities.
cf organized labor to Impregnate the children of the
The only attraction of foreign municipal se- nation with their Ideas, but we are somewhat doubtof their statement that misleadcurities for the average American Investor is the ful of the accuracy
to
ing textbooks have been prepared and are In use
high rate of interest at which they are offered. advance
sentiment for the "open shop." That stateRealization of this rate is dependent upon two ment would be more convincing If it were backed
factors, concerning which even adepts In interna- by the names of such textbooks and quotations from
tional finance find it difficult to form a sound them.
exOur public schools are designed to give the
Judgment. One Is the market value of foreign
It Is natural that any
fundamentals of education.
change at the time payment Is made of principal class or creed should want to have its theories
the
of
and Interest, and the other is the ability
Included among these fundamentals during the ImEuropean municipality to meet Its obligations at portant formative stage of the child's mind and
That would make it much easier to
This ability, in turn, is dependent upon character.
maturity.
activities of the adult in the direction dedirect
political developments, which In the existing chaotic sired. the
stats of affairs abroad, cannot be safely forecast
But, after all, sympathy for union labor or the
of the
It is probable however, that
"open shop" is not so Important to the child as ars
of
the three "R's" and closely allied subjects. If, as
ventures In foreign bonds, like the purchases
we doubt,
German marks and Russian rubles during and since the executive council charges but whjch
has been injected
labor
propaganda
instead
nature,
of
are
a
speculative
purely
the war,
Into the public schools, it ought to be ejected. But
of an Investment undertaking.
the proper way to eject It is through closer superbond
or
stock
a
on
invarlablv the rate of yield
vision of textbooks and teachers, not by Injecting a
Is meomir. of the safetv of principal of the invest counter propaganda In favor of organized labor.
Sound economics give a place to organized
ment. If the yield on market value runs as h!gn
labor. Organization has overcome many abuses for
as 10 per cent or more It signifies uncertainty
It will overcome more if the
excep- the worklngman.
does rot substitute abuses of others for
cernlng interest or principal, or both. The
when
financial
stress,
To atof
those of himself which he has eliminated.
tion occurs in times
great
children in the public schools
the owner of a perfectly good stock or bond is com- tempt to prejudice
obtain either one way or another would be such an abuse
pelled through necessity to sacrifice it to
securities on a and the danger would be greater than any possible
who
foreign
cash.
buy
People
ready
good to be derived.
basis to net a much higher return than that availare
securities
American
taking
able In the market for
a big chance, and knowing this it Is not clear that "REG'LAR FELLERS"
In
they should become wards of the government
their financial undertakings.

By WALT MASON.
AT THE DOOR.

There's some one knocking at
the door, and I shall rise and let

him in; 1 11 show no visage ;rrlm
or sore, but greet hini with a cordial grin, and hang his hat upon the
floor, and brace him up with kick-les- s
gin. I do not tremble any
more when some one at the portal
knocks, and fear It is some beastly
bore who's coma to bone 1110 for
the rocks that I am owing at the
store, for shoos or sugar, sacks or
socks. Fonow I pny my bills on
time, and ask no man an hour to
wait; I look upon it as a crlmo to
fool the trusting merchant skate
who sells me lollipops or limo, expecting pay on such a date. Time
was when I gave little heed to
keeping Credit good and bright;
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The soviet government has ordered a superfluous letter stricken from the Russian alphabet Wo
ars led to regard most everything about Russia,
lphabet and otherwise, as superfluous.

"Now get on your bonnet, Nurse

Jane, and we'll go to the White
Swan theater," he added.
Soon the muskrat lady came
down stairs with a nlng and green
striped parasol hanging over her
paw and she and Uncle Wigglly
set off through the woods.
"I wonder if it will rain," mused
the rabbit gentleman as he looked
at the darkening sky. "I'm glad
you brought your umbrella, Nurse
Jane, for it looks a little like a
shower over In the west.

MOTION PICTURES IN SCHOOL.
The old philosopher who told ths king there was
no royal road to learning, that is to say, no smooth,
convenient highway to avoid the rocks and ruts of
the customary path, lived before the days of motion
pictures.
Boms recent experiments indicate that before
long this invention will be generally utilized to make
education more efficient In New York 600 pupils
grade, divided into three groups,
of ths seventh
'
were tested. One set was given a prescribed lesson
The
orally, ths others through motion pictures.
latter received marks averaging 23 per cent higher
than those of ths orally Instructed.
In Detroit two groups of scholars, equal in
standing and Intelligence, were selected for the
A certain film was shown twice to the
comparison.
tint group, ths time occupying thirteen minutes.
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(A Play)
Ack 1. Man werking on the roof
of a 67 story bildlng and looking
over the edge.
e
Man. Gosh look at all the
down there. I see them but
they don't see me. If I fell out of
this window I wonder If Id remember all my passed life like they say
you do in books? Holey smoaks
Im falling out! well 111 soon finci
out If that passed life Ideer is true
onyways.
Ack 2. Passing the 49th story.
Man. I remember falling out of
my cradle wen I was 3 days old.
G wizz its a wonder I didnt hert
myself.
Ack 3. Passing the 38t'.i story.
Man. I remember wen I was
going on 7 a bookcase full of books
and they didnt find ware I was till
fell on top of me with all the books
about five days. I'm lucky I lived
to be old enuff to fall out of this
window.
Ack 4. Passing the 32nd story.
Man. I remember once wen I
was 11 going on 12 I ran so far
after a fire engine I couldn't find
my way back, so 1 ran after another
fire engine going the other way
and thats how I get back, fts a
good thing Ive had a short life so
far so 111 have time to remember
it all.
Ack S. Passing the 29th story.
Man. I remember wen I was 14
going on IB I stopped 2 runaway
horses and everybody thnwt 1 was
grate, inclooding me. I wonder
wat floor Im down to?
Ack 6. Passing the 18th story.
Man. I remember wen I was IS
going on 19 I woak up and raw a
berglar In the room and 1 went to
sleep Bgen and in the morning ho
wasent there and neither was hardly enythlng elts. 0 look, Im going
to fall on top of a hay waggin full
Is my
of soft hay. Oh boy
lucky day! All it did was to nock
me unconshlss. '
Ack 7. On a farm.
Man. Well would you believe
that! The hny waggin came nil
the way to this farm with me on
it. Well now that Im beer 1 bleeve
Til ask for a Job on the farm ware
I can werk noer the ground for a
change.
The End.
pee-pl-
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They hopped .Safely to their
iungalow
her birthday, and when they had
eaten out the Ice cream they tickled each other with tho sharp
points of the cones. Coming out
of the show and on their way to
the hollow stump bungalow, Nurse
Jane suddenly felt a drop of ram
on her nose. In a few minutes it
was pouring hard and Mr. Long-ear- s
and Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy crawled beneath a bush for shelter, as
hte fancy parasol was of no use in
such a shower and besides It was
too small to cover them both.
"I told you so!" cried the rabbit
uncle In a dismal voice as he shook
some water out of his left ear. "I
knew It would rain."
"Knew what would rain, Uncle
Wiggily?" suddenly asked a little
voice beside the bunny's left paw.
"What did you think would rain?"
"Why why I thought water
would rain, and that's what It's
doing!" answered Uncle Wiggily In
surprise. Looking down he saw
a little hoptoad lady. "What did
you think would rain, Mrs. Toad?"
asked the bunny.
"Oh, I hoped it would rain rat-

For Little Ones
By Howard

Garls

B.

Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
RAIN RATTLE.

"What's at the movies tonight,
Nurse Jane?" asked Uncle Wiggily
one evening, as he pushed his chair
back from the supper table, taking
care not to spill any of the baked
lemonade pudding. "I haven't been
in a picture show in some time,"
went on the bunny gentleman, "and
I really think I'd like to see one
now. Will you come with me.
"I'll do that right gladly," answered Nurse Jane. "Hut perhaps
I can't get the dishes cleared off
tho table In time."
"Oh, I'll help you with that!"
offered Uncie Wiggily, with a pinkie of his twlnk nose. "Watch!"'
Before Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy could
squeak a word Mr. Longears grasped the four corners of the table
clotn in his paws, tied them together and made a bundle, which
he carried tut to the kitchen
dishes, cups, saucers and everything! For you see they were ell
made of wood and didn't break.
"My goodness me!" gasped Nurse
Jane. "That wan pretty quick
work. Uncle Wiggily! Where did
you learn that? I do hope nothing
Is spilled."
"Not a thing!" laughed the rabbit gentleman.
"There was nothing left on the dishes but a few
lettuce leaves and it will do no

tles!"
"Rain rattles!" Nurse Jane cried,
very much surprised. "Why In the
world do you want it to rain rat-- ;
ties?"
"Well, you see my little baby
toad Is very cross and fretful," said
Mrs. Toad. "I can't get her to go
to sleep unless I shake a rattle' for
her, and the one we had is broken.
Oh, dear! There she goes! Crying
again!" and away hopped the toad
lady toward one side of the bush.
Uncle Wiggily and Nurse Jane
heard some one sobbing.
"Isn't that too bad!" spoke Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy. "I wonder what
we could do to help her?"

Uncle
Suddenly
Wiggily ex
claimed:
Idea!
an
have
"I
Help me look
for a piece of tin, will you?"
They soon found an old pail.
"Just the thing!" cried Uncle
Wiggily delightedly. "Now we can
put the baby hoptoad to sleepi"
Mr. Longears took the tin pall
and hung it on a bush branch close
to the baby hopper's crib. The
rain drops fell in the pall plttcr
patter, patten pltter drip drop
drap just like a rattle box!
"Oh. that's a fine idea!" cried
Mrs. , Toad. And soon the little
baby toad was fast, fast asleep.
.She was made sleepy by the drip
ping raindrops.- "Thank you, so
much, Mr. Longears," said Mrs.
Toad. "It was very clever of you
to think of such a thing. And, to
-

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams
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FOR BALE Trade or rent,
ranch, seven mllea eaat of city.

eighty-acr- e

An important
feature of the
amendment lies In the provisl' n
for a flexible aatustment ot the
school levy so trat the excess re-

Pawn

1730--

FOIi SALE OR TRADE For improved
city property, auburban tract or about
all cultivated;
thirteen acrea. nearly
quired over ten mills In each coun- three-rooadoba house with Iron roof,
mllea north of Old;
ty would be subject to review by two and one-ha- lt
Thus Town, on Rio Grande boulevard. Gee)
the state tax commission.
the taxpayers would be assured owner at 820 North Hlirh, city.
ranch, cn
that the levy would be only such FOR SALE
lt
miles from Loa Lunaa, N.
as would raise the necessa'y funds M.;andallone-ha-fenced
In
under
ditch;
and
to meet the school budge; needs. cultivation, balance In" pasture; partgood
Since the commission direct the house, four lark rooma down stairs, up- -.
machinery for raising revenues !f talra In one room; good out bulldlnga.
fruit trees, all klnda; alio grapes
through general taxation It is logi bearing
two good wells of water, one,
cal that the power to review levies and berries;
one-ha- lf
and
mllea to depot; will glyev
should be vested In that body.
terms. Address Loa Lunaa, N,.
(reasonable
The Road Bond Amendment.
The objection to amendment No.
"
11 Is that it is contrary to a "pay FOR RENT
Office Rooma
as you go" policy. Bond issues bull KK.N 1 Office rooms, "heat
nd
involve heavy interest payments;
water; above Mataon'e atorc, Central
for a $2,000,000 bond issue, es avenue. Inquire J. Korbsr's Auto da-- ?
much more will be required to pay partjnent,

revenues. The governor is given
nearly three months to study the
needs and resources of the state.
Under present provisions a newly
elected executive has less than a
month. After a thorough consideration, tho governor, under the
change proposed, Is directed to set
forth a comprehensive budget for
tho various departments, institutions, commissions and boards and
to submit an appropriation bill
based upon such budget to the legislature. Thus that body will have
a complete picture of the expenditures for tho previous years, the
requests for ensuing periods and
the executive's ideas as to the al
lowances to be made. This feature
of the proposal alone should be
It will Increase the rates
sufficient to win the approval of interest.
a time when every effort should MATTRESS RENOVATING
the voters. But the amendment. If at
The WATTKKSa RENOVATING 11.60 u.d Up.'
ratified at once will place upon the be made to reduce taxation.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
governor the responsibility for ap- bond issue is not necessary to meet
packing, atoves repaired. PhonV
federal
aid
present
ample
grants,
made.
Though
471.
finally
Ervin Bedding Company.
propriations
the legislature may initiate special provision having been made for
this purpose through heavy tax
TYPEWRITERS
appropriation measures, the gov- levies.
It Is not necessary to meet 'lifi.WKllli.Kb All makes uvrnaui4
ernor will in the final analysis be
held responsible as the executive future government aid because the
Rlbbona for ever ma- -.
and repaired
in any great industrial concern Is next legislature can provide for ohlne. Albuquerque Typewriter
Ei- -12
South Fourth..
further levies. The bond amend- chence. phone
held responsible.
Tho Soldier Exemption Amend- ment also makes valid all debentWANTED Agents
ures issued by the state highway
ment.
Amendment No. 4 will, if rati- commission even when such de WANTED Responsible people all over,
fied, permit the legislature to grant bentures are issued In anticipation the west to represent the Red Arrow;
AIbu
to every soldier who served the of levies directed to be
made In Kodak finishing service. Address
;
United States in any war an ex- ccrtsin counties up to and Includ- - querque or E. Las Vegas plant
emption from taxation upon prop- lni 1925.
WANTED Ranches
If
erty to the value of $2,000.
Very truly yours.
RANCH
Have good town.
5,000 claim the exemption, it will TAXPAYERS' ASSOCIATION OF WAMED
mean a reduction of assessable
property to trade for ranch of not less;
NEW MEXICO.
than
ten
with owner direclose
In,
acres,
or
a
valuation of 810,000,000
RUPERT F. ASPLUND,
'
rect. Phone 1925-duction in annual revenue for the
Director.
government of $260,000 a year for
FOR RENT Miscellaneous.
perhaps forty years. If the numFOR RENT Pianos. Phone 1804-ber of c'aims amount to 10,000 the RAMAH SCHOOLS TO
assessable valuation will be reFOR RENT Garage. 623 South High.
OFFER HIGH SCHOOL'
duced $20,000,000 and annual revFOR RENT Oarage. (23 North Third.
a
enues a half million.
During
COURSES THIS YEAR
SEWING MACHINES
period of forty years the cost to
the state would amount to
repaired
on 6,000 claims and, to (Special CorreeponnVnce to The Journal.) SEWINO MACHINES
cleaned; parts and supplies for all'
Raman, N. M., Sept. 6. The makes;
$20,000,000 on 10,000 claims.
all
work
C H,.
guaranteed.
Note, too, that the exemption Ram ah 6school will open on Sep Moreneaa, pnone (is. tzo west leaa '
with
the
tember
feature
added
limited
those
to
not
is
privilege
WANTED Salesmen
men who entered the service from of a two years' high school course.
New Mexico. All who come from This is believed to be the only WANTED Five
a
salesmen; da;
In
school
this
country
are
part
who
high
not call II you can't produce,
any state in the union,
call
otherwise eligible, can upon ac- of the state. The teachers have from 10 to 11 a. m. Franklin Co., Its;
been chosen and are on hand to West Gold.
quiring property secure the
ur to $2,000. It is impos open school promptly.
Houses
WANTED
Miss Sheffield, who comes from
sible to calculate what this will
amount to in reduction of valua- Georgia, will be the principal and WE WANT houses to sell; it your price;
teach the high school courses. She la right we will find a buyer for yon;.
tion and cost to the state.
most serious argument is a woman of fifteen years' expe- reaulta oount and we get them, J, D.'
The
is
it
that
rience, college
and a cap- Keleher, 111 West Gold. Phone il0,
against the exemption
If able teacher ingraduate
will not solve the problem.
every way. Miss
5.000 secure the benefit of the ex Clare T. Smith of Michigan but
emption privilege there will still be more recently of Albuquerque will NEW MAIL ROUTE IS
men who will re- teach the intermediate department
10,000
DESIRED BETWEEN
ceive no benefit and the state will while Miss McCullough of Duncan,
of
face the necessity
providing Ariz., will have the primary puGALLUP AND RAMAH
or
some form of bonus
compensa- pils.
or
A committee of mothers has
tion adjustment for
more of those whose claims are planned a reception for the teach- (Special Correspondence to The Journal.!
nerhans more entitled to consid ers which will be held on SeptemRaman, N. M., Sept. 8, Th4
eration than those who have prop- ber 9. A program and Ice cream Commercial club of this place baa
method
some
serve
better
will
to
all
party
erty. Surely
parents
get
can be devised for recognizing pat- acquainted to
with the received word from ths postofftcej
riotic services than through ex women who teach the 116 child- department that they have calleft
emption from taxation, which is ren of this district. A new teach-erag- e for bids on the proposed change cf
built by the district for the the mail route between Raman and
wrong in principle,, and which is
teachers' home will add a great
subject to great abuse.
Gallup.
deal to their comfort.
Tho Tax Limitation Amendment.
For a number of years the mail
The basement of the school has
Amendment No. 8 provides reasonable limits for state, county, been finished and furnished with has been coming to Raman three
city, town, village and school dis- 100 seats. It will be used for the times a week from Gallup by vay.
school work and will be used of Zunl and Black Rock, which.
trict levies. Only through a limi- high
of sixty-fiv- e
tation upon tax levies can an ade- out of school hours for community makes a distance
of all sorts.
miles each day. Although Raman.
of
meetings
assessment
quate and equitable
miles from
is but thirty-seve- n
property be brought about, and a
Gallup It has been taking a week
of taxes secured. DURAN WOMAN TAKEN
full collection
to get a letter to Gallup and re- -,
It will also prove an effective
EL receive a reply to same.
TO HOSPITAL
IN
means of enforcing economy in
The Commercial club took thle
tho expenditure of public funds.
PASO BADLY WOUNDED matter up through the'SMsion ot
These are the reasons which should
rural routes of Washington and
appeal to all good citizens who de(By The Associated Press.)
through Senator Bursum, who has
sire the utmost benefits that can
A.
5.
El
Mrs.
succeeded
in getting early action
Paso, Texas, Sept.
burdensome
without
bo secured
on the matter. Postmaster Coon, of
Taxation is one of the J. Courey who was wounded, seritaxation.
hus- Gallup, recommended
in
side
when
her
the
that the
ously
causes
principal factors among the
to death by five mail be carried by automobile
for the high cost of living and af- band was shot
SatDuran, N. M.,
and that
daily instead of
fects all whether they pay taxes highwaymen at
urday night. Is in a local hospital the route to be followed making a
or indirectly through here.
directly
She is expected to recover. circle drive of 110 miles each day
higher prices.
She said she
with the This course would furnish mall td
The maximum levies fixed In the man who 6hot grappled
her husband, until the twenty or thirty families living
are ap- she was overcome
constitutional
proposal
the
robbers, around and near Danhoffs who
by
proximately thoee actually being who then looted the Courey store. now
are receiving no mall service
levied at the present time, and it
at all, and would cover thoroughly
cannot be argued that they are,
southern end ot McKln
the
entire
too, low. Through the exercise of do you a favor In return I'm going
proper economy all governmental to give you a big toadstool for an ley county with one rural route.
services can be rendered without umbrella, so you and Nurse Jane
No Substitute Offered.
The only ob- can get home without being wet."
loss in efficiency.
Say what you will about drug
So the toad lady did this and
jection so far raised has been as to
the fifeen mill maximum levy for after wishing her good night the gists offering something a"Just art
better
pays
schools. Presumably, therefore, all bunny gentleman and Nurse Jane good" because It still
stands that
profit,e the fact
agree that the other limitations are hopped safely to their bungalow. ninety-ninout of a hundred drugWill the schools be
So everything happened for the
satisfactory.
gists recommend Chamberlain's
crippled by a fifteen mill maxi - best, and if the croquet mallet Colio and Diarrhoea Remedy, when,
mum? No figures have been suo- doesn't knock the popcorn ball over the best medicine for diarrhoea is
mltted to prove the assertion that the tennis net for the gold fish to asked for, and do so because they
such a result will follow the adop- play with, I'll tell you tomorrow know from what their customers1
For the night about Uncle Wigglly making say of it, that it can be depended
tion of the amendment.
present year $4,800,000 was levied a- bench.
"
upon,
for
school
district
purposes
through state, county and school
district levies. Let It be noted
that nothing in the proposal preTHE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
vents the legislature from Increas
AT ALBUQUERQUE. ALTITUDE, 8,000 FEET.
tax
school
state
the
present
ing
DAVID 8. HILL, Ph. D., LLD President.
or from providing special school
ADVANTAGES
TO THK VOUTH OF THE STATE.
SUPERIOR
district taxes for maintenance; nor
In tha performance of Its funotlona the Stata Unlvaralty la endeavoring
Is there anything in the amendment
from the whola Stat only young men and women of ability and charto prevent the legislature from
acter who have alreay completed tba work of a good high school. In order
that all of the reaourcea of higher education may be mads available for themmaking a special appropriation to
In the effort to preparo for leadership in business and In Industry, In ths proaid schools In counties where a
fesslona, and in statesmanship.
deficit might arise because of InAND SCHOOLS
COLLEGES
sufficient funds. For the coming
courses leading to a BacheThe College of Arts and Sciences Four-yeyear only three counties will need
lor's Degree.
to go over fifteen mills on their
eouraea lead'tg to a Bachilofa
The College ef Engineering Four-yeDegree In Engineering.
county school
levy Curry, San
The Graduate SchoolLimited courses for Graduates, hading to a Master's
Juan end Torrance,
Curry can
Degree.
remedy the situation for itself by
KACCLTT
increasing Us present Inadequate
of America Columbia
Faculty Includes graduates of leadln Institutions
assessment of property.
In all University,
Cornell University, Clark University. Princeton University, rale
Purdue
deficit
the
total
under
Denlaon
University, Chicago
University,
probability
University, Stanford Unlveralty,
a fifteen mill levy would never exUniversity. vsorg Feabody College, Unlveraltles of Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
';
Ohio, Illinois, MlcMgan. Kansas, California.
ceed $100,000, which a small InREGISTRATION DAS, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1021.
crease in the state school tax levy
In
work
school
advano.
Prospective students should flla oertlficatea of high
would raise. As a matter of fact
accommodations are limited and ahould be reserved Immediately.
under the proposed amendment it SendReeluentia!
and credential to R. H. KIRK, Registrar, The State University,
nines
Is believed that $2,000,000
more
Albuquerque, New alezlce.
can be levied than was actually
B0S--
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The Budget Amendment.
Amendment No. 6 if ratified, will
place New Mexico among the most
progressive states in the union
in providing and spending public

FOR SALE
found necessary in 1920, even if i'UK oALK
Phone 2402-Jthe state valuation sinks to
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Well, Uncle Wiggily and Nurse
Jane enjoyed the pictures, which
were about a little boy giving his
sister some ice cream cones for

--

V
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Ha!"
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Miss
"Umbrella!"
exclaimed
"Why,
Fuzzy Wuzzy In surprise.
Uncle Wiggily, this is only my parasol, and I just brought It to be
stylish, not to keep off any rain!"
"Well, you could use it in a
shower if you had to," spoke the
"But I hope it will stay
bunny.
For If it rained and the
clear.
parasol got wet the colors might
run and come off on us, and we'd
look like two sticks of candy! Ha!

HIS PASSED LIFE.

:

Jusr--

I blew in all my chicken-tee- d
for
every kind or vain delight, and let
said Credit go to seed until it was
a blowsy sight. Collectors chased
1110 down the shore,
and through
the glon, and up the brae, and. as
they toiled behind, they ewore
they'd get me yet, and. make mo
pay; and when they thundered at
my door I hid until they went away.
It was a sport I did not like, It
filled my weary days with care; it
always kept me on the hike, and
always dodfrlnK, here and there,
and oft I called on Pote and Mike
in stony accents of despair.
But
now I dodge my bills no more, I
hold that course to bo a sin, end 1
regret the days, of yore, when
chased by bailiffs and their kin;
when someone's knocking at the
door, I do not fear to let him in.

harm if they get shaken up a lit
tie.
Maybe they'll turn into a
salad," and he chuckled
again.

LITTLE
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NOTE BOOK
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VERT FINE nOME.
This house Is located close Jn.
In the Fourth ward. Hal slj
'largo rooms, eervant's room
laundry room with tubs, steam
heat, and is modern in every re.
spect; hardwood floors throughout; newly decorated and In per.
feet condition. Kitchen rangi
and linoleum, refrigerator, and
all shades and draperies lire included. This home Is in a very
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The best tlra fnr
money tn the state.
Tire Repairing
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Ketreadinr.
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Must sell
house, hardwood floors, built-i- n featurrs.
basement, large porch, garage, this Is a wonderful buy must
be sold. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,

'

115 8. Second.

& Company
Give special attention to newcomers in our city.
Our office and salesmen put
forth a special effort to show
you about the city and help you

..,40.00
.182.00
..$30.00

D, T, KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE,
Tjosns and Insnrsnce.
Phone 981-210 W. Gold.

Rent-Roo-

get located.

in and talk it over at
Second and Gold Ave. Phone 040

Come

THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT
J.

with Board

m

oBRENTBieepins'

porch VodoSairT

emrsi
STEAM-HEATEroom; good board; on
sick." 121 North Fourth.
'
kOb RENT Furoisusd room; board If
son noutn nigu.
deslrsd.
FOR KENT Room with board. Gray
ton rooms, zmi west
(It
TABLE BOARD All
' Weit Fruit, rnone
and
Room
sleeping porch.
I'OR RENT
with board. 1836 Bait Cantral.
GOOD HOME COOKING, ileeplng porcu,
frunl room; no tick. 1027 Forrester
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping poron.
also good table board. 418 South High.
ona or
FOR RENT Room, suitable tor
two. with excellent board. 111 North
Tenth
j..,-.- .,
dl-w- t
Tiiwim
anA
oard. with
board. 110
ileeplng porchi first-claWast Central.
,
l"r
FOR RENT Room, porch and board, 810
two gentlemen! terms reaaonable.
Bouth Walter
with
FOR RENT Nicely turniahed rooma
flrat-claa- a
table board. Phona U87-' 110 South Arno.
EXCELLENT BOARD and room18M--heal
-- furnished. 145 monthly. Phona
611 South Broaaway,
Mr
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location Bow
- healthaeekera;
few reservations
available. Phone 8888-- J.
MK07 East

u'.

VIEW

GRAND

i

HAnm

-

aoTHE place to recuperate',8407-R-modern
Phone
commodatlon.
a
FOR RENT Roome with board, Hotel
PHvata
On The Mea.
Phon.400-J- i
or tubercular pereone.
ffcR RENT Roa,m and aiaeplng pun.ii
..wltn ooara lor
Phime 8148-men. only; private home.
FOR RENT Nice rooma with sleeping
with board, for convalescents.
nnrob
lira. Beed, 818 Bouth Broadway, phone

'

6Bii

FOR RENT Large room with sleeping
good noma cooing;
iivn:
.....
. porch;
..ntl.mM
- .. nr..
r- - -mu ,nun 1for rent
lamny; also
828 South
garage
ferred;
Hinn.
n dpmt Vf.lu ftirnf.hAd room and
sleeping porch, adjoining bath, with
board in a private irons, ror two m"
convalescents talv. 1420. East Silver,
phone 1428-t u,iri! how viriNT riAllffhtful can
vas porct), with room and board; also
alassed-l- n
sleeping porch; reasonable
nvalescents; bsst board; prirates to
vate homei ?.2 North Maple. Phone

w,

FOR RENT Lady alone wishes to board
and room two teachers; location down
prlvata bath.
town; strictly modern;
in.rim.ntr SflKU North Seflond.
fhlrd floor Korber building. Call apart
ment in
STin HEALTHSEEKERS
Furnished
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
iold running water In each room, steam
licat, excellent board, tray service, call
iiella, large sun bath house; trained nurse
Casa
Jn' attendance, prices reasonable.
tie oro. bus ana bij wiituma
furnished rooms,
1'OR RENT
Nicely
with or without bath; Just across from
ilia postofflce; hot water heat for win
,ter; best of home cooking, served family
tyle; room and board, 880 to $65 per
Tnonth, board by meal, week or ticket;
tneals, 80 cents. 410 West Gold, phona
i
fia-w- .

:ami

BUSINESS CHANCES
?'OR

SALE . Oarage,
o"n
i i.

beat

location

In

TAILOR SHOP for sale; doing good busl'
ness, 4i west central.
I FOR SALE Ona of the best business
818 South
In Albuquerque.
'nroMrtles
jr
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of.
Ilea.
buslneu,
SALE Good
paying
''01t
Chevrolet roadster Included, 8180 sash,
balance monthly. Address Sox 44, care
journal.
FOR SALE Dental office in good town
and good surrounding territory; no
competition; reasonable; good terms M.If
desired. Poetofflce box 842, Clovls. N.
BRICK rooming house
A
between business center and railroad
corner lot; 18 rooms,
hops, on
10 of them furnished; a money maker;
price for house, lot and furniture only
88,800; part terms.' Address r. u. im
488,

'

City.

CARPENTERING
-- n
-

i.

J, tor carpenter work, C

PHONE 1661
P. Roberta, 816 East Santa Fa.
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
Any kind of work. Phune 187I--.
ii
.
j
;i WILL
DO FIRST-CLAS- S
carpenter wora
iT
for IT per day. or will do the work
'
Phona 118.
l?y contract
OR HOUSE OK ROOF
PAINTING;
i first-clareaaonable
prices.
work;
George T. Brown, 1010 South Broadway.
BEFORE BU1LDINQ or having your
our
house repaired,
phona 854-flshirea fnav lnl.HU vimi na iob too
F.larg nr ton small
1
.

iFOR SALE
ker

Real Estate

SALE FKty-folot southeast aor.
Arno etreet and Lewis avenue;
tn cash, 10 per month

fce I4H0;
me ii-w- .

A,

L

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Ioans.
aaa w. ctoii.
miono iso.

Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees,
trees, cherry
Fourth ward. Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $650. 120 cash,
then $10 per month. A savings account and investment.
IiEVERETT-ZAPA CO.
Phone 840 to See It.

Phone

116

4B9--

n

eat Gold Ave.

HOME IN HIGHLANDS

FOR

brick, In splendid location, east front, lawn, trees,
basement, furnace all for $5,500.
Good terms.
Building lots, one ou West Silver, one on Luna plaeo, a few on
East Silver, some very desirable ones on the Heights. Now
is the time to buy vacant property, you will malco money on It,

8A1E

brick, modern, 8 porchea,
lot 60x160, Fourth ward; suitable for
two apartments, 84,800.
frame, two porches, large lot,
near shops, Second ward; good
terms. 82,600.
frame, modern, two porches,
corner lot, 80x14, Fourth ward,
immediate
house,
garage, chicken
possession; furnished or unfurnished;
84,000 and 84,750. Terms.
BUILDING LOTS
lot, University Heights, 1300.
5 lots together, on North Thirteenth.
1 lot on corner of Third and Marble
avenue,
PIECKMAN.V REALTY CO.
Heal Kstute, Insurance, Loans,
Notary PubUc
809 Went tiold.
rhone 070.

R. McCLVGV.KS,

204 W. Quid.

I'lione

412--

$2,000

Buys a good

trfl0S.

...

Il..

j,u,,

I..

ie.

a

ha...

"WeMibti

V

of a

modern double house, one side
located
completely furnished,
where it will always be In demand as a rental proposition
Property In excellent ocondition.
20 per
Will bring a return
cent on your JnvosLment. Convenient terms.

house, full- -

friltt

J.

D.
410.

YOU

ETOOd

Four-roo-

LIKE HOME

m

FOR RENT,
Splendid Brick, unfurnished, , .$85
.,$45
6 Rooms, unfurnished
$5
6 Rooms, unfurnished
4 Rooms, furnished
7B
6
5

Rooms, furnished
Rooms, furnished

$50

CO,

REALTORS
Eocond Strwt and Gold Avenue
l'liono 640

W. H. McMILLION, (Realtor.)
206 West Gold.

Savings Account and
Investment

A

None better than University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; $10
per month.
THEY ARE SELLING DAILY.
YOU WILL BE LIKE SOME
OTHERS.
Surprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't detay nut get
yours today.

HOMES.
brick house, well

Modern
furnished, $4,300.
Three rooms and back and front
porch screened in.
LOTS.
Three business lots In heart of
will
buy them.
city, $4,000
RANCH FOR SAL13.
Twelve acres, close In, ten acres
In alfalfa.
FOR BEST
i

$40.00
$45.00
$55.00
seo or
sell
or
to
buy
you want

If

caU"

Real Estate.

110 S. Third.

rhono

FOR RENT

ApartmenU

FOR
130

RENT
Bouth

Three
waiter.

GOOD VAI.UKS OFFERED BY

FInjdl
MICM1E1

Second Street and Gold Avenno.

$2,500

354--

furntsliod

Two, three-roohouses
on an elegant lot, North
renteach
Eighth street;
ed for $20. Live In one,
your chum In the other,
terms.
Five-roo14,000
house, modern In every respect, with
fireplace, breakfast room,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch,
Double garage,
on two
full lots, on South High.
$500 cash, balance Ilka

BARGAIN PRICES
On these lots for a week only.
Located on East Silver avenue, ust
on top of the hill. South Fronts.

See

Second

Realtors.

and Gold Avenue.
Phone 610.

Strrt-- t

Houses

FOR SALE

pantry, living
-l
room, closet and sleeping porch, In AMnrhle.
B2S
West
condition
mou- FOR RENT Desirable three-roooesi re,- ern furnished apartment;
365-Phnne
denca section.
FOR RENT Two large modern front
rooms, well furnished, on car Una. 70s
North Third, phone 1223-Furnisnea apanraooi".
FOU RENT
three rooms wltn oain.
Hotel, 21i North Second.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished housekeeping rooms; no very sick, or chil
dren; close In. 121 soutn uroaoway.
modern furnish.
FOR RENT Two-rooed apartment; no sick. 1117 west
Kent; one block west Robinson park.
modTwo and three-rooFOU RENT
ern, furnished apartments with garagi.
hot and cold water. 421 Bouth Broadway
and a "one- FOR RENT A three-rooroom rurnianea
apartment, diu-c- ,..
South First. Inquire Hotel Savoy
J0
office.
lurnisneo. inree- FOR RENT Nicely
rooms and sleeping porcn; iurn.
heat; no sick, or children, ice oouiu
Seventh.
FOR RENT Three rooms and aleeplng
norch: modern: well furnished; one
block from postofflce; no alck. Inquire
703
West Sliver.
furuisheu
FOR REST Ore new modern
aDariment. large giasaeo-i- n
sleeping
Apporch; convenelent to sanatorlums.
13K- East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
Central, phone ir.75-apart
FOR RENT Modern three-rooment and sleeping porcn, close in, com
reasonable lor
pletely furnished; rent 1660-before I
small family. Phone
m. and after
p. m.

WANTED
BAIiBtK

Position

will work In homos or sanato

rlums; reasonable. Devlin, rn. ioud-WANTED Good stenographer attending
days.
university, wants work ror nail
.
Address P. M care Journal.
CUDBB
and
CHECK,
OPEN,
WE AUDIT,
WILLIAMS ft ZANIt
keep books.
701-Phona
Mellnl
room
building.
YOUNG ladles
TWO
attending hleh
ehonl. would like room and board In
tor
work. Phone
in
exchange
good home
H24--

SPECIAL NURSE, day or night, or by
the hour; hemorrhage cases taken:
also baths, messages and hypodermics
given. Phone 2335-SPANISH-SPEAKINlady stenographer,
seven yeara experience In law offices
and commercial, wanta work In Albu
Mercantile
Addresa sareia
querque.
San Rafael, N. M.
T
BOOKKEEPER-ACCOUNTANdesires
temporary or permanent employment;
full
of
taking
charge, rendering
capable
profit and loss ana financial statements,
tax reports, eto. Any references required.
Address Floessch, 711 Bouth Broadway.
EXPERIENCED bookkeeper and stenographer, capable taking full charge
of an office, seeks permanent or temporary employment; speaksA- Spanish flu-l
references.
ently; not healthseeker;
Address Results, 10 west central, pnone
298.

LOST AND FOUND

rent.

North Twelfth street,
good neighborhood;
modern house with
sleeping norch. $600 cash,
balance like rent.
$i,750 New
Spanish
type adobe, in University
Heights. This is a horns
with all modern conveniences Including a large
basement.
Can be purchased on
very easy
$8,150

brick I'ouse, on
SALE
North Edith. Phone 2401-RFOR SALE
Residence, 711 North Four
teenth street; nice location. Inquire
within.
house wltn
FOR SALE New three-rooporch. Dr. Burton, suit 9, Barnet'
building.
five-rooModern
SALE
FOR
house;
can buy from owner by calling at iU
North Sixth.
modern
FOU SALE
lly owner,
home, fine location. In Fourth waro.
Phone 2SS1-FOR SALE
Bargain, income property.
corner Oold; nine large rooms, like
new, three porches. 124 South Edith.
Five-roocement buuga- FOR SALE
low; strictly modern; lot B0 by 100;
143
or
West Cen
cash
time.
garages;
tral.
framo
FOR SALE By owner, five-roostucco: has fireplace, bullt-l- n bookcase,
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
Phone 1803-mod
FOR SALE Brand new five-rooern home at Maple and Gold; honest
construction; full value; IS, 260; terms.
FOR

five-roo-

five-roo-

m

m

terms.

apartment
FOli RINT Two-ioohousekeeping, rhone 1444-modern
apartFOR. RENT furnished,
ments. 2t North Seventh.
FOH KKNT Furnished co-- y apartment
Phone 1S03 W.
with all conveniences.
RENT Two small apartments.
frjJjX
Cencompletely furnished. 1005 West
tral.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, one
room and kitchenette; modern. 114
West Coal.
rurnished apartFOR R1SNT Four-roo101J
ment; no children. Phone 1701-- J.
North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, two
rooms and sleeping porch, modern. Coll 21S4-Four-rook OR
Phone 2128-j
SALE
modern fraroo
rurnisnea rooms for U house; best condition; good location;
crtD n wmtt-w,- .
no
sick
Addresa
J. J. Q., care
Fourth ward.
light housekeeping; sdului
724 Bouth 8econd.
poll RBNX Kitchen,

m

m

& CO.

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

,
,
,

j. l. ruiLLirs,
'

& Company

Realtors.
Second Street nnd Gold Avenue.
Phono 640.

GENERAL AGENTS.

FOR SALE

apartment
apartment
a.Ttnom auartment

Leverett-Za- pf

& Company

Leverett-Za- pf

1
1

Immediate Possession.
With or without furniture. This
is the largest little brick house
vou can find. Four rooms, bath,
glassed-i- n
sleeping, glassed sun
parlor; hardwood floors, etc.
Garage.
fiocated on nice corner lot In
Highlands, south front. This Is a
nice home and the price is only
$4,600. We insure anything insurable.

....

811 W. Gold.

STAKES.

Real Entate and Insnriince,
West Cold Ave.
Phone 1W.

1

$4,750
modern, new
modern, now, . . , ,$3,150
modern, heat
.$2,750
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
ITinne IS22-R- .

KELEnER,

$5,500.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renFOR RENT Rooms
ders sudden service on Kodak finishing
who demand quality. Work FOU 6ALE Binle luruished room. 61
to
people
F
in before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
second.
Work in before t p. m. mailed noon next FOR RUNT Light housekeeping rooms.
to
work
Address
818 West Iron,
day.
THE RED ARROW,
FOR RENT Dwellings
rooms. ii
Furnished
KENT
E. Las Vegas FOR
'
Albuquerqua
stucco
room
five
South Walter, phona 1687-- J.
New Modern
S0J
FOR RENT Unfurnished house.
(We want a representative In YO'JR
finish-buil- t-in
enamel
board ii
whits
R1SN1
FOli
room;
Furnished
West Iron.
bungalow
territory.)
features. One glassed-i- n
desired. 608 South High.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern flat,
curmsoeu
408 North Third, phone 2848-RBNT
Clean,
sleeping porch, furnace, garage.
air
FOR
Will take car as first payment, FOR RENT
316
South Second.
rooms.
HELP WANTED
Compie.ely Furnished
rest like rent.
818
NortK
modern house.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms,
914 WEST MARQUETTE.
Eleventh.
Male.
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT UnfuTniehed house, five TOAN'TED Erinnd boye. The Economist. FOR RENT Front room aultabls for two
rooms, all modern conveniences. 228 WANTED Walter. Central Restaurant,
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous North Walter. "
Old Albuquerque.
FOR RENT Furnished room13S7--in prlvam
FOR
RENT
small
furnished
a4l)SJ
Nicely
Lw ANTED Good
CONCORD grapes, Bandy's Ranch,
rellabu aalesinan to family; no elck. Phone
house with sleeping porch. Apply 601
ViU Norih South
carry good paying side Una In states of ....i.Mouiiu rooms; hot water heat;
FOR 8AUS Milk goat.
fcrtlth.
NewMexIco and Arliona, Address X.
elcki no children. 414 West Silver.
Third.
Three-roohouse, reson-ablT. Z., care Journal
Phone FOR. RENT
BALE Concord
grapes.
FOR KENT A pleasant front room in s
suit
8iJ-cloaa
In.
1204
Phona
'
oza worm peconu.
S404-J,
VANTED Young man going to high
modern horns,
South Edith.
school or 'varsity, to work on farm FOR RENT Furnished front room. 810.
OR SALE Set double harness, at Bell a FOR RENT An unfurnished four-rooto
be
must
able
tit board and room;
411 South Seventh, phone 2179-l.lvery Barn.
house, modern; no sick; no children. sjs.lik
Addrens C. H., care Journal.
four uilluVusbed
MILK. BliPT IN TOWN 1004 South Broadway.
FOR RENT One to
IK ilODDK
care
take
Good
to
WANTED
gardner
rooma like new. 124 Bouth Edith.
Phone 2419-RFOR RENT Five-roorurnished house.
of garden ona hour or so each day,
two screened-l- n
888
housekeeping
porches,
FOR SALE Water motor. Inquire at
per monthly wages. Apply Leopold Mey-- r,
FOR RENT Furnished
month. Apply at 822 South Arno.
and sleeping rooma. 608 Bouth beconq.
care E. G. Garcia Co., or phona 474-Morning Journal office.
condi
FOR
Modern
RENT
sew
room; gen
front
furnished cottage,
FOR SAE Small tractor,
F)U RENT Furnished
Female.
two rooma and glasaed-l- n
-- o.
tion. J. Koruer
tleman only; no eic. oa pm ...nv
sleeping WANTED
APon
saleslady,
Experienced
car
line. Apply 1818 South
room;
furnished
dSRAPES,
for Jelly. porch
best
CONCORD
FOR RENT Lovely
E'llth.
ply at Rosemvalda.
gentleman preferred. 120 Boinn waiter.
Bandy's Ranch, phone 2408-Jat
A competent
Four-rooWANTED
aaleslady
FOR
RENT
modern
kitch
room
and
houie,
FOR RENT Furnished,
FOR SALE One Angora olllle goal.
once.
The Economist
with sleeping porch, furnished; Fourth
South liroadway.
enette. 1724 West central, rirone ai
Phone 1400-Rl701
ward.
West New York, phone WANTED Olrl for general housework;
kerosene stove
apaii
FUK RENT one good two-rooI OR s'ALE Tlnee-burne- r
818
Fifth.
North
.
nights.
stay
Cornell.
wlih ove, H8.J0. 118 Bouth
ment on nrsi noor. tm rtorm
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant WANTED Woman for general houseV. W. C A. HOTEL Rooms for rent i,y
FOR BALE Beautiful yellow roller
houses
us
Second.
with
We
for
1524
Call
North
rent
work.
at
give
624 West Coal, phone 1358-20614
Norm
day, week or month.
them eneclal attention. Laverett-Zan- f
A
WANTED Girl for general housework: Second.
IIIM tA f .K Klmtiall nltino. ob eaiv Day Co., phone 840.
819 North Fifth.
at
Apply
stay
nights.
rooma tor Until
ments. Call 808 North Second, phone FOIt RENT New
five-roomodern WANTED Woman to do dining room FOR RENT Pleasant
1804-pnone
housekeeping, near Sanatorium
bungalow, attractively furnished: Kar
612 South 1838-In kitchen.
and
work
help
Premier
Smith
SALE
865
a month. West Roma, phone
FOR
typewriter. aite.
Broadway.
good condition. R. F. Parr, Plaxa, Old ins, auer v a. m.
FOR RENT Two very attractive light
WANTED A woman for general houseTown.
housekeeping rooms,, reasonable. Phone
three-rooFOR
RENT "Furnished
2140-1012 1818-or
call
work.
at
Phone
802 Kent.
will
diamond
Uenulne
BARGAIN
modern cottage, with glassed-i- n sleep
ring;
acrlflce for cash. Address "K. H.," ing porch and garage, at 617 East Pa- South Broadway.
FOR RENT Very desirable front room,
housowork.
Girl
for
WANTED
care Journal.
general
cific; Inquire at 1008 Bouth Edith.
private entrance; close to meais; no
803 North Eighth.
Apply afternoon.
sick. 114 South Arno.
FOR SALE Threshing macnina and FOR RENT Seven-roomodern home. Mrs.
O. N. Marron.- glassed-i- n
rout
Fordson tractor, tn good condition.
steam
furnished
sleeping porch,
RENT Nicely
heat,
Spanish-speakin- g
woman, FOR
P. O. Box 412, City.
garage; a real home, located In the best WANTED
room, adjoining bam; ladies oniy; uo
Ad
no children, to keep bouse.
with
residence
of
section
Marthe
A.
e
L.
621
sick.
North Third.
city.
FOR SALE Large else Columbia giapj-phon- tin
dresa M. M-- . care Journal.
Company.
and excellent violin; a bargain.
RENT Three rooms, furnished for
Woman U help me on ranch. FOR
FOR RENT Modern
Call at 821 East Central.
apartment house, WXNTED
Phone tvoi-J- llaht
housekeeping.
Mrs. Fred V. lintteson, Crown Point,
seven rooms and bath, two screened
821 South Third
before the season
BUY YOUR GUN
M.
SH West Tijeras.
well furnlihed and close In. In.
Inqilre
porches,
rifles
to
and
bed room,
opens; fifty shotguns
quire John Lehner, room 80, Armljo WANTED A good cook for small fam FOR RENT Nicely furnished bath; ne
select from, lis west uoiq.
private entrance, adjoining
on farm, five miles from town.
477.
building,
ily
phone
sick. 201 South Arno
FOR SALE Combination Majestio coal FOR RENT
Postofflce box 47)1, city, nr phone 2408-R- 8
Strictly modern
and gas range; retails for 8170; 860
RENT Three unfurnished rooms;
bungalow, furnished;
furnace heat, WHY BE IDLE, wnen you ca& attend FOR
takes It. Mattel, Western Union.
light and water paid; no children; no
the Modern Business College for 310 sick.
glassed sleeping porch, Pittsburgh gas
1011 North Second.
FOR SALE Enamel Jewel gas range, heater, etc.; location la best on high- per month; open all day. (18 West
FOR RENT Rooms, furnished for sleep
practically new; must be sold at once. lands. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold,
ing; also light housekeeping; bath,
Apartment 15, Averlll Apartments,
pnone eer,
EARN BOARD Room and 810 a month phone.
414 West Gold.
.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- FUR RENT Furnished,
five-rooa
while
school:
free.
attending
catalogue
RENT Nice large front room, well
hflni.1,
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
T,,..
una mi
go
Mackay Business College, 906 ft South FOR
is un
tvuui,
1918-to
close
In
modern
Phona
lots.
ventilated.
borne;
Swayne's Dairy.
room, a largs bed room, bath,
Main Street, Los Angeles.
meals. 108 South Arno.
with bullt-l- n
features, and an extra
FOR SALE Red Star wlckless oil stove,
...
- Male and Female.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooma.
four burners and oven, used fourteen
,kki.In house; murratea by day or week. Over Pastime
cleaned; piano
very WANTED Solicitor, lady or gentlami.n;
months; good condition. Phone 1826-I- t, joughly
-211
...w.v ,u, iuur or live grown people;
West Central.
Theater,
In
call
evenings.
Hanna
and
person.
banns.
..... mauiiHuifl to aesiraoie parties. 406 West Central.
FOR KENT Furnished room in private
FOR SALE New shipment of attractive, 1005 Pouth Edith.
no
828
sick. Call after t o'clock
North
low priced. Navajo rugs.
family;
CLERKS, 18 upward, for poatal mall
In evening. 808 North Edith.
and 117 North
Service.. 3130 month.
Elm, phone 8128-Examination
AUTOMOBILE
1780-September 17. Experience unnecessary. FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in
Mulberry, phone
FOR SALE
5
Buick touring ""car", For free particular! of instruction, write
modern home, close in; gentleman
FOR SALE 3,000
pounds flrst-alas- s
firat-elaR. Terry (former Civil Service examiner)
AnniUHnn
UnM4.ninA.
wheat.
Phone
Red
seed
winter
preferred; no sick. Phone 181
"
Turkey
28 Continental Bids;..
Washington, D. C. ELGIN HOTEL
2414-Ror address W. J. Hyde, Ala city.
Sleeping rooms and
FOR SALE Soma extra goo used oars.
meda, New Mexico.
housekeeping apartments, by the day
FOR
SALE
terms.
Livestock
easy
Mclntoah
Auto
808
week
or
Co.
month.
H West Central.
(08
to
SALE
Handsome
made
FOR
saddle,
West Central
FOR RENT Room with sleeping porch,
nrder; v.ed only once; or.dle and spura
FOR
BALE
OR
a
to match; heavy aaddla blanket; !
TRADE Pot a vacant
private entrance, near car line; gen
lot,
car In good order, FOR SALE Four Belgian does and one tiemen only; no sick. 418 Bast Iron.
biff reduufon from cost. 124 South Arno.
phona 410.
n
FOR SALE Three compartment,
RENT Two
duck; good breeding stock. CIS North FOR
furnished
newly
rooms for light housekeeping, with
demountable steel tank, suitable ROADSTER, in good condition, will trade Thirteenth.
for city lot or will cell on easy terme.
418
for use on wagon or truck for hauling of
South
ileeplng
porch.
Broadway.
HORSES FOR SALE
Addresa "Roadster," care Journal.
water, oil or gasoline. Phone 488.
WE) HAVE ten head of good horses and FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front
mares yet lor sale at 810 North Broad
room for lleht hniieelCMininff nrlvxtn
SOFT SPOTS Heek and arch eusnioas OR SALE Two Buick light
1818
sixes,
, way; we guarantee all stock to
models. 87K0 anri t SKA . vrA
prsvent fallen Insteps, cures all foit
glva sat- entrance. 60S Bast Central, phone 1421-troubles, 81. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather ster, 8800; Ford truck, 8180. lie Wost isfaction; some good matched teams.
FOR RENT Three rooms, partly fur
1067-J.
408
West
Central. Phone
Co.,
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Duroo Jersey
nished for tight housskeeplng: mod
FOR
One-toSALE
OR
sows,
n
which
will
SALE
from
TRADE
Phone 637-truck.
FOR
September ern. 808 North Eighth,
pig
Apples; carload of cooking
In good mechanical
condition; .., will 18 to October IS; can be shipped to any FOR RENT Ona desirable room in a
apples and soma Stark's Delicious
consider
heavv
30
of
to
t0
state,
per head, or will
part
i,.m t. i...,.
eating apples. , Call at freight car. Just
private home, olose In; employed gen
trade for milk cows. Postofflce box 478, tleman
scuth of viaduct, Tuesday and Wednes "t 710 North Thirteenth.
preferred; no sick. 807 West Gold.
FOR SALE Studobakar
phone S408-Rday.
trn,.lr.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
PASTURE FOR CATTLE
AUTOMOBILE
CATTLE guarda built uf
ahape in every reaneet: tim .imn
close
In; suitable for employed lady;
i
WE HAVE excellent pasture and plenty no sick taken.
boiler flues, trussed span under- new. ' If VOU need
.ttb .hi.
Phone 2138 -- M. 718 West
of wild hay for 200 to 800 cattle for Gold.
neath; capacity five tons. 880, F. O. B. gain. 1010 North First, phone 878-the
Mexico
ex
Steel
New
Co.,
coming winter; running water;
SALE E'ra good used Dodge
Albuquerque,
Address FOR RENT Nice, large, well ventilated
Brothers roadster;
Ins., 1906-In perienced cowman In charge.
bath,
used Dodtrn Ui-- h... couple bargains . Hermes Mercantile Co.. Bar T Ranch. In room; prlvata entrance; adjoining
. ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
modern bouse; no sick; no children.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal- Korber & Co., Auto Department, phone Burlington, Colo.
Phone 1114.
Maniano Co., 110 South
Th
lon,
FOR RENT
nice, airy
PERSONAL
34
Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up FOR SALE Marmon
automobile!
front room. In private home, adjoin
r,
as long as the bniidinT.
will
last
model 1818;L first-clanoil
VSET3cTlaTrone?'w7
811
bath
with
hot
and
cold
water,
ing
cond
...
tlnflf , mntn . V...
uvvn
oncea for sorority house. Call 1466-South Arno.
.
new ifnhnlatArlns,mh .,(, B.I, overhauled,
i
exire or 730-.T- .'
t ,
FOR RENT Furnished room, new homo,
down and balance DO YOU WANT
FOR BALE Five hundred shares of City .
fcrm'
TO LEARN SPANISH 7
a. i,omax
good location, furnace heat: suitable
.. ' i. """ "
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R.
SEE J.
ESPINOSA, No. 1. Woolworth for two; reasonable; board convenient.
.
Enclno, N. M.
U Bust. N. T. Armljo building.
ouiiaing. rnone 465.
lie ivortn aiapie.
EXPERIENCED driver and mechanic ("OR RENT Two large modern front
wants to drive car to California: fur
rooms for light housekeeping, well fur
USB VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINTT FOR SALE Five
nish A-- r references. L, H. McFarland, nished; on car line. 708 North Third,
fine purs-bre- d
very
Roof Koter: Roof Cement, stons leaks.
Embben geese. Nlpp'a Bench, phone sos Nortn Twelfth.
pnone
izvb.w.
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR permanently re- - FOR
RENT Threa
furnished
light
Palnti Valapar Enamels, for automobiles; FOR SALE
'on several
moved.
Chit
Susan
needle.
Special
prices
Multiple
housekeeping rooma Second ward, on
Homestead
Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
varieties or good laying hena and An- - tenden, electrlo needle specialist.
earllnei no sick; no ohlldren. (13 Bouth
assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leather Co., cr.na
cocKtreia. 1636 East Central
408 West Central, phone 1067-- J.
Beauty Parlor. 411 Bast Central, Edith, phone 1428-FOR SALE Fine breeding pen of An- - Phone 878-FOR RENT Large, handsomely furnish. an mrtA aha
MniUL tWAntV.ftWA
MONEY TO LOAN
ed, well ventilated
bed room; baih,
WHAT WORRIES TOU?
1838-good
Phona
chefp.
stock;
118
LEARN to make hlnga come your way, hot water heat; centrally located. 321
MONEY" "TO LOAN On- watches, dia Cornell.
9
1744-West
Coal,
no
or
in
neaith
tedi
phone
love,
munda
long,
money:
and h.,mmm
ainahi
WE BUY AND SELL poultry of all ous lessons, but
.nr. x. laroue, zip BQUtn First.
just what you need now.
Newly furnlshsd. nico
kinds; we deliver dressed poultry any Just send your blrthdata and your free WOODWORTK
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches whera
Clean rooms and housekeeping apart- ai
nrl-In eltvt
Vn .si
rivht.
will offering.
Prof. Coffman, Dir. J ments, by day, week
man viu joweirj; liberal, reliable, coo several nice
862-1824
Phone
North Second street, Albuquerque, summer rates, 813 or month, Reduced
pullets.
Identlal. Gottlieb Bear. 101 North First 1204 South Edith.
South Third.
New Mexico,
nNrmnvTiii.
j.
FOR RENT Rooms partly furnished with
'.
Mnnrfa wmthm t Ik..
SPECIAL NOTICE
Sleeping porches, to ladles and school
FOR SALE OR TRADE
automobiles.. Lowest rates.
Rotbman's
girls only; reference
required; close
FOR 8ALE"Town
lot andflve'-aor-e
IIS South Third, phone 881-In,
OILDERSLEBVB ELECTRIO CO.
tract on St. Andrews Bay, Florida.
n
PRINTING"
sleeping porch,
High and dry and in rapidly developing FOR RENT Glassed-iENGINEERS AND i CONTRACTOR!
0.
wltn smaller room for kitchen,
Good proposition at 8480. Might
PRINTERS11" WD CAN save you money on electrical section.
or lot In Albuquerque. In modern home, with bath and toilet.
trade
for
Ford
Flrst-claa- s
110 WEST GOLD avenue.
service. Call op and gat our estimate
Address Hayden, care of Carloek Ranch, sis per month; next door te Taylors
1780 West Central, phone 17J8-printing service, Phona T
store on pia.sa, Ola Town.
Albuquerque, N. M.

aIealhome

classed residence Income prop-

SeSvicc.

A. C.

IncJ

NEAR UNIVERSITY
$8,510
modern, heat
modern, heat. ... .$5,350

Investment and Income Tropcrtj
We have for sale the highest
erty In the city. Consists

ei a

i

sr Int'u Fcaturc

large porches,
etc, located on'North flno location,brick,
$4,250, Seven rooms
are
nsm.
una
terms
street,
Eigntn
large lot, garage, shade trees,
H. P. GILMORE
close In on carline, $8,000. Five
Real Estate and Insurance.
rooms, hardwood floors, garage
Phono 442-214 W. Gold.

LEVERETT-ZAPi:- &
J.

A

Phone
mlta lnf oliaHA BT1

Five-roo- m

HOUSES

h

five-roo- m

tj

wuvnvn,
Phone 723-- J

Leverett-Za- pf

One-fourt-

Martin Co,, Realtors

'

$35.00

:

For

Emaiirdl

Four rooma, glassed poroh, basement,
120 8. Fourth.
Phone 414.
bath, gas, bullt-l- n features. In the Fourth
ward; this is the best finished and most
FOURTH STREET RANCH. complete little home In the city.
Cosy, modern home, five rooms and Five room cement block, garage, oung
features shade; this la a well built bom In a
sleeping porch, built-i- n
five acres, fine land under ditch. good neighborhood In the
highlands, and
Alfalfa. Fifteen minutes out on
Is worth the money 88,800,
paved road. Priced to sell.
We
few
have
a
furnished houses.
(iiUi and

WANTED
$8,000 on good' first mortgage.
Tell us what you want we may
have it.

'

BriMa

Insurance

'

.

A REAL HOME FOR SALE
Five-roomodern bungalow,
with hardwood floors, all the
late built-i- n
features, built-i- n
laundry tubs; lot 50x300 feet,
with garag and good outbuildings. It Is a real home and In
A- -l
condition. If you are looking for something good, let us
show It
you.

fire-plac- et

RANCHES.
Ws have some very fine ranches
closa in, located close to good
on
School, and can bo boughtmar-kvery good terms. If in the tilthei
for a ?ood ranch,
larra or small, lot us show you
vhat we have.

CLOSE IN RANCH
mile from Old Town
Three-fourt- h
on Boulevard.
acre,
(adobe) house
with built-i- n features, well, trees,
vines, garage, and ditch water.
You will have to see this place
to appreciate its value. Must be
sold in the next few days.
Only $3.500 Terms. Call 1ST.
FRANKLIN A COMPANX
Loans.
Realtors
Insurance
RANCH

five-roo-

dence.

'

OUT OF TOWN

OWNER

WONDERFUL BUIWHNa
SITE,
h
of a block In the
finest residential section; dan
dy location for that fine resi-

.One-fourt-

apartment
furnished
apartment.
furnished
apartment,
furnished

and

ran alis

v.

i i

1921

-

corrt- -

ii

y

mmmmmmmmmfmmmmi

"

"

desired.

pletely furnished

1ao.

Seven room
brlok and
m.m,in
y
stucco
HOME, hardwood
finish throughout, fireplace, built-i- n
features, plenty clothes closets and
storage room; good lot, five minutes
from postofflce and situate in be3t
residential section of the Third ward,
prloed right at $5,809, 12,600 oasa.
balance
per cent. See

AN INVESTMENT.

Three umall houses, partly fur.
nlshed, located in a good rent
district in the Highlands. All
houses nre In ijooj, condition and
can 'oe bought on good terms tf

turnisnea
apartment,

h

HIGHLAND TIKK
RUBBER
WOKES.
Broadway and Gold. Phono 230

"fine location, with paved street
lawn, walks, and double garage.
If interested in a real home
call ut for an appointment.

FOR RENT.
lllnhlnorts.
ig.Room house, elegantly

made by us.

MACIE WILU BE

TO

e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

A six -- room
modern
house In Fourth ward,
has just been newly decorated throughout the Interior, This home can
be had on very small
terms.
South Arno, seven-roo$5,250
home with basement,
two glassed-i- n
sleeping
porches. Can be duplexed very, easily. Oh terms.
Three rooma and two
$3,750
on
sleeping
porches
Tenth street, modern In
every respect, on terms.
Two plastered' rooms,
$1,200
front and sleeping porch,
will take car as first payment.
Wo are glad to show you sny
of the above at any time.
117 West Gold
Phone 607.
$4,260

m

.Tournal,
Nice home, furnished; cor-n.''OR SALE
lot. 100x142: a good business goes
with it: S6.000. Address Bungalow, care

Journal.

FOR SALE
By owner, good four-roohouse, modern, glassed and screened
porches, newly decorated, excellent con
dition. Apply 714 South Arno.
AllOliNKVS.
sacrifice.
FOR SALE At wonderful
Have you I5.S00 cash, for a $7,600 JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
modern home; all oonvenlencea; close u; Rooms IS, 17
and 19. Cromwell Building.
no terms. Address J. A., care Journal.
Phona 11S3-FOR SALE Four-roobrick bungalow,
PHYSICIANS AND BrEOKONS.
with glassed
aleeplng
porch, two
screened porches, garage,
completely DR. S. L. BURTON,

PROFESSIONAL

rurnished; Fourth ward; terms. Addrsss
L. C, care Journal.
FOR SALE
brick house, cor
ner lot, shade trees, screened porches.
fine neighborhood;
from
the owner,
14.. 00; 1750 cash,
balance Ilka rent.
823 West New York,
FOR SALE
A
modern house,
on fifty-folot. In Fourth ward; haa
n
bullt-lfeatures, lawn, walks,
fireplace,
garage, etc.; prlae 14,750, on terms. J.
A. Hammond, phone 1622-FOR SALE
house,
By owner, five-roofull basement large attic, built In
book
buffet and
cases; furnace beat;
fine location. Fourth ward, shade,
W. P. T., cara Journal.
FOR SALE New modern bungalow
Fourth ward; five rooms and sleeping
porch, lawn and trees, tao large clcet,
and linen closet fire place, large screened
porch off kitchen, with or without new
furniture; never used by sick; reasonable price; easy terms; might take car
or part first rment. Phone 1047--

WANTED

--

pay

0

2J3S--

Disease of the Stomach.
Suite.
Barnett Building.
DB. S. V. t LAltKK,
,
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
Barnstt Building.
Phona III.
Office Hours
I to 11 a. m and t to I p. m,
'
I)K. MARGARET CAKTWRIOH1,
Office Grant Bldg., Room 18. Phone I7S
Residence 1121 East Central.
Phone 871.
DB. 1IAKRV

per cent, first mortgage.

Phone

Watches, clocks and Jewelry
to repair. 117 South First, phone 117-- J.
Rrassflold, the Watch Man.
of metals;
AND CUTTING
WELOINO
also welders' supplies and carbide for
N. M. Steet Co., Inc., phone 190S-- J.
sale.
To buy from owner, three or
WANTED
four lots north or west of town, out
side city limits. Address 13, cara

IO,

W, M, SHERIDAN,
Practice Limited to

fiEXITO- - tRINMil
WsEASEJS.
AND DlaEASLS OF TITE SRIV
WassermaD Laboratory In Connection,
Citizens Rank Klilfr. Pbone 8861

CHIROPRACTORS
II
M.
201

'

and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad.
lng Co., 220 South Second, phone 730.
RUO CLEANERS
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.60 and op.
furniture repaired and packed, stoves
repaired, Ervin Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANTED
Careful Kouak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisSend your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna. Master Photographers.
PIANO TUNING and repairing by es
pert Jiere In Albuquerque over five
years; all work guaranteed; also repreMuslo company,
sent Knight-Campbe- ll
Denver, Colo. O. A, May, 114 South
Fourth, phone 403.

FOUND Young black bull , pup; owner
DRESSMAKING
may have same by paying tor this ad.
S2S
North Sixth.
ANTUD
Dressmaking at
the day Phnne 2403-J- I
A bunch of keys, in or near the
LOST
postofflce; return to Journal office; DUE.MAKINO of all kinds; expert lady
rewurd
tailoring. Beading and embroidering
Phone 781-white
specialty.
LOST Baby's
bracelet,
go!u
aoo box
Ivory elephant pendant; reward; re- PLEATING, accordion, aid
805
Bouth
or
turn to
Second,
phone
mall orders. N. Crane. Ill North
1183-Seventh; Crane Apartments phone 114,
U
act , with HEMSTITCHTnO and all kinds
LOST Platinum lavalllere,
t!l v.y liberal reward
five dUmoids:
pleating and braiding dona at the
103
and
corner
for return to Popular store,
North Williams Millinery,
Broadway
First.
Gold, phone 1073--

end

Cnlronoctor.
20 Armljo Building.

g. ENGE, D.

C,

Pbone Connections.
Chiropractor.
West Central.
ltons 12 and

WANTED

MAX BARGAIN STOilB, at 118 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-banclothing, shoes and
furniture. Phone 888.
B HITTER
KODAK
FINISHING It Is
better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. The Barnuro Studio, SISVt Wst
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
HIGHEST cash price paid for secondhand bicycles. Bring ua your old wheels

C. IKVIN;

Special Attention to Gynecology
nd Tuberculosis.
Rooma II and 23, Grant Building.
Phones Offloe. 6B4; Residence. 10SJ.

Miscellaneous

WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
home.
Phone 2347-LOAN WANTED of 12,000, or more; will

CARDS

FOR" SALE

It.

Furniture

BALE
Uo d Iuj ni lury. Hi tuuU
Broadway.
FOR SALE Dresser, rocker, cook stove,
ana dining table. Phone 1911-- J.
fOIt SALE Dining room set. consisting
of buffet, table and four chairs; also
small table and bed. 1104 West Slats,
phont 1033-- J.
FOH SALE Ivory rocker, drenier, dtk,
drtialnr table, bed; fruit Jart, 10c;
child' bed, iwlnff. Ue box. refrigerator,
two roll-to- p
dtski, liotfrunt, violin; atl
ktnda of rood uid furniture, priced
right. 325 South First.
FOR

TIME CARDS

mm
(

WKSTaoUND Dally.
Artlve. Depart.
Train,
1
The Scout.... 7:10 pm 1:10 pm
Na
Na I Calif. Limited 10:40 am 11:10 am.
Na t Fargo Fast. 11:10 ara.ll:4o am
No, I The Navajo. 11 4 am ' lue en
SOUTHBOUND.

Na II
Na 17
Na

I

Na

l

El Paso Eip.
BI Paso Ep.

EASTBOUNQ

The Navajo.. 1:18 pm
4 Calif, t.lm.ud 8:00 pm
No.
Na I 8. F. Eight.. 1:18 pm
Na 10 The Scout ... 1:10 em

h.

u:e

P

am

1:48 pm
1:40 um
1:00 im
7:80 ao

FROM SOOTH.
El Paso 1:18 pm
1CI
Paso 7:00 am

From

Na 10 connects at Beiea with Na M
for Claris. JPeoog Vgllsy, Kansas City
nie rv.o
Net, 'IS connects at Beien Wltn wa s
from Clovle end points east and ent

V

J

S3HBE8

lava
illiw

n'r

I

Snmn
wviBiw

ftinaftr
itaiuvi

finnr!

uvuu

ft

fib?
s v
a

'
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We Are Selling Today
BEECHNUT PINT BOTTLES
II
Ginger Ale at 20c each. Tomorrow it is 25c. Get
it today put it on ice and have an invigorating drink

III

Grapes For

Concord

My

S15 Marble

ROBERT JONES

Coal and South Walter
676
Phone

Avenoa

Phonea

4

The Highest Grada Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

Sell

I

llliU

I

l

I I I I

FIRED

M

other Macaroni Products

TODAY

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

i
4

PERCY

EILEEN

'

i

i

"BLUSKIHG

in

BRIDE"

Story and direction by Jules O. Fnrtlimnn.
AND FUN
A RIOT OF LAUGHTER
CARTOONS
ALSO FOX NEWS AND MUTT AND JEFF
ADMISSION
REGULAR

LOCAL ITEMS

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
Santa Fe defeated Alamosa
In the second game of their
aeries by a score of 10 to 6.
will
Catholic Lady Foresters
meet this evening at 7:33 o'clock
at St. Mary hall.
Born vesterday to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank C. Sanchez of Armijo, six
pound twins, a boy and a girl.
" Mrs. Frances Chaves and two
sons left yesterday for Laramie,
"Wyo., for a visit with relative.
Captain J. C. Peters has returned
from Cowles where ha ha bacn
the summer.
spending
Miss Frances Spencer, who has
been a guest at the homo of Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Witsri for the
to
past month, will return oday
her homo in Colorado Springs.
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes haa s
turned to the city from a month
vacation spent at La Jolla, Cal.
load
Four dollars, full wagon
amount.
limited
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Miss Fay Briant and Miss
Mcser will leave th(s evening
for a fix weeks1 visit with relatives
in Arkansas and Texas.
Mrs. A. B. McMillan will leave
ihis moin'ng for Santa Fe to at-

COUCEIODAY

INDIAN

j

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, RINGS,
PILLOW TOPS,
SPOONS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

yes-tord-

At Reduced Prices

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

First St.

Phone

ILL

GIRLS

FOR

917-,-

!

GORDQvA BrHHFO

1

The Harwood Industrial school
for girls which Is conducted by the
Methodist church on North Fourteenth street will open today. The
students who will number about 75
this year have already returntd to
the school from their homes about
the state, according to Mrs. M. E.
Johnson, superintendent of th.
school.
Three new teachers have been
added to the staff this year. Miss
Lena Earl who has been a missionary in South America, will teach
Spanish and some high school
work. Miss Flora Goudy from Cornell college at Mt. Vernon, la.,
will teach music and eewins:. MIsh
Vera Herby of Aibi'qucrquo will
teach mathematics.
The faculty
numbers nine instructo-s- .
For the first time In the history
of the institution high school work
will be offered. Two years high
schoo. work will be givn this year
with the expectation 3C expand'ng
the course to the full four years by
the time a new buildinn is appro-p- i
lated to the schoo'. Plan-- Instruction and public schn
music will
be offered for the first time this
also.
year,
)

Ft

FROM SMITH

RING BY DOCTOR

tend the fiesta.

Allen Bruce wilt leave today w.for
;a business
trip to Deming, N.

1

.,

Clfc-d-

so-n-

PARISIAN

THE

it

d

STAGE

ss

service.

C1TI EI.KCTB10 SHOE SHOP
213 South Second.
rhuo. 601 V.
Free Cull and Delivery,

SANTA FE STAGE LINE.
at
this morula
Will leave
T:00 o'clock, to be in Santa Fe in
lime to seo the Do Vargas parade.
210 West Central. Phone 600.

LOCALK

OFP.'S

at

SANTA FE TO ATTEND
z GRAND LODGE MEETING

of
lodge
The
Albuquerque
Knights of Pythias is well represented at the grand lodge meeting
'which begim In Santa Fe today.
The local delegation left for Santa
Fe yesterday. They will make an
"ffort to brin the next session of
the strand lodge to Albuquerque.
Those who are attending the Santa
Fe meeting are Mr. and Mrs. C
.. Rerndston.
Mr.'anl Mrs. Joseph
Pies, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Hanna.
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Easley, J. E.
Elder and L. W. Galles.
-

it

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
phone 939.

IFOR

TINTING and all
ot painting call WRIGHT
WALL
1342

4:80 pm
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrive In Albuquerque 7:80 pm

Phone 600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
210

Singer Cigar Store,
West Central

VV.

V

Let Us Send a Man
To repine? that broken window
gloss. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

Miss Gertrude

Thompson

Teacher of Piano
and Theory of Music.
Teacher's Certificates from University of Illinois' and American
Conservatory, Chicago. Special
work at Sherwood Musfe School,
Chicago Children's classes will
be organized.
Studio:
Rooms
Whiting Building.
25-2-

SPECIAL AT

Army & Navy Store
Street
hunting trip, a com
or

823 South First

For your
outfit,
plete
consisting
Breeches
Khaki Shirt
ind Legglns. ,
$2.50
Army Folding Cots..
Light wool army socks.... 25c
We also carry a line of new and
iecond hand army shoes, blankets, leather puttees, etc.

$2.75

Army & Navy Store
323 South First Street..

FOR SALE

Hand Decorated Glass, Linen
This Week Only
and Trays
KIIr belli Clark Hessclden,
1100 V. Central.
Phone 933-Y-

THEATRE
Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAYi

Paramount Week

V

JESSE

Competent cook would like to
get dinner for private family, or
will do any kind of party work.

PnONE

1450--

Miramontes On the Mesa
Hotel for heallhseekers.
Phone 2400-- J 1

Fifteen Days Only
We will put in genuine Factory-mad-e
George Bernard Shaw.
Main Springs and guarantee
$1.00
one year for
Dangers of the Ku Kline Klan them for
and the fear of belnp compelled to
Watch Shop
Wiseman's
join Eugene V. Debs in jail are
215 South Second Street.
given by Mr. Shaw as reasons why
he will not visit the United States
this season or any other season.
Bat perhaps he was only indulging
in a bit of Shavian humor.
Bridle, spurs and heavy saddle
blanket; used only once. Will
MEN
ARRESTED
TWO
sell at big reduction from cost.
' 124 SOUTH ARM).
ON A FIGHT CHARGE

SADDLE

M. Griego and
Polo
Telesfor
Baca were arrested on South First
street last night by the police on
a charge of fighting and disorderly
conduct.
The two men are said to have
been quarrelling and fighting In t" e
street, and Griego's hand waa badA large knife
ly cut by a knife.
was found on Baca when he was
will
he
and
searched,
probab'y be
charged with assault when brought
before Judge McClellan this morning for Ms hearing.

TEST

ASK.V'

L.

A

PR.B.5EKITS

GEOP.GE

MELFOR.D
p

R,o..o.u:cjr,i o.n

i

LOOK
AT THESE
Reclaimed

BUY

Russet Shoes.. $1.05

Shoes

2.00
.,
2.50
ArmylCot
Khaki Breeches
1.00
Wrapped Leggings
.75
Reclaimed O. D. Shirts....
$1.25, $1.75, $2.00, 3.50
D. V. Blankets. . . , $3.00and 6.50
3.50
Navy Blankets
Prompt attention to all
mail orders.
LIBERTY ARMY STORE
117 North First Street.
Hob-Na- il

5

PRICES BEFORE

YOU

.........

James

rCirfCwood

I

(Z CpammounlQicluro.

TwL

.

Wi

fa&f

Vjjfjp

vSWV
?L Wii'V.

I fi
f E.
if,
I t-

Story in adapted
from Sir Gilbert
Parker's hook,
"THE MONEY

STAGE
- ESTANCIA

ALBX QUERQUE

Packard Stage Service

Daily

Except

Sunday.

Springer Transfer Office, 104 West Gold.
Phone 4i
7:30 a. m.
Ar. Estancla .........10 a, tn.
Ar. Mountainair ......12 Noon
7 a. m.
Lv. Mountainair
9 a. m.
Lv. Estancla

Lv. Albuquerque,

......

Private School
Mrs. Edna Thomas will conduct
a school for upper grades at the
English Lutheran Church, Sixth
md Silver, beginning
SEPTEMBER 6TII.

12 Noon
Ar. Albuquerque
Office Springer Transier Co.

Estancia Stage Co.
Inc.'

RAMS

NOTICE.
Sealed bids will be received

un-

til noon September 16, on general
construe. ion, heating and plumbing

and elect! leal work for a school
building to be erected at Las Vegas.
N, M, for the Immaculate Conception church, according to plans by
Chas. W. Barrett, architect. East
Las Vegas, N. M. Plans may be
secured fom the architect upon
depositing a certified check for $25.

g
yearling and
Large, smooth,
rams. In carload lots or less Prices right.
two-year-o-

heavy-shearin-

ld

WALTER M. C0.MEIL

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUE"

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

"CURRENT

ALL RAZOR
Blades left at the White Elephant
for sharpening,
call at Ruppe's
Drug Store for them, and where
should
left
be
from now on.
they
Have your straight razors honed
and set by experts. All work
guaranteed.
KOUZA BROTHERS
At Ruppc's Drug Sloie.
PRE-WA-

EVENTS"

REGULAR

,

h

PRICES

PRICES

R

We Are on the Job
Cents

VRC
AUCTION SALE
South
Tuesday, September 6th, at 320
Edith Street.

1

v

For Sale. Carload of cooking
apples and some Stark's Delicious eating apples.
Call at
freight car, just south of
viaduct, Tuesday and

A THOROUGHLY

Washing and ironinir to take
Also
home.
rough dried.
Reasonable price.
Plir.no 918--

TEN DAI SPECIAL.
Railroad Watches Cleaned. . .$2.5C
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Commercial Watches Cleaned $1.60
Dependable Work. Factory Method
DOINGS
HERBERT C. SCHt'LTZ,
Jeweler.
107 S. Fourth St.
Mrs. L. E. Morgan purchased a
lot on Commorce avenue, Saturday,
and has arranged with her son
Morgan, to build for her one
o9 his Ideal Spanish type bungaYour Trunk Hauled for
lows.
Raymond E. Craft has pur25
chased two lots, corner of Coal and
Call Albuqnerqne Transfer Co.
Grand avenues.
Phone 542.
Eighteen lots were resold this
month on the Heights, the original
urchasers making from twenty-fiv- e
to one hundred per cent on
their investments.

Miss Angelica Howden returned
Connecticut, where
yesterday from
hei Local Boxer's Physical Conhe spent the summer with and
family. Bishop JT. B. ofHowden
dition Calls Halt to Bout
the family
nd other members
will return to the city later.
at Santa Fe With Mike
Miss Louiso Lowber and her
Cul'.en,
Elizabeth
'fcouse guest, Miss
Baca; Money Returned.
will leave
of Washington, D. C,
for Santa Fe today to attend the
Benny Cordova was judged unot fight by Dr. David E. Rnapp.
fThere will be a regular moeting8 fit
of Santa Fe, a few minutes before
f the Fraternal Brotherhood at
lie was scheduled to mix it n
bout with Mike BaM nl
ih'clock this evening at thu Odd
Fellows' hall.
Santa Fe Ust night and ih bout
formerly
off. The Rialtn was
Rev W. E. Foulks,
the was called
r.no ..nn
here as the pastor of now
i w clir.m
uu
ivn mils.,
JFLKE'S GOOD LUCK
ticnucu ...i,K
back after the doctor's
their
Southern Methodist, N.church,
money
OI.KOMARGAR1NE
was
in
M..
Phono 2III8-Jeslding at Deming. with his sin. decision was received.
Free Delivery.
Cordova starte dthe ball rolllrs
the city yesterday,
last
continued on to Santa
by refusing to weigh in at t'i9 rlnr 158
;hey
Taxi
& Baggage 158
s.do. Paca, who weighed lit on the
Bight on business.
by (iiiclal scales, offered
to box CorJames D. Eakin, accompanied
leave
to
expects
of
his weight BITTNER
dova regardless
Trank J. Wendell,
HOUSE ROOMS
long automobile wh.ch is thought to hj
been
Thursday on a first
Phone 22I-visit southern many pounds over that ajrped on 3191,4 South First.
rip. They will
reCalifornia, taking In all thewhich Some one then demanded a physiports near Los Angeles, after Pacific cal examlnatlun of Cordjva.
Advertise in the Mornmotor along the
A thorough
examinatioi wat
they will
ring-sidCoast to Seattle, Wash.
Dr.
;nade
by
Knapp,
... Miss Welthea Graham, daushter
with the result Vat Cor- ing Journal.
of physician,
of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Graham, the
dova was barred from tho ring.
passed through
L'i'tdova had but little to say, rephoenix, Ariz.,
yesEAT AT
eity on the easlbound limitedwhere
marking that he had not felt very
Boston,
for
fell for
time. This is the secterday afternoon
BRACY'S
New
England
the
attend
will
he
ond time within
the
past few
Music, to complete weeks that he has been unable
to
Conservatory ofcello
CAFETERIA
playing. Mr. i ter the ring against Li .tea on acer lessons in
met her count
and Mrs. W. T. McCreight
Open from 7 a. tn. to 8 p. ni.
out
of
of condUior,
being
Corner Fourth and Central.
8t the deport, Miss Graham being
niece of Mrs. McCreight.
SZ3
of
MAN
WHO
INSULTED
Mrs. Lucy B. Lockard,
(South Third street, after spending
WOMAN PUT IN JAIL
her
the past two months with
at Long
another and other relatives
the cm
Darlo Garcia, charged with InHeach, Calif., returned to were
ladles' Tailor and Furrer
left sulting two women at the corner of
I.ADikS
Vesterday. Her two boyswill
return
Do
First
street
avenue
and
you know that we can make for
they
Beach;
Tijcras
Long
ault or
you a beautiful
was arrested
yesterday
evening,
Jn about two weeks.
dreeg ai cheap as you can buy th
last night by the police.
J P Bryan and R. L. M. Ross,
same
quality In read mad clothes?
from Peru, Ind., are in the city on Siserla Garcia were standing on
Garments made here era of the
Mrs. Lougerdilir Mora and Mrs.
business.
class in workmanship, and
highest
Womcorner
the very LATEST IN STYLE.
A regular meeting of the
their husawaiting
- the
We Invite your Inspection ot out
bands when Garcia approached
Benefit association of Maccaen's
this them and is said to have made inwork.
.
bees will meet at 2:30 o'clock,
II South Fonrtb Street.
I. O. O. F. hall.
remarks. As he was annoysulting
afternoon In Caldwell
left last night ing the women their husbands,
- Charles S.
lie
on
business,
who had been only a few feet
tor Jordan, N. M.,
will be away for about a week.
away, approached, and held Garcia
until officers could be summoned.
William Strents, brother of Harry
Garcia will probably appear hi
Lik-o- n
John
and
Stenis, of this dry.
police court this morning.
Albuquerque
have purchased the Merchants
Cafe, of Santa Fe, and renamed it
GENTRY'S
EGGS.
to Santa Fe.
The
place
the "Capital City Cafe."
At Champion, Hawkins, Sao Jose.
the
Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45 am
has been greatly Improved andfirst-claIdeal and Pappc's. Price
Skinner's,
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
new proprietors guarantee
CO cents.

Opposite Postoffiec

903-- J

WANTED

com-

HARWQQD5CH0QL

APPLES

Hand-Engrav-

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL, OFFICE

Jesus Valdez, 410 south Second
street, was shot and seriously
wounded in the leg by an unknown
boy who was shooting on the river
bank near the bridge yesterday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. Valdez and
Feleciano Troncosa were sitting on
tho river bank and heard several
shots. They lokcd tip and saw a
boy some distance down tho bank.
The next shot penetrated Valdez'

t

18k White and Green Gold
Wedding Kings.
122 South Fourth Street

rhouo

WQUND5VALDEZ

that his
Not realizing
panion was seriously injured, Troncosa started to run after the boy.
After chasing him for a long time,
he was forced to abandon the
to catch him.
Left alone, Valdez, quickly lost
enough blood to render him al
He was dls
most unconscious.
covered by two women who sent for
vvnen n
amuuiance.
Crollott
the
Valdez was In a critical
arrived.
condition. Ho was hurried to his
home where the wound, which was
made with a small calibre Bullet,
was dressed. He was reported to
i,a nut nf dancer late last night.
Officials are searching for the
unidentified
boy who carelessly
fired tho shot.

AIR COOLED.
j

BARBARIC AMERICA

BO!

leg.

LET'S GO

FOGG the JEWELER

AFRAID TO VISIT

I

I

nin r I
nui UULLL
Hill

Shot Fired By Unidentified
Boy on River Bank.

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

I

Jesus Valdez Is In Serious
Condition as a Result of

Will have them today. 20 lbs. crates, $2.50.
Morris Supreme Butter, pound 25c.

k
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Most Everybody
brings us their
Kodak Finishing.
WHY NOT YOU?

HANNA & HANNA
Incorporated
Master Photographers.
114 W. Central. 405 W. Central.

Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m. Eight rooms of house furnishings to go to the highest bidder for cash. Note the following
articles to be sold: One $550 piano, looks like new. dining table,
buffet and upholstered chairs to match, base burner, dressers,
chiffoniers, rugs, rockers, brass bed, Iron bede, hall carpet. Morris chair, sewing machine, refrigerator, commodes, stand tables
, and library tables, mirror; coal range,
gas plate, dishes, cooking
utensils and many other articles not mentioned. If It Is house
furnishings you need, don't fall to attend this sale. These good
are all sanitary, never used by sick and are in good condition.
Also one
Chalmers auto. If you are Interested In
this auto we wish to state that It will be the first article sold.
We probably can arrange terms on auto and piano. Don't forget
the date and place and arrange to be on hand promptly.

CONTINUOUS

1

TO 11 P. M.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY
If you could see leaping from script to screen the actual
characters of a wonderful story of the love of two men
and a girl away in Canada's grandest crags, and whirl
more real and vivid than
with them through action-dram- a
words could ever make it, wouldn't you greet that picture
as a splendid exception? Then you'll agree "The Sky
Pilot" is one.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
V

Auction Sale

A Business

Education of the
Highest Quality
Can be
th..

ibtalned at
Western
School for Private Secretaries
We train our students by Individual Instruction to the point of
and then
highest
efficiency
place them In responsible positions.
COMPLETE COURSES
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
ENROLL NOW
Fall term opens September 6
Half-Da- y
and Evening SesDay,
sions.

Western School for
Private Secretaries
745 West

Tlje.-a- s
iOl--

Phone

Wednesday, September 7th, at 406 West
Marble Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of l furniture to go to the highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Two oak dressers, oak
commodo, library table, library lamp, electric fan, dining table,
buffet and chairs to roatch, rugs, rockers, hall tree, beds, spring
and mattresses; stand tables, telephone chair, kitchen range, refrigerator, kitchen table, white enamel cabinet and many other
articles not mentioned on account of space. If it is house furnishings you need you can not afford to miss this opportunity,
These goods are all In Acondition and never used by sick.
Also ten Rhodo Island Red hens and rooster. Don't forget the
date and place, and be on hand promptly.
A--

-l

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Avenue.
J.

ANNOUNCEMENT
THE

"SQUAIIE

DEAL

GARAGE"

piki

Is under new management and will continue to do honest, high class
auto repair work of all kinds at moderate prices.
WE BUY, SELL, AND REBUILD FORDS
"And guarantee them to be in perfect mechanical condition.
Our customers must be satisfied. List your car with the "Live Wire

Outfit" for quick results.
WE HAVE FOR SALE
Completely Overhauled Ford Touring, with starter (like new)
Ford Speedster.
Ford Touring.
Ford Runabout.

CIIAS.

II.

ADDED

"HAUGHTY

N

ATTRACTION

MARY

BROWN"

.

846-- J

(

'

POLL TAX

Phone

NATIONAL ATTRACTION
CURTIS PRODUCTION

A VANITY COMEDY

KOREIIEAD

(Formerly with Brasfield Motor Co.)
412 Wet Copper Avenue

A CATHRINE

at the
Now due and payabl
High School Building. Corner
Broadway and Central. Call at
ifflce or mall checks to
BOARD Of EDUCATIONI

Medicated Turkish Bath
Tickets of six Iiaths, Including
body massage, tor $10, for balance-of
this month. Trained
Nurse and MasseiiBe.
MRS. TERR DEAMER. Prop
508 H VP. Central. Phone 085-.

